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Introduction
Class field theory provides a description of the Abelian extensions of local and global fields in
terms of the arithmetic of the field itself. This branch of algebraic number theory was mainly
developed in the 20th century and is deemed one of the major achievements in the area. At its
initial stage, it was developed thanks especially to Takagi and Artin. These first results concerned
only global class field theory, stated in terms of generalized ideal class groups, and the proofs
strongly depended on analysis. It was not until 1930 that Hasse first introduced local class field
theory. The introduction of ide`les by Chevalley provided the means to pass from the local to the
global results, as well as a more unified version of class field theory: both in the local and global
case, we have a one-to-one correspondece between finite Abelian extensions of a field and open
subgroups of finite index of a certain topological group, which is the multiplicative group of the
field itself in the case of local fields and the ide`le class group in the case of global fields. Moreover,
the use of this tool allowed to give purely algebraic proofs of the main results in class field theory.
The introduction by Tate of what is known as Tate cohomology (a slight modification of classical
group cohomology which allows to relate cohomology and homology groups) allowed to give an
elegant reformulation of class field theory (which could now be understood in terms of the Tate
cohomology groups associated to a certain extension of fields) as well as a new and powerful
algebraic tool.
The objective of this thesis is to present and prove the main results of class field theory.
There is a strong contrast between the simplicity of the main statements of class field theory
(especially in the classical ideal-theoretic formulation) and the hardness of the proofs. In fact,
the proofs might seem lengthy and at some points quite technical, but they also introduce fresh
and fruitful ideas in the field and are frequently interesting by themselves. This thesis aims to be
exhaustive at this point, trying to cover all the proofs of the main results. The chosen approach
is based on two principles:
1. It should be possible to obtain the global results from the local results.
2. It should be possible to obtain results which are purely algebraic by purely algebraic meth-
ods.
As we have explained, this was not the historical approach, but it has been the most common
approach in modern presentations of the topic since Chevalley, and it seems more natural from an
algebraic perspective. In fact, it is highly satisfactory that class field theory could be developed
according to these two priniciples. This is not always the case; for example, Hasse principle (the
existence of global rational solutions to an algebraic equation from the existence of local rational
solutions) is not always valid, and there is no known purely algebraic proof of the fundamental
theorem of algebra. In our presentation, we strongly rely on Tate cohomology to prove the main
theorems, following the theory developed by Tate.
In Chapter 1, the first seven sections briefly present the main results of classical group coho-
mology and homology. This is the only part in the thesis where proofs are omitted. The other
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two sections of this chapter are devoted to introduce continuous cohomology for profinite groups
and Tate cohomology. The main result in this chapter is without a doubt Tate’s theorem.
In Chapter 2 we present some basic notions regarding valuations and local fields. Valuation
theory will allow us to regard the classical prime ideals of a number field and its complex embed-
dings in a unified way, which will help us bridge the gap from local to global class field theory.
This chapter is completely independent from the previous one, and can be skipped by those who
are already familiar with the matter.
In Chapter 3 we develop local class field theory following the cohomological approach intro-
duced by Tate. We prove the existence of a local Artin map (what is commonly known as the
Reciprocity Law). This is achieved by using Tate’s theorem. To verify the hypothesis of this
theorem, we are led to introduce the invariant map, which will also be used later.
In Chapter 4 we introduce ide`les for number fields, which, together with valuation theory, is
the necessary tool to pass from local class field theory to global class field theory.
In Chapter 5 we develop the idelic version of global class field theory. We restrict to the
case of number fields. In our approach, we start by directly defining the global Artin map and
afterwards we prove that it satisfies the desired requirements, i.e. the global Reciprocity Law.
We also prove the global Existence Theorem. This chapter probably contains the hardest and
most technical proofs in this thesis.
In Chapter 6 we establish the link between the idelic version of global class field theory
developed in the previous chapter and the classical ideal-theoretic version.
Finally, Chapter 7 is devoted to some applications of class field theory. The first of this
applications is a simple proof of Kronecker-Weber theorem, which states that any finite Abelian
extension of Q is contained within a certain cyclotomic extension. In fact, this theorem had
already been proved using more elementary techniques, but using class field theory we can
provide an extraordinarily simple proof. In light of class field theory, this theorem tells us that
every finite Abelian extension is contained within a certain ray class field; as we will see in
Chapter 6, proving that any finite Abelian extension of a number field K is contained in some
ray class field is one of the main difficulties in the proof of the Existence Theorem. The second
application is a proof of the principal ideal theorem, which states that every ideal in a number
field K becomes principal in its Hilbert class field. The existence of a finite extension in which
every ideal of K becomes principal is a direct consequence of the finiteness of the ideal class
group; what is not trivial at all, and requires the power of class field theory, is the fact that the
Hilbert class field satisfies this condition. The last application is a characterization of the primes
which can be written in the form x2 + ny2 for all positive integer n. Some particular cases of
this problem are classical results and had already been studied by Fermat, Euler, Legendre and
Gauss, among others, but a general solution valid for all positive integer n requires the use of
class field theory. Of course, there are many other applications of class field theory which we
do not cover in this thesis, such as the higher reciprocity laws or a derivation of the Chebotarev
density theorem from the generalized Dirichlet density theorem.
The sources used for each section are indicated at the beginning of the section.
This thesis aimed to be self-contained. However, unluckily this is not completely the case,
since at a certain point the proof which we give of the global Reciprocity Law relies on the
explicit description of the local Artin map for cyclotomic extensions of Qp. In the ramified case,
this description is not provided by the theory developed in Chapter 3, where the existence of the
local Artin map is proved in a non-constructive way. If this thesis were to be expanded, a new
chapter on Lubin-Tate theory would amend this fault. For the interested reader, this theory is
exposed in [Mil13, Chapter 1]. Apart from this point, and the omission of the proofs in the first
sections of Chapter 1, which deal with a theory which is required but which falls out of the topic
of this thesis, we can say that the thesis is self-contained. For those looking for proofs of the
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results on group cohomology and homology, reference sources might be [Ser79, Chapter 7] and
[Mil13, Chapter 2].
Regarding the prerequisites, this thesis assumes that the reader is familiar with the theory of
field extensions and Galois theory (including infinite Galois theory), on the one side, and with
the basic notions about number fields which are usually encountered in any introductory course
to algebraic number theory, on the other side. For those wanting to introduce themselves in these
two areas, good references are [Mil17b] and [Sam70], respectively. Nevertheless, for the reader’s
convenience, two particular topics in Galois theory and basic algebraic number theory, namely
Kummer theory and the theory of orders in quadratic number fields, are concisely covered in the
appendices, as they are sometimes omitted in introductory courses to these subjects.
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Chapter 1
Galois Cohomology
In this chapter G will always denote a group.
1.1 G-modules
References: [Mil13]
Definition 1.1.1. A G-module is an Abelian group M together with an action of G on M :
G×M →M
(g,m) 7→ gm
satisfying
g(m+m′) = gm+ gm′ ∀g ∈ G,∀m,m′ ∈M .
Let Z[G] be the ring obtained by taking the free Abelian group
⊕
g∈G Z · g and defining
multiplication in the following way:(∑
i
nigi
)∑
j
njg
′
j
 = ∑
i,j
nin
′
j(gig
′
j)
(all the sums are over a finite number of elements). Then we may also consider a G-module as
a module over the ring Z[G].
Definition 1.1.2. A homomorphism of G-modules or G-homomorphism is a map α : M → N ,
where both M and N are G-modules, such that:
1. α(m+m′) = α(m) + α(m′) ∀m,m′ ∈M .
2. α(gm) = gα(m) ∀g ∈ G,∀m ∈M .
Note that a homomorphism of G-modules is also a homomorphism of Z[G]-modules, so that the
category of G-modules (which we will denote by ModG) is isomorphic to that of Z[G]-modules.
11
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Note that, given G-modules M and N , the set of homomorphisms of G-modules from M to
N , which we will denote by HomG(M,N), has a structure of Abelian group with the sum defined
in the natural way. It can also be provided with a structure of G-module by defining an action
of G on HomG(M,N) as:
gϕ(m) = gϕ(g−1m)) for all ϕ ∈ HomG(M,N) and for all g ∈ G, m ∈M .
Let G be a group, let H be a subgroup of G and let M be an H-module. Then we define
IndGH(M) as the set of maps ϕ : G→M satisfying ϕ(hg) = hϕ(g) for all h ∈ H and for all g ∈ G.
We define a sum in IndGH(M) in the natural way and we define an action of G on Ind
G
H(M) by
(gϕ)(x) = ϕ(xg) for all ϕ ∈ IndGH(M) and for all g ∈ G.
It is easy to check that, with these operations, IndGH(M) is a G-module.
Given a homomormorphism of H-modules α : M →M ′, it is easy to check that the map
α˜ : IndGH(M)→ IndGH(M ′)
ϕ 7→ α ◦ ϕ
is a homomorphism of G-modules. It is straightforward that IndGH : ModH → ModG sending M
to IndGH(M) and α : M →M ′ to α˜ : IndGH(M)→ IndGH(M ′) is a covariant functor. Moreover, it
can be proved that the functor IndGH is exact.
For H = {1}, we will write IndG(M) for IndGH(M).
Definition 1.1.3. A G-module M is induced if M ' IndG(M0) for some Abelian group M0.
The tensor product (with respect to Z) of two G-modules M and N is again a G-module
with the action
g(m⊗ n) = gm⊗ gn for all g ∈ G and for all m ∈M , n ∈ N .
All tensor products will be taken with respect to Z, so that we will not usually specify it.
It can be proved that, if G is a finite group, then a G-module M is induced if and only if it
is isomorphic (as a G-module) to Z[G]⊗N for some G-module N .
1.2 Cohomology via injective resolutions
References: [Mil13]
We say that a G-module I is injective if the functor HomG(·, I) is exact. Equivalently, a
G-module I is injective if for any G-module M and for any G-submodule N of M , any G-
homomorphism from N to I can be extended to a G-homomorphism from M to I.
An injective resolution of a G-module M is an exact sequence of G-modules
0 M I0 I1 I2 · · ·
in which the G-modules Ii are injective. It can be proved that, for any G-module, there always
exists an injective resolution.
For a G-module M , we define:
MG = {m ∈M | gm = m for all g ∈ G} .
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It is easy to check that MG is a subgroup of M as an Abelian group; it is called the module of
G-invariants of M .
Note that, for any homomorphism of G-modules α : M → N , we have α(MG) ⊆ NG, so that
we may restrict it to the groups MG and NG. Thus, we can define a functor from ModG to Ab
by sending any G-module M to MG and restricting the homomorphisms of G-modules to these
groups. This functor is left-exact, i.e. for any exact sequence of G-modules
0 M N P 0
,
the sequence
0 MG NG PG
is also exact.
Let M be a G-module and choose an injective resolution of M :
0 M I0 I1 I2 · · ·
.
Applying the left exact functor (·)G on the sequence and removing MG we get the complex
0 (I0)G (I1)G (I2)G · · ·d
−1 d0 d1
which need no longer be exact.
For r > 0, the r-th cohomology group of G with coefficients in M is defined as
Hr(G,M) =
ker(dr)
Im(dr−1)
.
It can be proved that, up to isomorphism, this definition does not depend on the choice of the
injective resolution.
From the fact that the functor (·)G is left-exact, it is straightforward that H0(G,M) = MG.
It is also straightforward that, if I is an injective G-module, then Hr(G, I) = 0 for r > 0.
Given a G-homomorphism α : M → N and injective resolutions M → I• and N → J•, we
can extend α to a homomorphism of complexes of G-modules
M I0 I1 I2 · · ·
N J0 J1 J2 · · ·
α α0 α1 α2
which induces homomorphisms in cohomology
H(αr) : Hr(G,M)→ Hr(G,N) .
It can be proved that the homomorphisms induced in cohomology do not depend on the choice
of the extension α•. This result applied to the identity map provides a well defined isomorphism
for cohomology groups obtained from different injective resolutions.
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A short exact sequence of G-modules
0 M M ′ M ′′ 0
gives rise canonically to a long exact sequence
0 H0(G,M) H0(G,M ′) H0(G,M ′′) H1(G,M) · · ·
.
Moreover, a homomorphism of short exact sequences induces a homomorphism between the
corresponding long exact sequences with the homomorphisms induced in cohomology.
Let M be a G-module, let M0 be M regarded as an Abelian group and let M
′ = Ind(M0).
We can embed M into M ′ by associating to each m ∈ M the map ϕ : G → M0 sending any
g ∈ G to gm. Then, we get an exact sequence of G-modules
0 M M ′ M ′/M 0
(1.1)
in which M ′ is induced. Moreover, it can be proved that this exact sequence is split.
A product of G-modules
∏
i∈IMi is again a G-module with the action
g(mi)i∈I = (gmi)i∈I ,
and we have the following property:
Hr
(
G,
∏
i∈I
Mi
)
=
∏
i∈I
Hr(G,Mi) .
1.3 Cohomology via cochains
References: [Mil13]
Now we will give an explicit description of the cohomology groups. Given a G-module M , for
r > 0, an r-cochain with values in M is a map ϕ : Gr →M (understanding that G0 = {1}). The
sum of r-cochains is defined in the natural way, and this clearly provides the set of r-cochains
with values in M with a structure of Abelian group. We denote this group by Cr(G,M). For
each r > 0, we define a map
dr : Cr(G,M)→ Cr+1(G,M)
by
drϕ(g1, . . . , gr+1) =
g1ϕ(g2, . . . , gr+1) +
r∑
j=1
(−1)jϕ(g1, . . . , gjgj+1, . . . , gr+1) + (−1)r+1ϕ(g1, . . . , gr)
for all ϕ ∈ Cr(G,M) and for all g1, . . . , gr+1 ∈ G. It is straightforward that these maps define a
complex
C0(G,M) C1(G,M) C2(G,M) · · ·d
0 d1
,
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i.e. dr+1◦dr = 0 for all r > 0. We define the groups Zr(G,M) = ker dr and Br(G,M) = Im dr−1,
whose elements are called r-cocycles and r-coboundaries, respectively (for convenience we can
define d−1 as the trivial map 0→ C0(G,M)).
Then, we have
Hr(G,M) ' Z
r(G,M)
Br(G,M)
.
Given a short exact sequence of G-modules
0 M M ′ M ′′ 0
α β
,
we can now give an explicit description of the maps in the induced long exact sequence
0 H0(G,M) H0(G,M ′) H0(G,M ′′) H1(G,M) · · ·
.
The maps
Hr(G,M)→ Hr(G,M ′)
and
Hr(G,M ′)→ Hr(G,M ′′)
are the natural ones, i.e. the maps induced by ϕ 7→ α ◦ ϕ and ϕ 7→ β ◦ ϕ, respectively. Now,
let ϕ be an r-cocycle with values in M ′′; take some ϕ˜ ∈ Cr(G,M ′) such that β ◦ ϕ˜ = ϕ; then
β ◦ drϕ˜ = dr(β ◦ ϕ˜) = 0, which shows that drϕ˜ takes values in M , and it is easily seen that it is
a cocycle. The map ϕ 7→ drϕ˜ just described induces the homomorphism
Hr(G,M ′′)→ Hr+1(G,M)
in the long exact sequence.
1.4 Maps between cohomology groups
References: [Mil13]
Let M be a G-module and let M ′ be a G′-module (where G′ is a group). Then, a pair of
homomorphisms
α : G′ → G
β : M →M ′
are said to be compatible if
β(α(g′)m) = g′β(m) for all g′ ∈ G′ and m ∈M .
In this case, the homomorphisms
Cr(G,M)→ Cr(G′,M ′)
ϕ 7→ β ◦ ϕ ◦ αr
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define a homomorphism of complexes C•(G,M)→ C•(G′,M ′) and hence they induce homomor-
phisms in cohomology
Hr(G,M)→ Hr(G′,M ′) .
For example, if H is a subgroup of G and M is a G-module, the inclusion H ↪−→ G and the
identity map M →M are compatible. In this case, the induced homomorphisms
Hr(G,M)→ Hr(H,M)
are called restriction maps and are denoted by Res.
Another important example of compatible homomorphisms is the case of the quotient map
G → G/H and the inclusion map MH ↪−→ M , where H is a normal subgroup of G and M is a
G-module. In this case, the induced homomorphisms
Hr(G/H,MH)→ Hr(G,M)
are called inflation maps and are denoted by Inf.
Proposition 1.4.1. (Shapiro’s lemma) Let H be a subgroup of G and let N be an H-module.
Then, the inclusion H ↪−→ G and the homomorphism
IndGH(N)→ N
ϕ 7→ ϕ(1G)
are compatible and provide canonical isomorphisms
Hr(G, IndGH(N))
'−→ Hr(H,N)
for all r > 0.
Remark 1. Because of the previous proposition, for an induced G-module M = IndG(M0) we
have
Hr(G,M) = Hr(G, IndG{1}(M0)) = H
r({1},M0) = 0
for all r > 0.
We also have the following lemma related to compatible maps, which we will require in future
chapters. We will give the proof of the lemma to present an example of a method which is known
as dimension shifting.
Lemma 1.4.2. For all g0 ∈ G, the homomorphism α : G → G defined by g 7→ g0gg−10 and the
homomorphism β : M →M defined by m 7→ g−10 m are compatible and for all r > 0 the induced
homomorphism
Hr(G,M)→ Hr(G,M)
is the identity map.
Proof. The fact that α and β are compatible is straightforward. Now, we prove by induction on
r that the induced homomorphisms
Hr(G,M)→ Hr(G,M)
are the identity map. All 0-cocycles ϕ : {1} → M must have image in MG because of the
condition d0ϕ = 0 (in fact, we can obviously identify C0(G,M) with M and Z0(G,M) with
MG). Therefore, the induced map
MG →MG
m 7→ g−10 m
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is clearly the identity map.
Now, assume that it is true for r and let us prove it for r+ 1. We know that there is an exact
sequence of G-modules
0 M M ′ M ′′ 0
such that M ′ is induced. Then, we get a diagram
Hr−1(G,M ′) Hr−1(G,M ′′) Hr(G,M) Hr(G,M ′) = 0
Hr−1(G,M ′) Hr−1(G,M ′′) Hr(G,M) Hr(G,M ′) = 0
where the vertical arrows are the maps induced by the corresponding pairs α, β. It is easy to see
that the diagram commutes. Since, by induction, the second vertical arrow is the identity, so is
the third.
Now, let H be a subgroup of G of finite index and let M be a G-module. Let S be a set of
left coset representatives for H in G. Then, we define the map
NmG/H : M
H →MG
m 7→
∑
s∈S
sm ,
which does not depend on the choice of S. When H = {1}, we will simply write NmG. For
r > 0, we define the corestriction maps as the homomorphisms obtained as the composite
Hr(H,M)→ Hr(G, IndGH(M))→ Hr(G,M) ,
where the first arrow is the isomorphism from Shapiro’s lemma and the second arrow is induced
by the homomorphism IndGH(M) → M defined by ϕ 7→
∑
s∈S sϕ(s
−1). It is a straightforward
calculation to check that the diagram
H0(H,M) MH
H0(G,M) MG
'
'
Cor NmG/H
(1.2)
commutes.
The restriction, inflation and corestriction maps induce morphisms between the long exact
sequences obtained from a short exact sequence of G-modules; i.e. if
0 M M ′ M ′′ 0
is a short exact sequence of G-modules, and H is a subgroup of G, we have, for example, the
commutative diagram
0 H0(G,M) H0(G,M ′) H0(G,M ′′) H1(G,M) · · ·
0 H0(H,M) H0(H,M ′) H0(H,M ′′) H1(H,M) · · ·
Res Res Res Res
.
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We have the following proposition related to the restriction and corestriction maps:
Proposition 1.4.3. Let H be a subgroup of G of finite index. Then, the composite Cor ◦ Res
is multiplication by [G : H].
Corollary 1.4.4. Assume that G is finite of order n, and let M be a G-module. Then,
nHr(G,M) = 0 for all r > 0.
Corollary 1.4.5. If G is finite and Gp is a p-Sylow subgroup (where p is a prime number), then
for any G-module M the restriction map
Res : Hr(G,M)→ Hr(Gp,M)
is injective on the p-primary component of G (i.e. the subgroup comprised of the elements of
order a power of p).
Another important result is the inflation-restriction sequence:
Proposition 1.4.6. Let H be a normal subgroup of G and let M be a G-module. Then, if
Hi(H,M) = 0 for all 0 < i < r, the sequence
0 Hr(G/H,MH) Hr(G,M) H0(H,M)
Inf Res
is exact.
1.5 Cup-products
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Proposition 1.5.1. There exists a unique family of bi-additive maps
Hr(G,M)×Hs(G,N)→ Hr+s(G,M ⊗N)
(m,n) 7→ m ∪ n
defined for all G-modules M , N and for all r, s > 0 satisfying that:
1. When both sides are regarded as bi-functors in (M,N), then the maps provide a morphism
of bi-functors.
2. For r = s = 0, the map is
MG ×NG → (M ⊗N)G
(m,n) 7→ m⊗ n .
3. If
0 M M ′ M ′′ 0
is exact and so is
0 M ⊗N M ′ ⊗N M ′′ ⊗N 0
,
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then
(δm′′) ∪ n = δ(m′′ ∪ n)
for all m′′ ∈ Hr(G,M ′′) and for all n ∈ Hs(G,N), with r, s > 0, where δ is in each case the
connecting map Hr(G,M ′′)→ Hr+1(G,M) or Hr+s(G,M ′′ ⊗N)→ Hr+s+1(G,M ⊗N).
4. If
0 N N ′ N ′′ 0
is exact and so is
0 M ⊗N M ⊗N ′ M ⊗N ′′ 0
,
then
m ∪ (δn′′) = (−1)rδ(m ∪ n′′)
for all m ∈ Hr(G,M) and for all n′′ ∈ Hs(G,N ′′), with r, s > 0, where δ is in each case the
connecting map Hr(G,N ′′)→ Hr+1(G,N) or Hr+s(G,M ⊗N ′′)→ Hr+s+1(G,M ⊗N).
The binary operation from the previous proposition is called cup-product. It can be given an
explicit description in terms of cochains. If ϕ ∈ Zr(G,M) is an r-cocycle representing an element
m ∈ Hr(G,M) and ψ ∈ Zs(G,N) is an s-cocycle representing an element n ∈ Hs(G,N), then
m ∪ n is represented by the cocycle defined by
(g1, . . . , gr+s) 7→ ϕ(g1, . . . , gr)⊗ g1 · · · grψ(gr+1, . . . , gr+s) .
Let M , N and P be G-modules. Then, the cup-product satisfies the following properties:
1. For any x ∈ Hr(G,M), y ∈ Hs(G,N) and z ∈ Ht(G,P ),
(x ∪ y) ∪ z = x ∪ (y ∪ z)
in Hr+s+t(G,M ⊗N ⊗ P ).
2. For any x ∈ Hr(G,M) and y ∈ Hs(G,N),
x ∪ y = (−1)rsy ∪ x .
3. For any x ∈ Hr(G,M) and y ∈ Hs(G,N),
Res(x ∪ y) = Res(x) ∪ Res(y) ,
where the maps Res correspond to a certain subgroup H of G.
4. For any x ∈ Hr(G,M) and y ∈ Hs(G,N),
Cor(x ∪ Res(y)) = Cor(x) ∪ y ,
where the maps Res and Cor correspond to a certain subgroup H of G of finite index.
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1.6 Homology via projective resolutions
References: [Mil13]
We say that a G-module P is projective if the functor HomG(P, ·) is exact. Equivalently, a
G-module P is projective if for any G-module M , any G-homomorphism from P to a quotient
of M can be lifted to a homomorphism from P to M . In particular, we easily see that any free
Z[G]-module is projective.
A projective resolution of a G-module M is an exact sequence of G-modules
· · · P2 P1 P1 M 0
in which the G-modules Pi are all projective. It can be proved that, for any G-module, there
always exist a projective resolution.
For a G-module M , we define
MG = M/IGM ,
where IG is the kernel of the augmentation map
 : Z[G]→ Z∑
g∈G
ngg 7→
∑
g∈G
ng
It is easy to see that MG is the largest quotient of M on which G acts trivially; it is called the
module of G-coinvariants of M .
Observe that, given a G-homomorphism α : M → N , we have α(IGM) ⊆ IGN , so that α
induces a homomorphism of Abelian groups MG → NG. Hence, we can define a functor from
ModG to Ab by sending any G-module M to MG and any G-homomorphism to the corresponding
induced homomorphism. Moreover, it can be seen that this functor is right-exact, i.e. for any
exact sequence of G-modules
0 M N P 0
,
the sequence
MG NG PG 0
is also exact.
Let M be a G-module and choose projective resolution of M :
· · · P2 P1 P0 M 0
.
Applying the right-exact functor (·)G on the sequence and removing MG we get the complex
· · · (P2)G (P1)G (P0)G 0
d2 d1 d0
which need no longer be exact.
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For r > 0, the r-th homology group of G with coefficients in M is defined as
Hr(G,M) =
ker(dr)
Im(dr+1)
.
It can be proved that, up to isomorphism, this definition does not depend on the choice of the
projective resolution.
From the fact that the functor (·)G is right-exact, it is straightforward that H0(G,M) = MG.
It is also straightforward that, if P is a projective G-module, then Hr(G,P ) = 0 for r > 0.
Given a G-homomorphism α : M → N and projective resolutions P• →M and Q• → N , we
can extend α to a homomorphism of complexes of G-modules
· · · P2 P1 P0 M
· · · Q2 Q1 Q0 N
α2 α1 α0 α
which induces homomorphisms in homology
H(αr) : Hr(G,M)→ Hr(G,N) .
It can be proved that the homomorphisms induced in homology do not depend on the choice of
the extension α•. This result applied to the identity map provides a well defined isomorphism
for homology groups obtained from different projective resolutions.
A short exact sequence of G-modules
0 M M ′ M ′′ 0
gives rise canonically to a long exact sequence
· · · H1(G,M ′′) H0(G,M) H0(G,M ′) H0(G,M ′′) 0
.
Moreover, a homomorphism of short exact sequences induces a homomorphism between the
corresponding long exact sequences with the homomorphisms induced in homology.
Proposition 1.6.1. If M is an induced G-module, then Hr(G,M) = 0 for all r > 0.
1.7 Homology via chains
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We now give an explicit description of the homology groups. Let M be a G-module. For
r > 0, an r-chain with values in M a map Gr →M which takes the value zero at all except for
finitely many elements of Gr. We define Cr(G,M) as the Abelian group having as elements the
r-chains with values in M and with the sum defined in the natural way. We define maps
dr : Cr(G,M)→ Cr−1(G,M)
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for r > 0 by
drϕ(g1, . . . , gr−1) =
∑
g∈G
g−1ϕ(g, g1, . . . , gr−1)+
+
r−1∑
j=1
(−1)j
∑
g∈G
ϕ(g1, . . . , gjg, g
−1, gj+1, . . . , gr−1) + (−1)r
∑
g∈G
ϕ(g1, . . . , gr−1, g)
and, for r = 0, as the trivial map
d0 : C0(G,M)→ 0 .
It is straightforward that with these maps we get a complex C•(G,M), i.e. that dr−1 ◦dr = 0 for
all r > 0. We define the group of r-cycles as Zr(G,M) = ker dr and the group of r-boundaries
as Br(G,M) = Im dr+1. Then, we have
Hr(G,M) ' Zr(G,M)
Br(G,M)
.
As in cohomology, using this description of the homology groups we also get an explicit
description of the homomorphisms appearing in the long exact sequence of homology groups
coming from an exact sequence of G-modules. This descrition is completely analogous to the one
we gave for the case of cohomology.
1.8 Cohomology of profinite groups
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Through this section G will be a profinite group, that is, a topological group which is the
projective limit of finite groups, each of them with the discrete topology. A profinite group is
compact, Hausdorff and the open normal subgroups form a fundamental system of neighborhoods
of 1. It will usually be the Galois group of some infinite Galois extension endowed with the Krull
topology.
Definition 1.8.1. A discrete G-module is a G-module M endowed with the discrete topology
such that the map
G×M →M
defined by the action of G on M is continuous.
Again, cohomology groups can be defined for any discreteG-module using injective resolutions
in the same way as in section 1.2. However, we will go directly to the definition of the cohomology
groups in terms of cochains.
Let M be a discrete G-module. Then, for r > 0 we define Crcts(G,M) as the set of continuous
r-cochains with values in M , i.e. the set of continuous maps Gr → M . Since M is endowed
with the discrete topology, the continuity condition is simply that the preimage of any element
of M be an open subset of Gr. Then, it is easy to see that Crcts(G,M) is in fact a subgroup of
Cr(G,M), and that the maps dr defined in section 1.3 restrict to maps
Crcts(G,M)→ Cr+1cts (G,M) .
We define cohomology groups using the complex C•cts(G,M):
Homrcts(G,M) =
Zrcts(G,M)
Brcts(G,M)
for r > 0,
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where Zrcts(G,M) = ker d
r and Brcts(G,M) = Im d
r−1.
Let M be a discrete G-module and let M ′ be a discrete G′-module (where G′ is also a profinite
group). Then, a pair of continuous homomorphisms
α : G′ → G
β : M →M ′
are compatible if
β(α(g′)m) = gβ(m) for all g′ ∈ G′ and for all m ∈M .
In this case, it is straightforward that the homomorphisms
Cr(G,M)→ Cr(G′,M ′)
ϕ 7→ β ◦ ϕ ◦ αr
define a morphism of complexes C•cts(G,M) → C•cts(G′,M ′) and hence they induce homomor-
phisms in cohomology
Hrcts(G,M)→ Hrcts(G′,M ′) .
If H is a closed subgroup of G, then H is a profinite group. The inclusion H ↪−→ G and the
identity map on M are compatible and provide the restricion homomorphisms
Res : Hrcts(G,M)→ Hrcts(H,M) .
If H is a closed normal subgroup of G, then G/H is also a profinite group. The projection
G→ G/H and the inclusion MH ↪−→M are compatible and provide the inflation homomorphisms
Inf : Hrcts(G/H,M
H)→ Hrcts(G,M) .
Now, let us temporarily use the notation Inf to denote also the maps
Crcts(G/H,M
H)→ Crcts(G,M)
provided by the compatible maps G→ G/H and MH ↪−→M . Observe that, since G is compact,
any open subgroup H of G is closed and has finite index in G; in particular, if H is an open
normal subgroup of G, then Crcts(G/H,M
H) = Cr(G/H,MH). For each r > 0, the groups
Cr(G/H,MH) with H an open normal subgroup of G, indexed by H with the order opposite to
inclusion, together with the maps
Inf : Cr(G/H,MH)→ Cr(G/H ′,MH′)
defined for the pairs of open normal subgroups H and H ′ of G with H ⊃ H ′, clearly form a
direct system. Moreover, the maps
Inf : Cr(G/H,MH)→ Crcts(G,M)
are clearly compatible with the maps in the direct system, and are clearly injective, so that we
get an injective homomorphism
lim−→ C
r(G/H,MH)→ Crcts(G,M) .
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In fact, we get a morphism of complexes
lim−→ C
•(G/H,MH)→ C•cts(G,M) .
Let ϕ : Gr →M be a continuous r-cochain. Since Gr is compact (because G is profinite) the
image of ϕ is also compact, and, since M is endowed with the discrete topology, it is finite. For
each m ∈M , the map
G→M
g 7→ gm
is continuous, so that the preimage of m by this map, i.e. the elements of G fixing m, is an
open subgroup of G. Since for a profinite group the open normal subgroups form a fundamental
system of neighborhoods of 1, there is some open normal subgroup Km fixing m. If we define K =⋂
m∈ϕ(Gr)Km, we get an open normal subgroup such that ϕ(G
r) ⊆MK . On the other hand, for
each m ∈ ϕ(Gr), the preimage ϕ−1(m) is an open subset of Gr, so that, taking into account again
that the open normal subgroups of G form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1, for each
x ∈ ϕ−1(m), there exists some open normal subgroup Hx such that x(Hx)r ⊆ ϕ−1(m). The sets
x(Hx)
r with x ∈ ϕ−1(m) clearly form an open cover of ϕ−1(m). Since this subset of Gr is closed
and consequently compact, there exist some x1, . . . , xjm such that ϕ
−1(m) =
⋃jm
i=1 xi(Hxi)
r, so
that, defining Hm =
⋂jm
i=1Hxi , we get an open normal subgroup such that x(Hm)
r ⊆ ϕ−1(m)
for all x ∈ ϕ−1(m). Taking H = ⋂m∈ϕ(Gr)Hm, we get an open normal subgroup of G such that
ϕ factors through (G/H)r. Finally, if we define H ′ = H ∩K, we see that ϕ comes by inflation
from an element of Cr(G/H ′,MH
′
).
Thus, the previous morphism of complexes
lim−→ C
•(G/H,MH)→ C•cts(G,M) .
is in fact an isomorphism.
Proposition 1.8.2. Let M be a discrete G-module. Then, the maps Inf : Hr(G/H,MH) →
Hrcts(G,M), where H runs through the open normal subgroups of G, provide natural isomor-
phisms
lim−→H
r(G/H,MH) ' Hrcts(G,M)
for all r > 0, where the direct limit is taken through the open normal subgroups H of G, with
order the opposite of inclusion and homomorphisms Inf : Hr(G/H,MH)→ Hr(G/H ′,MH′).
Proof. For every complex C•, the groups Zr(C•), Br(C•) and Hr(C•) can be defined in exactly
the same way we did for the particular case of the complex C•cts(G,M). The isomorphism of
complexes
lim−→ C
•(G/H,MH)→ C•cts(G,M) .
found in the previous discussion shows that the inflation maps provide isomorphisms
Hr
(
lim−→ C
• (G/H,MH)) ' Hr (C•cts (G,M)) = Hrcts (G,M)
for all r > 0. Then, the desired result follows from the sequence of natural isomorphisms
Hr
(
lim−→ C
• (G/H,MH)) ' Zr
(
lim−→ C
• (G/H,MH))
Br
(
lim−→ C
• (G/H,MH)
) ' lim−→ Zr
(
C•
(
G/H,MH
))
lim−→B
r (C• (G/H,MH))
'
' lim−→
Zr
(
C•
(
G/H,MH
))
Br (C• (G/H,MH))
' lim−→H
r
(
C•
(
G/H,MH
)) ' lim−→Hr (G/H,MH) .
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From now on (including the following chapters) for profinite groups we will always use the
cohomology groups obtained from continuous cochains, so that we will omit the subscript ‘cts’.
The previous proposition allows to extend some results of cohomology valid when G is finite
to the case when G is profinite. For example, we get the following corollary:
Corollary 1.8.3. Let M be a discrete G-module. Then, the groups Hr(G,M) are torsion for
all r > 0.
Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 1.4.4 and the previous proposition.
Proposition 1.8.4. Let {Mi}i∈I be a direct system of discrete G-modules ordered by inclusion
and let M = lim−→Mi. Then, the natural homomorphisms
Cr(G,Mi)→ Cr(G,M)
provide a natural isomorphism
lim−→H
r(G,Mi)→ Hr(G,M) .
Proof. For each r > 0, the natural homomorphisms Cr(G,Mi)→ Cr(G,M) mapping a cochain
ϕ ∈ Cr(G,Mi) to the composite of this cochain with the map Mi ↪−→ M are clearly injective
and are obviously compatible with the maps Cr(G,Mi) → Cr(G,Mj) defined in the same way
whenever i 6 j. Then, we get injective homomorphisms
lim−→ C
r(G,Mi)→ Cr(G,M)
and, in fact, a morphism of complexes
lim−→ C
•(G,Mi)→ C•(G,M) .
Since the image of any continuous r-cochain ϕ ∈ Cr(G,M) is finite and the G-modules Mi form
a directed set with order defined by inclusion, any continuous cochain can be thought of as taking
values in some Mk, so that we see that the homomorphisms
lim−→ C
r(G,Mi)→ Cr(G,M)
are surjective and therefore the morphism of complexes
lim−→ C
•(G,Mi)→ C•(G,M) .
is in fact an isomorphism. Now, we simply proceed as in Proposition 1.8.2.
An important example of cohomology with profinite groups is the case of Galois groups of
Galois extensions of fields L/K acting on some subgroup of L or L×.
Proposition 1.8.5. (Hilbert’s theorem 90) Let L/K be a Galois extension of fields and let
G = Gal(L/K). Then H1(G,L×) = 0.
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Proof. Because of Proposition 1.8.2, it suffices to prove the result whenever the extension L/K
is finite.
Let ϕ : G → L× be a 1-cocycle. Define g = ∑τ∈G ϕ(τ)τ : L → L. Because of Dedekind’s
lemma on the independence of characters applied to the characters τ : L× → L× with τ ∈ G,
the homomorphism of K-vector spaces g is not zero, so that there is some a ∈ L× such that
b =
∑
τ∈G
ϕ(τ) · τa 6= 0 .
For this element and for all σ ∈ G we have
σb =
∑
τ∈G
σϕ(τ) · στa =
∑
τ∈G
ϕ(σ)−1ϕ(στ)στa = ϕ(σ)−1b ,
where we have used that, since ϕ is a 1-cocycle,
ϕ(στ) = σϕ(τ) · ϕ(σ) for all σ, τ ∈ G.
Finally, from the fact that, for all σ ∈ G,
ϕ(σ) =
b
σb
=
σ
(
b−1
)
b−1
,
we see that ϕ is a 1-coboundary.
Since any 1-cocycle is a 1-coboundary, we deduce that H1(G,L×) = 0.
Proposition 1.8.6. Let L/K be a Galois extension of fields with Galois group G = Gal(L/K).
Then, for all r > 0, it holds Hr(G,L) = 0.
Proof. Again, because of Proposition 1.8.2, it suffices to prove the result for finite Galois exten-
sions.
Because of the normal basis theorem, there exists some α ∈ L such that the set {σα}σ∈G
forms a basis of L as a K-vector space. Hence, we get an isomorphism of G-modules
K[G]→ L∑
σ∈G
aσσ 7→
∑
σ∈G
aσσα .
SinceK[G] ' IndG(K) is induced, we deduce thatHr(G,L) ' Hr(G,K[G]) = 0 for all r > 0.
1.9 Tate cohomology
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In this section, unless otherwise stated, we will assume that G is finite.
For any G-module M , it is straightforward that IGM ⊆ ker NmG and NmGM ⊆MG. Then,
we get an exact sequence
0 ker NmG/IGM M/IGM M
G MG/NmGM 0
NmG
.
Observe that the groups in the middle are H0(G,M) and H
0(G,M).
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For a short exact sequence of G-modules
0 M M ′ M ′′ 0
,
it is straightforward that the diagram
H1(G,M
′′) H0(G,M) H0(G,M ′) H0(G,M ′′) 0
0 H0(G,M) H0(G,M ′) H0(G,M ′′) H1(G,M)
NmG NmG NmG
,
where the rows are the homology and cohomology sequences induced by the short exact sequence,
commutes. Then, by means of the extended snake lemma, we get an exact sequence
· · · Hr−1T (G,M ′′) HrT (G,M) HrT (G,M ′) HrT (G,M ′′) Hr+1T (G,M) · · · ,
where we use the notation HrT (G, ·) for the Tate cohomology groups, which, for a given G-module
N , are defined as
HrT (G,N) =

Hr(G,N) if r > 0
NG/NmGN if r = 0
ker NmG/IGN if r = −1
H−r−1(G,N) if r < −1
.
If there is no confusion, we will sometimes omit the subscript ‘T’.
Proposition 1.9.1. If M is an induced G-module, then HrT (G,M) = 0 for all r ∈ Z.
Proof. For r > 0 this is the remark following Proposition 1.4.1 and, for r < −1, this is Proposi-
tion 1.6.1, so we need only prove the result in the cases r = 0 and r = −1.
Since G is finite and M is induced, we have M ' Z[G]⊗N for some G-module N . Take any
x =
∑
g∈G g ⊗ ng ∈ Z[G]⊗N . If it is fixed by G, then for all h ∈ G∑
g∈G
g ⊗ ng =
∑
g∈G
hg ⊗ hng =
∑
g∈G
g ⊗ hnh−1g ,
which shows that, for all g, h ∈ G, we have ng = hnh−1g. Taking g = h, we get that ng = gne
for all g ∈ G, where e denotes the identity element of G, and, therefore, x = NmG(e⊗ ne). We
conclude that MG = NmGM and consequently H
0
T (G,M) = 0.
Now, take again some x =
∑
g g ⊗ ng ∈ Z[G]⊗N and assume that NmG(x) = 0, so that
0 =
∑
h∈G
∑
g∈G
hg ⊗ hng =
∑
h∈G
∑
g∈G
h(e⊗ g−1ng) .
Therefore, we have
∑
g∈G g
−1ng = 0 and
x =
∑
g∈G
g ⊗ ng −
∑
g∈G
e⊗ g−1ng =
∑
g∈G
(g − 1)(e⊗ g−1ng) ∈ IG(Z[G]⊗N) .
We conclude that H−1T (G,M) = 0.
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The exact sequence
0 IG Z[G] Z 0
(1.3)
is usually referred to as the augmentation sequence. Since Z is obviously a free Z-module, it is
split. Therefore, for any G-module M , the sequence obtained by tensoring the augmentation
sequence with M
0 IG ⊗M Z[G]⊗M M 0
is also exact and split.
Remark 2. The last exact sequence, together with the previous proposition, allows to extend some
of the results that we have in classical cohomology to Tate cohomology by dimension shifting.
For example, we can extend the natural maps restriction and corestriction, and we preserve the
result that, for a subgroup H of G, the corresponding composite Cor ◦ Res is multiplication by
[G : H], so that Corollary 1.4.4 and Corollary 1.4.5 also hold with Tate cohomology. We can also
generalize cup-products to Tate cohomology.
Let Gc be the commutator subgroup of G and let Gab = G/Gc.
Proposition 1.9.2. There is a canonical isomorphism
H−2T (G,Z) ' Gab .
Proof. Consider the augmentation sequence (1.3). Since the middle group is induced, we get an
isomorphism
δ : H−2T (G,Z)→ H−1T (G, IG) = IG/I2G .
The group IG is generated by the elements in Z[G] of the form g − 1, with g ∈ G, and I2G is
hence generated by the elements of the form (g − 1)(g′ − 1), with g, g′ ∈ G.
We claim that the map
G→ IG/I2G
g 7→ (g − 1) + I2G
induces an isomorphism
G/Gc → IG/I2G .
First of all, let us check that it is in fact a homomorphism. To that end, observe that, for all
g, g′ ∈ G,
gg′ − 1 = (g − 1) + (g′ − 1) + (g − 1)(g′ − 1) . (1.4)
Since IG is Abelian, this homomorphism factors through G
c, i.e. it induces a homomorphism
G/Gc → IG/I2G ,
and, using again (1.4), the homomorphism IG → G/Gc defined by g − 1 7→ gGc induces a
homomorphism
IG/I
2
G → G/Gc .
which is clearly an inverse of the previous one.
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Remark 3. In fact, it can be proved that there exists a canonical isomorphism H1(G,Z) ' Gab
for an arbitrary group G (not necessarily finite). The proof is quite similar to what we have done.
In this case, working in homology, from the augmentation sequence we get an exact sequence
0 H1(G,Z) IG/I2G Z[G]/IG Z 0 ,
and the fact that the map
δ : H1(G,Z)→ H0(G, IG) = IG/I2G
is an isomorphism can be deduced from the fact that the map
IG/I
2
G → Z[G]/IG
is clearly the zero map.
Proposition 1.9.3. Let H be a subgroup of G. Then, the diagram
H−2T (H,Z) Hab
H−2T (G,Z) Gab
'
'
Cor i
,
where the horizontal arrows are given by the previous proposition and i is the map induced by
the inclusion H ↪−→ G, commutes.
Proof. We have the diagram
Hab H−1T (H, IH) H
−2
T (H,Z)
H−1T (H, IG) H
−2
T (H,Z)
Gab H−1T (G, IG) H
−2
T (G,Z)
σ 7→ σ − 1
δ
=
δ
Cor Cor
σ 7→ σ − 1
δ ,
where the δ maps are the connecting maps coming from the corresponding augmentation se-
quences. Observe that the homomorphisms in the first and third row are precisely those defining
the isomorphisms Hab ' H−2T (H,Z) and Gab ' H−2T (G,Z), respectively.
The vertical arrow H−1T (H, IH)→ H−1T (H, IG) is the map induced by the inclusion IH ↪−→ IG.
The upper square commutes since we have the commutative diagram
0 IH Z[H] Z 0
0 IG Z[G] Z 0
i i =
.
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The bottom square commutes since corestriction is compatible with the connecting maps.
The map H0(H, IH)→ H0(H, IG) induced by the inclusion IH ↪−→ IG is just the natural map
IH/I
2
H −→ IG/IHIG. Therefore, the vertical arrow H−1T (H, IH) → H−1T (H, IG) is the natural
map
IH/I
2
H = H
−1
T (H, IH) −→ H−1T (H, IG) ⊆ IG/IHIG .
We use dimension shifting to find a description of the vertical arrow
Cor : H−1T (H, IG)→ H−1T (G, IG) .
From the exact sequence of G-modules
0 IG ⊗ IG Z[G]⊗ IG IG 0
we get the commutative diagram
H−1T (H, IG) H
0
T (H, IG ⊗ IG)
H−1T (G, IG) H
0
T (G, IG ⊗ IG)
δ
Cor
δ
Cor
.
For any element x¯ ∈ H−1T (H, IG) being the class of x ∈ IG, its image under the first horizontal
arrow can be obtained as the class of NmH(1 ⊗ x) in H0T (H, IG ⊗ IG). Going now downwards,
and using the commutative diagram (1.2), we obtain the class of
NmG/H(NmH(1⊗ x)) = NmG(1⊗ x),
and a preimage of this element in H−1(G, IG) is clearly the class of x in H−1T (G, IG). Since
the bottom arrow is an isomorphism, this shows that the corestriction map H−1T (H, IG) →
H−1T (G, IG) is just given by the natural map
IG/IHIG → IG/I2G .
Putting all together, we obtain the desired result.
Lemma 1.9.4. Let H be a subgroup of G of finite index (here G is not necessarily finite) and
let S = {si}16i6n be a system of representatives for the right cosets of H in G. Given g ∈ G,
let ϕ(g) be the element in S lying in the same right coset. Then, the map
g 7→
n∏
i=1
sigϕ(sig)
−1 (mod H ′)
defines a homomorphism G→ H/Hc and hence induces a homomorphism G/Gc → H/Hc.
Proof. Observe that, for any g ∈ G, if we write
sig = his
′
i
for all i = 1, . . . , n, with s′i ∈ S and hi ∈ H, then
sigϕ(sig)
−1 = hi .
Also observe that all the s′i are distinct, for if s
′
i = s
′
j then h
−1
i si = h
−1
j sj so that si and sj would
lie in the same right coset. The result is now completely straightforward taking into account
these observations.
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Definition 1.9.5. The map G/Gc → H/Hc from the previous lemma is called the transfer map
or the Verlagerung map from G to H and is denoted by
Ver : G/Gc → H/Hc .
Proposition 1.9.6. Let H be a subgroup of G. Then, the diagram
H−2T (G,Z) Gab
H−2T (H,Z) Hab
'
'
Res Ver
,
where the horizontal arrows are the isomorphisms from Proposition 1.9.2, commutes.
Proof. Similarly to what we did in the proof of Proposition 1.9.3, we get the commutative diagram
Hab H−1T (H, IH) H
−2
T (H,Z)
H−1T (H, IG) H
−2
T (H,Z)
Gab H−1T (G, IG) H
−2
T (G,Z)
σ 7→ σ − 1
δ
=
δ
Res Res
σ 7→ σ − 1
δ ,
where the composite of the arrows in the first and in the third row provide the isomorphisms
Hab ' H−2T (H,Z) and Gab ' H−2T (G,Z) from Proposition 1.9.2. We already know that the
connecting maps δ in the first and third rows are isomorphisms, and the connecting map
H−2T (H,Z)→ H−1T (H, IG) is injective because Z[G] is a free Z[H]-module. Therefore, the vertical
arrow H−1T (H, IH)→ H−1T (H, IG) is also an injective homomorphism.
Hence, we need only prove that, for any g ∈ G, and following the diagram, the elements
gGc ∈ G/Gc and Ver(gGc) ∈ H/Hc have the same image in H−1T (H, IG). Let us first determine
explicitly the map Res : H−1T (G, IG) → H−1T (H, IG). To that end, we use dimension shifting
in a similar fashion to what we did in the proof of Proposition 1.9.3. We have a commutative
diagram
H−1T (G, IG) H
0
T (G, IG ⊗ IG)
H−1T (H, IG) H
0
T (H, IG ⊗ IG)
δ
Res
δ
Res
.
Take any element x ∈ H−1T (G, IG) being the class of x ∈ IG. Going to the right in the previous
diagram we obtain the class of NmG(1 ⊗ x) in H0T (G, IG ⊗ IG), and, going now downwards,
we obtain the class of this same element in H0T (H, IG ⊗ IG). A preimage of this element in
H−1T (H, IG) is the class of NmH\Gx, where the definition of NmH\G is analogous to that of
NmG/H using right coset representatives. To see it, observe that, given right coset representives
s1, . . . , sn of H in G,
NmH(1⊗NmH\Gx) =
∑
h∈H
n∑
i=1
h⊗ hgix ≡
∑
h∈H
n∑
i=1
hgi ⊗ hgix =
= NmG(1⊗ x) (mod NmH(IG ⊗ IG)) .
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Since the connecting maps in the previous diagram are isomorphisms, this shows that the map
Res : H−1T (G, IG)→ H−1T (H, IG) is induced by NmH\G.
Now, take any gGc. Its image in H−1T (H, IG) in the commutative diagram 1.9 is the class of
the element NmH\G(g − 1). Let S be a system of representatives of the right cosets of H in G,
and let sg = hss
′ with s′ ∈ S and hs ∈ H for all s ∈ S. Then Ver(gGc) is the class of
∏
s∈S hs
in Hab. Its image in H−1T (H, IG) is
∑
s∈S(hs − 1), and we have
NmH\G(g − 1) =
∑
s∈S
s(g − 1) =
∑
s∈S
hss
′ −
∑
s∈S
s =
∑
s∈S
(hs − 1)s′ ≡
∑
s∈S
(hs − 1) (mod IHIG) .
Lemma 1.9.7. Let n = |G|. Then, we have the following results:
1. HrT (G,Q) = 0 for all r ∈ Z.
2. H0T (G,Z) = Z/nZ and H1(G,Z) = 0.
(As usually, we are considering Z and Q as G-modules with trivial action.)
Proof. For the first statement, observe that, for every non-zero integer m, multiplication by m
defines an isomorphism Q→ Q, and, therefore, it provides isomorphisms HrT (G,Q)→ HrT (G,Q)
which are also multiplication by m. Since, for all r ∈ Z, we have nHrT (G,Q) = 0 (see Corollary
1.4.4), we deduce that HrT (G,Q) = 0 for all r ∈ Z.
For the second statement, we have, by definition,
H0T (G,Z) = ZG/NmGZ .
Since G acts trivially on Z, we have that ZG = Z and, moreover, that the norm map is simply
multiplication by n, whereby we obtain
H0T (G,Z) = Z/nZ .
On the other hand, also because the action of G on Z is trivial, we know that H1(G,Z) '
Hom(G,Z). But, since G is finite, any homomorphism G→ Z must map every element in G to
zero, so that we deduce that H1(G,Z) = 0.
Remark 4. Since HrT (G,Q) = 0 for all r ∈ Z, the exact sequence
0 Z Q Q/Z 0
provides an isomorphism
Hom(G,Q/Z) ' H1(G,Q/Z) δ−→ H2(G,Z) .
Proposition 1.9.8. Assume that G is cyclic, and let M be a G-module. Then, the choice of a
generator of G provides isomorphisms
HrT (G,M)
'−→ Hr+2T (G,M)
for all r ∈ Z.
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Proof. Let σ be a generator of G. Then, the sequence
0 Z Z[G] IG 0
m 7→∑g∈Gmg σ − 1
is exact (observe that σj − 1 = (σ − 1)(1 + σ + · · · + σj−1)). Since all the groups involved are
free Z-modules, tensoring with M we obtain an exact sequence
0 M Z[G]⊗M IG ⊗M 0
which, since the middle group is induced, provides an isomorphism
Hr+1T (G, IG ⊗M)→ Hr+2T (G,M) .
We also have the exact sequence obtained by tensoring the augmentation sequence with M , i.e.
0 IG ⊗M Z[G]⊗M M 0
,
which provides an isomorphism
HrT (G,M)→ Hr+1T (G, IG ⊗M) .
Combining the isomorphisms which we have obtained, we obtain an isomorphism
HrT (G,M)→ Hr+2T (G,M) .
Remark 5. The isomorphisms in the proposition obtained from a certain generator σ of G are
compatible with the maps in the long exact sequence of Tate cohomology groups obtained from
a short exact sequence of G-modules (this follows easily from the explicit description of these
maps using chains and cochains). In fact, if χ ∈ Hom(G,Q/Z) ' H1(G,Z) is the character
mapping the chosen generator σ to 1/|G| + Z ∈ Q/Z and δχ is its image in H2(G,Z) under
the connecting isomorphism H1(G,Q/Z) −→ H2(G,Z), then the isomorphisms Hr(G,M) −→
Hr+2(G,M) obtained in the proposition are given by x 7→ x∪ δχ (a straightforward but lengthy
calculation allows to prove this for r > 0 using cochains and then we generalize the result for all
r by dimension shifting).
Definition 1.9.9. Assume that G is cyclic and let M be a G-module. Then, if the cohomology
groups of HrT (G,M) are finite, the Herbrand quotient of M is
h(G,M) =
|H0T (G,M)|
|H1T (G,M)|
.
Remark 6. By the previous proposition, all even Tate cohomology groups are isomorphic, and
all odd Tate cohomology groups are isomorphic, so that the Herbrand quotient can actually be
calculated from any pair of an even and an odd Tate cohomology group.
Proposition 1.9.10. Assume that G is cyclic and let
0 M M ′ M ′′ 0
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be an exact sequence of G-modules. Then, whenever any two of the Herbrand quotients h(G,M),
h(G,M ′) and h(G,M ′′) are defined, so is the third and it holds
h(G,M ′) = h(G,M) · h(G,M ′′) .
Proof. We can truncate the cohomology sequence corresponding to the given short exact sequence
as
0 −→ A −→ H0T (G,M) −→ H0T (G,M ′) −→ H0T (G,M ′′) −→
−→ H1T (G,M) −→ H1T (G,M ′) −→ H1T (G,M ′′) −→ B −→ 0
where
A = ker(H0T (G,M)→ H0T (G,M ′))
B = coker(H1T (G,M
′)→ H1T (G,M ′′)) ' ker(H2T (G,M)→ H2T (G,M ′)) .
Because of Proposition 1.9.8, and taking into account the remark following it, we have A ' B.
Now, it is straightforward that whenever the Tate cohomology groups of two of the modules
in the given short exact sequence are finite, so are those of the third, and in this case the identity
h(G,M ′) = h(G,M) · h(G,M ′′)
follows from the well-known result stating that the alternated product of the orders of the groups
in an exact sequence is 1.
Proposition 1.9.11. Assume that G is cyclic. Then, for any finite G-module M ,
h(G,M) = 1 .
Proof. Let σ be a generator of G. Then, we have an exact sequence
0 MG M M MG 0
σ − 1
from which we deduce that MG and MG have the same order. Hence, from the exact sequence
0 H−1T (G,M) MG M
G H0T (G,M) 0
NmG
we obtain thatH−1T (G,M) andH
0
T (G,M) have the same order, and the desired result follows.
Corollary 1.9.12. Assume that G is cyclic and let α : M → N be a homomorphism of G-
modules with finite kernel and cokernel. Then, whenever any of the Herbrand quotients h(G,M)
and h(G,N) is defined, so is the other and h(G,M) = h(G,N).
Proof. Consider the exact sequences of G-modules
0 kerα M α(M) 0
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and
0 α(M) N cokerα 0
.
Since kerα and cokerα are finite, their Herbrand quotients are always defined and equal 1.
Therefore, if h(G,M) is defined, from the first exact sequence we deduce that h(G,α(M)) is
defined and equals h(G,M), and then from the second exact sequence we deduce that h(G,N)
is defined and equals h(G,M). In the same way, if h(G,N) is defined, from the second exact
sequence h(G,α(M)) is defined and equals h(G,N), and then from the first exact sequence
h(G,M) is defined and equals h(G,N).
Proposition 1.9.13. Let M be a G-module such that H1(H,M) = 0 and H2(H,M) = 0 for
all subgroup H of G. Then,
HrT (G,M) = 0 for all r ∈ Z.
Proof. If G is cyclic, the result follows from Proposition 1.9.8.
Now, we will prove the result in the case that G is solvable by induction on the order of G.
So assume that G is a solvable group, assume that M is a G-module for which the hypothesis
of the proposition holds, and suppose that the result has already been proved for all solvable
groups K of order less than G and all K-modules. Since we are assuming that G is solvable,
there is a proper normal subgroup H of G such that G/H is cyclic. Then, if the hypothesis of
the proposition holds for G and M it clearly holds for H and M , so that, applying the induction
hypothesis, we have HrT (H,M) = 0 for all r ∈ Z. Then, using Proposition 1.4.6, we have exact
sequences
0 HrT (G/H,M
H) HrT (G,M) H
r
T (H,M)
Inf Res
for all r > 0. Since H1T (G,M) = 0 and H
2
T (G,M) = 0, from these exact sequences we deduce
that H1T (G/H,M
H) = 0 and H2T (G/H,M
H) = 0, and, therefore, since G/H is cyclic, we deduce
that HrT (G/H,M
H) = 0 for all r ∈ Z. Hence, using again the Inflation-Restriction sequences,
we deduce that HrT (G,M) = 0 for all r > 0.
Now, since H0T (G/H,M
H) = 0, for any x ∈ MG there exists some y ∈ MH such that
x = NmG/H(y), and, since H
0
T (H,M) = 0, there exists some z ∈ M such that y = NmH(z), so
that
x = NmG/H(NmH(z)) = NmG(z) ,
which shows that H0T (G,M) = 0.
Consider the exact sequence
0 IG ⊗M Z[G]⊗M M 0
obtained by tensoring the augmentation sequence with M . Since the middle group is induced,
from this sequence we get isomorphisms
HrT (H,M) ' Hr+1T (H, IG ⊗M)
for all subgroup H of G. From these isomorphisms, we see that H1T (H, IG ⊗ M) = 0 and
H2T (H, IG ⊗ M) = 0 for all subgroup H of G, i.e. the hypothesis of the proposition is also
satisfied for G and IG ⊗M . Consequently, we know that H0T (G, IG ⊗M) = 0, which implies
that H−1T (G,M) = 0. But now, we know that for any G-module N satisfying the hypothesis
of the proposition, we have H−1T (G,N) = 0, so that H
−1
T (G, IG ⊗M) = 0 and consequently
H−2T (G,M) = 0. Continuing in this way, we see that H
r
T (G,M) = 0 for all r ∈ Z.
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Finally, assume now that G is any finite group and M a G-module. For any prime p and
for any p-Sylow subgroup Gp of G, the hypothesis of the theorem holds with Gp and M , so
that, since Gp is solvable, we know that H
r
T (Gp,M) = 0 for all r ∈ G. Since, for all r ∈ Z, the
map Res : HrT (G,M)→ HrT (Gp,M) is injective on the p-primary component of HrT (G,M) (see
Corollary 1.4.5), this p-primary component must be zero. Since this is true for all prime p, we
deduce that, for all r ∈ Z, we have HrT (G,M) = 0.
Theorem 1.9.14. (Tate’s theorem) Let M be a G-module such that, for all subgroup H of
G, it holds that H1(H,M) = 0 and H2(H,M) is a cyclic group of order |H|. Then, for every
generator γ of the cyclic group H2(G,M), cup-product with γ defines an isomorphism
HrT (G,Z)
∪γ−−→ Hr+2T (G,M) .
Proof. For every subgroup H of G, since (Cor ◦ Res)(γ) = [G : H]γ, we see that (Cor ◦ Res)(γ)
has order |H|. Therefore Res(γ) has order a multiple of |H| in H2(H,M), so that, since this
group is cyclic of order |H|, we see that Res(γ) is a generator of H2(H,M).
Let ϕ : G2 → Z be a cochain representing γ. Define the group M(ϕ) as the direct sum of
M and the free Abelian group having as basis {xσ}σ∈G\{1}, and define an action of G on M(ϕ)
which acts as the action of G on M on the elements of M and such that
σxτ = xστ − xσ + ϕ(σ, τ) (1.5)
for all σ, τ ∈ G, setting x1 = ϕ(1, 1). To check that this actually provides an action, observe
that, since ϕ is a cocycle, we have the identity
g1ϕ(g2, g3)− ϕ(g1g2, g3) + ϕ(g1, g2g3)− ϕ(g1, g2) = 0 for all g1, g2, g3 ∈ G .
Substituting g1 = σ and g2 = g3 = 1, we get σϕ(1, 1) = ϕ(σ, 1), which shows that, for τ = 1, the
action given by equation (1.5) coincides with the action on M . Substituting g2 = g3 = 1 and
g3 = τ shows that 1xτ = xτ . Finally,
ρ(σxτ ) = ρ(xστ − xσ + ϕ(σ, τ)) = xρστ − xρ + ϕ(ρ, στ)− (xρσ − xρ + ϕ(ρ, σ)) + ρϕ(σ, τ)) =
= xρστ − xρσ + ϕ(ρσ, τ) = (ρσ)(xτ ) .
Now, let α : G→M(ϕ) be the cochain mapping each σ ∈ G to xσ. Then,
dα(σ, τ) = σxτ − xστ + xσ = ϕ(σ, τ) ,
which shows that γ maps to zero in H2(G,M(ϕ)).
From the augmentation sequence (1.3) and Lemma 1.9.7 we get isomorphisms
H1(H, IG) ' H0T (H,Z) ' Z/|H|Z
H2(H, IG) ' H1(H,Z) = 0 .
Let β : M(ϕ) → IG be the homomorphism satisfying β(m) = 0 for all m ∈ M and β(xσ) =
σ − 1 for all σ ∈ G. Then, the sequence
0 M M(ϕ) IG 0
β
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is exact. This short exact sequence provides, for each subgroup H of G, an exact sequence
0 H1(H,M(ϕ)) H1(H, IG) H
2(H,M) H2(H,M(ϕ)) 0
(we have taken into account that H1(H,M) = 0 and H2(H, IG) = 0). The map H
2(H,M) →
H2(H,M(ϕ)) is zero because H2(H,M) is generated by Res(γ), which maps to the restriction
of the image of γ in H2(G,M(ϕ)), which is zero. Hence, the middle arrow is surjective, and so
is an isomorphism, because the groups H1(H, IG) and H
2(H,M) have both order |H|. Then, we
have that H1(H,M(ϕ)) = 0 and H2(H,M(ϕ)) = 0 for all subgroup H of G, which, because of
the previous proposition, implies that HrT (G,M(ϕ)) = 0 for all r ∈ Z.
The composite of the isomorphism
δ : HrT (G,Z)
'−→ Hr+1T (G, IG)
obtained from the augmentation sequence and the isomorphism
δ′ : Hr+1T (G, IG)
'−→ Hr+2T (G,M)
obtained from the exact sequence
0 M M(ϕ) IG 0
β
provides an isomorphism
HrT (G,Z)
'−→ Hr+2T (G,M) .
Let us check that this isomorphism is cup-product with γ. To that end, we will use the
properties of cup-products involving exact sequences taking into account that tensoring an exact
sequence with Z leaves it unchanged. For any x ∈ Hr(G,Z), we have
δ′δx = δ′δ(x) ∪ 1 = δ′(δx ∪ 1) = δ′δ(x ∪ 1) = (−1)rδ′(x ∪ δ1) = x ∪ δ′δ1 ,
where 1 denotes the class of 1 ∈ Z in H0T (G,Z). The element δ1 ∈ H1(G, IG) is represented by
the 1-cochain f : G→ IG defined by
f(σ) = σ − 1 for all σ ∈ G .
To obtain δ′δ1, observe that for any σ ∈ G, a preimage of σ−1 by the homomorphism β is given
by xσ, so that δ
′δ1 is represented by the 2-cochain g : G2 →M defined by
g(σ, τ) = σxτ − xστ + xσ = ϕ(σ, τ) for all σ, τ ∈ G .
Since g = ϕ, we see that δ′δ1 = γ.
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Chapter 2
Valuations and local fields
In this chapter we present the basics of the theory of valuations and local fields.
2.1 Valuations
References: [Neu99], [Mil17a], [Mil13]
Throughout this section, K will always denote a field.
Definition 2.1.1. A (multiplicative) valuation on K is a map | · | : K → R satisfying:
1. |x| > 0 for all x ∈ K and |x| = 0⇔ x = 0.
2. |xy| = |x||y|.
3. |x+ y| 6 |x|+ |y|.
Remark 7. We will refer to the valuation such that |x| = 1 for all x ∈ K× as the trivial valuation,
and we will often exclude it.
Definition 2.1.2. A valued field is a field K provided with a valuation | · |.
Definition 2.1.3. A valuation |·| is arquimedian if the set {|n| : n ∈ N} is unbounded. Otherwise,
it is non-archimedian.
For example, for K = Q, the classical absolute value is an archimedian valuation, whereas, for
any prime p, the corresponding p-adic valuation, defined as |x|p = p−ordp(x), is non-archimedian.
Lemma 2.1.4. A valuation | · | is non-archimedian if an only if it satisfies the condition
|x+ y| 6 max{|x|, |y|} ,
which is known as the strong triangle inequality.
Proof. If a valuation | · | satisfies the strong triangle inequality, then it is clear, by induction,
that |n| 6 |1|, so that the set {|n| : n ∈ N} is clearly bounded.
Now, assume that the set {|n| : n ∈ N} is bounded. Take M > 0 such that |n| 6 M for all
integer n. Then, for all n > 0,
|x+ y|n =
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
xkyn−k
∣∣∣∣∣ 6M(n+ 1) max{|x|n, |y|n} ,
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and, therefore, for all n > 0,
|x+ y| 6M1/n(n+ 1)1/n max{|x|, |y|} .
Letting n tend to infinity, we get the strong triangle inequality.
Remark 8. In fact, it is easy to prove that |x+ y| = max{|x|, |y|} whenever |x| 6= |y|.
Observe that any multiplicative valuation induces a distance on K (given by d(x, y) = |x−y|)
and, consequently, a topology.
Definition 2.1.5. Two valuations | · |1, | · |2 are equivalent if they define the same topology on
the field K.
Lemma 2.1.6. Let | · |1, | · |2 be valuations on K and assume that | · |1 is non-trivial. Then, the
following conditions are equivalent:
1. | · |1 and | · |2 are equivalent valuations.
2. |x|1 < 1⇒ |x|2 < 1.
3. There is a constant c > 0 such that | · |1 = | · |c2.
Proof. We begin by proving 1⇒ 2. Let | · |1 and | · |2 be equivalent valuations on K, so that they
define the same topology. Assume that, for some x ∈ K, | · |1 < 1. Therefore, the sequence (an)n,
with an = x
n, has limit zero with this topology, as limn |x|n1 = 0. But, since both valuations
induce the same topology, this necessarily implies that limn |x|n2 = 0, and therefore |x|2 < 1.
Now, let us prove 2⇒ 3. Fix an element x ∈ K such that |x|1 > 1. Take any element y ∈ K.
There exist α, β ∈ R such that |y|1 = |x|α1 and |y|2 = |x|β2 . Take a sequence of rational numbers
mi/ni, where mi and ni are integers and ni 6= 0 for all i, which tends to α from below. Then,∣∣∣∣xmiyni
∣∣∣∣
1
=
(
|x|mi/ni1
|y|1
)ni
< 1 ,
so that, (
|x|mi/ni2
|y|2
)ni
=
∣∣∣∣xmiyni
∣∣∣∣
2
< 1 .
Since mi/ni tends to α, this implies that β > α. Analogously we prove that β 6 α, so that
β = α. Take c ∈ R such that |x|2 = |x|c1. The constant c must be positive, as
|x|1 > 1⇒ |x|2 > 1
by simply taking inverses in the given condition. Then we find
|y|2 = |x|α2 = |x|cα1 = |y|c1 .
Finally, the implication 3⇒ 1 is trivial.
For K = Q we have the valuation corresponding to the classical absolute value, which we
will denote by | · |∞, and the p-adic valuations corresponding to each prime. It is easy to check
that all these valuations are inequivalent. The following theorem tells us that, up to equivalence,
these are all the non-trivial valuations of Q.
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Theorem 2.1.7. (Ostrowski) Let | · | be a non-trivial valuation on Q. Then, if it is archimedian,
it is equivalent to | · |∞, and, otherwise, it is equivalent to | · |p for some prime p.
Proof. First consider that | · | is archimedian. Take any pair of integers m,n > 1. Let Mn =
max{1, |n|}. The integer m can be written in the form
m = a0 + a1n+ . . . arn
r
for some integers ai with 0 6 ai < n and some r 6 0. We can obviously assume ar > 0, so that
nr 6 m and therefore
r 6 logm
log n
.
Also, observe that |ai| 6 ai|1| = ai 6 n. Hence, we get
|m| 6 n(r + 1)Mrn 6 n
(
logm
log n
+ 1
)
M logm/ lognn .
The same argument with mk, for all integer k > 0, shows that
|m|k 6 n
(
k
logm
log n
+ 1
)
Mk logm/ lognn
which, taking k-th roots and letting k tend to infinity, gives
|m| 6M logm/ lognn .
If Mn = 1, we get that |m| 6 1 for all integer m, contradicting the assumption that the valuation
is archimedian. Therefore, |n| > 1 for all n > 1, so that
|m| 6 |n|logm/ logn ,
and, in the same way,
|n| 6 |m|logn/ logm ,
so that
|m|1/ logm = |n|1/ logn
for all integers m,n > 1. Therefore, defining
c =
log |m|
logm
for any integer m > 1, we get that
|n| = |n|c∞
for all positive integer n > 1. But this condition and the multiplicativity of the valuation clearly
implies
|x| = |x|c∞
for all x ∈ Q.
Now, suppose that | · | is non-archimedian. Then, |n| 6 1 for all integer n. Since the valuation
is non-trivial, and, by multiplicativity, it is determined by its value on the primes, there must
exist some prime p such that |p| < 1. If there were two different such primes, a simple application
of Be´zout identity and the strong triangle inequality would yield |1| < 1, which is not possible.
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Therefore, there exists some prime p such that |p| < 1 and |q| = 1 at any other prime. Hence,
for any x = upr ∈ Q, with ordp(u) = 0,
|x| = |p|r = p−rc = |x|cp ,
where c = log |p|/ log p.
Definition 2.1.8. An exponential valuation on K is a map v : K× → R satisfying:
1. v(xy) = v(x) + v(y).
2. v(x+ y) > min{v(x), v(y)}
Remark 9. We usually define v(0) =∞.
Given any exponential valuation v, we can define a multiplicative valuation by taking |x| =
c−v(x) for some constant c > 1, and, conversely, given any multiplicative valuation, we can
define an exponential valuation by taking v(x) = −k log(|x|) for some positive constant k. The
constants are not important at this point since they account for equivalent valuations.
Definition 2.1.9. A valuation | · | (or a class of equivalent valuations) is discrete if the image
of K× is a discrete subgroup of R+.
Remark 10. For the non-archimedian case, this is equivalent to the fact that the corresponding
exponential valuation v (which is defined up to a constant) is discrete, i.e. v(K×) is a discrete
subgroup of R and so v(K×) = cZ for some constant c ∈ R+. In this case, we say that the
exponential valuation v is normalized if v(K×) = Z.
Let | · | be a non-archimedian valuation on K. Then, from the property |x+y| 6 max{|x|, |y|},
it follows that the set
A = {x ∈ K : |x| 6 1}
is a subring of K. Moreover, A is a valuation ring (i.e. for any x in its field of fractions K, either
x ∈ A or x−1 ∈ A), and, consequently, a local ring. Its unique maximal ideal is
p = {x ∈ K : |x| < 1}
and the group of units is
A× = {x ∈ K : |x| = 1} .
The field A/p is called the residue class field of A.
Since A is a valuation ring, it is integrally closed. To see it, let x ∈ K be integral over
A, i.e. there are coefficients a0, a1, . . . , an−1 ∈ A, of which we may assume a0 6= 0, such that
xn+an−1xn−1 + · · ·+a1x+a0 = 0. Suppose that x /∈ A. Then, x−1 ∈ A, so that multiplying the
previous relation by x−(n−1) and isolating the first term we get x = −an−1 − · · · − a1x−(n−2) −
a0x
−(n−1), which contradicts x /∈ A.
If the valuation is discrete, let v be the corresponding normalized exponential valuation, and
take pi ∈ p such that v(pi) = 1. Such an element is called a local uniformizing parameter. Then,
p = (pi) and every ideal of A is generated by pin for some n ∈ N, so that A is principal and, since
it is local, it is a discrete valuation ring. Moreover, every element of K can be written as upin
for some u ∈ A× and some n ∈ Z.
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Proposition 2.1.10. Let K be a non-archimedian discrete valued field, let A be its valuation
ring, let p be its maximal ideal and let κ be its residue class field. Define U (m) = 1 + pm for
m > 1. Then, we have the following group isomorphisms:
A×/U (1) → κ×
and
U (m)/U (m+1) → κ
for m > 1.
Proof. Let pi be a local uniformizing parameter. It is straightforward that the maps
A× → κ×
a 7→ [a]
and
U (m) → κ
1 + apim 7→ [a]
for m > 1 induce the desired isomorphisms.
2.2 Completions
References: [Neu99], [Mil17a]
Definition 2.2.1. A valued field (K, | · |) is complete if any Cauchy sequence of elements of K
converges to an element of K.
Proposition 2.2.2. Let (K, | · |) be a valued field. Then, there is a complete valued field
(Kˆ, | · |) and a homomorphism K → Kˆ preserving the valuation satisfying the following universal
property: any homomorphism from (K, | · |) into a complete valued field (L, | · |′) preserving the
valuation can be uniquely extended to a continuous homomorphism (Kˆ, | · |) → (L, | · |′). The
field Kˆ is uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
Proof. (Idea) The complete field Kˆ can be constructed by considering the set of all Cauchy
sequences in K, defining an equivalence relation according to which two Cauchy sequences are
equivalent if and only if their difference converges to zero, and taking the quotient set. This
procedure is quite standard so we will not develop the details.
Remark 11. The field Kˆ is called the completion of K with respect to the valuation | · |.
Remark 12. Since the (topological) closure of K in Kˆ satisfies the same universal property, it
must coincide with Kˆ, which proves that K (i.e. its image in Kˆ) is dense in Kˆ.
Theorem 2.2.3. (Weak approximation theorem) Let | · |1, ..., | · |n be inequivalent non-trivial
valuations of K, let Ki be the completion of K with respect to | · |i, and let σi : K → Ki be the
inclusions from the previous proposition. Then, the image of K under the map
K →
n∏
i=1
Ki
a 7→ (σ(a))i
is dense in
∏n
i=1Ki (with the product topology).
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Proof. We begin by proving that, if | · |1, ..., | · |n are inequivalent non-trivial valuations, there
exists z ∈ K such that
|z|1 > 1 and |z|i < 1 for i = 2, . . . , n .
We will argue by induction on n. For n = 2, observe that, as a consequence of Lemma 2.1.6,
there exists α ∈ K such that |α|1 < 1 and |α|2 > 1, and there exists β ∈ K such that |β|1 > 1
and |β|2 < 1. Therefore, for z2 = β/α, we have that |z2|1 > 1 and |z2|2 < 1.
Assume that we have found zn−1 such that
|zn−1|1 > 1 and |zn−1|i < 1 for i = 2, . . . , n− 1 .
By the same argument used for n = 2, there exists y ∈ K such that |y|1 > 1 and |y|n < 1. If
|zn−1|n 6 1, then zn = zmn−1y, where m is a positive integer, will satisfy the required property
for sufficiently large m. Otherwise, if |zn−1|n > 1, we can take
zn =
zmn−1
1 + zmn−1
y
with m sufficiently large.
Take z ∈ K such that
|z|1 > 1 and |z|i < 1 for i = 2, . . . , n .
Then, the elements zm/(1 + zm) get arbitrarily close to 1 with respect to | · |1 and arbitrarily
close to zero with respect to | · |i for i = 2, . . . , n for m sufficiently large. In this way, for each of
the valuations | · |i, with 1 6 i 6 n, we can find an element in K which is arbitrarily close to 1
with respect to this valuation and arbitrarily close to zero with respect to the other n− 1 given
valuations.
Now, suppose that we are given some (αi)i ∈
∏n
i=1Ki. Since K is dense in each Ki for each
i = 1, . . . , n, we can find ai ∈ K arbitrarily close to αi in Ki. Then, taking xi to be arbitrarily
close to 1 with respect to | · |i and arbitrarily close to zero for the other valuations, we can get
an element
x = x1a1 + · · ·+ xnan
arbitrarily close to each ai with respect to | · |i, and so we can get an element arbitrarily close to
(αi)i in
∏n
i=1Ki.
Lemma 2.2.4. There is a unique valuation on C extending the classical absolute value of R,
and it is given by the classical absolute value on C, i.e.
|a+ bi| =
√
a2 + b2 .
Proof. Let | · | be a valuation on C extending the classical absolute value of R. Take e2piqi, with
q ∈ Q. Then, there exists n ∈ N such that (e2piqi)n = 1, so that |e2piqi|n = 1 and, consequently
|e2piqi| = 1. This allows to determine | · | over all elements x ∈ C of the form x = re2piqi with
q ∈ Q and r > 0, and it is easy to check that the valuation coincides with the classical absolute
value on these elements. Since
|a+ bi| 6 |a|+ |bi| = |a|+ |b| ,
these elements form a dense subset of C and so determine | · |.
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Theorem 2.2.5. Let K be a field, and assume that it is complete with respect to an archimedian
valuation | · |. Then, there is an isomorphism σ between K and either R or C such that
|α| = |σα|c for all α ∈ K
for some constant 0 < c 6 1 (on the right hand side | · | denotes the classical absolute value on
R or C).
Proof. We may assume that R ⊆ K. To prove it, observe that, since K has an archimedian
valuation, it has characteristic zero and therefore it contains a subfield isomorphic to Q, and
which we can consider to be Q. The restriction of | · | to Q is an archimedian valuation on Q
and is therefore equivalent to the classical absolute value on Q. Then, because of the uniqueness
of completions, the topological closure of Q in K is isomorphic to R through an isomorphism
preserving the valuations.
Let ξ ∈ K, and consider the continuous function
f : C→ R
z 7→ |ξ2 + (z + z)ξ + zz| ,
where z denotes the complex conjugate of z (observe that both z + z and zz are real). Since
lim
|z|→∞
f(z) =∞, the function f has a minimum, which we denote by m.
Assume that m > 0. The set S = f−1(m) is bounded and closed, so that there exists some
z0 ∈ S such that |z0| > |z| for all z ∈ S. Take some  ∈ R such that 0 <  < m and consider the
polynomial
g(X) = X2 + (z0 + z0)X + z0z0 +  .
Let z1, z1 ∈ C be the roots of this polynomial. Then z1z1 = z0z0 + , so that |z1| > |z0| and
f(z1) > m. Now, for a positive integer n, define the polynomial
G(X) = (g(X)− )n − (−)n =
2n∏
i=1
(X − αi) =
2n∏
i=1
(X − αi) .
Clearly z1 is a root of G(X); we will assume α1 = z1. Substituting ξ in
G(X)2 =
2n∏
i=1
(X2 + (αi + αi)X + αiαi)
we get
|G(ξ)|2 =
2n∏
i=1
f(αi) > f(z1)m2n−1 .
On the other hand
|G(ξ)| 6 |g(ξ)− |n + | − |n = f(z0)n + n = mn + n .
Combining both inequalities we get
f(z1)
m
6
(
1 +
( 
m
)n)2
,
and, letting n→∞, we deduce that f(z1) 6 m, which is a contradiction.
Therefore m = 0, which shows that ξ is algebraic over R. Hence, we see that all elements in K
are algebraic over R and consequently that K is isomorphic to either R or C, and the condition
on the valuations for this isomorphism follows from Lemma 2.2.4.
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Let K be a non-archimedian valued field and let Kˆ be its completion. Then, any element of
Kˆ can be written as the limit of a Cauchy sequence of elements of K. Let a ∈ Kˆ, a = limn an,
an ∈ K. Then,
|a| = lim
n
|an| .
If a 6= 0, the sequence (|an|)n becomes eventually stationary. To prove it, observe that, since the
sequence (an)n converges, there exists n0 ∈ N such that |an − a| < |a| for all n > n0, so that
|an| = |a+ an − a| = max{|a|, |an − a|} = |a| .
This fact proves that the possible values taken by the non-archimedian valuation on the
completion are those taken by the original valuation on K. In particular, if the original valuation
on K is discrete, its extension to the completion is also discrete.
Another consequence is that the valuation ring
Aˆ = {x ∈ Kˆ : |x| 6 1}
and the maximal ideal
pˆ = {x ∈ Kˆ : |x| < 1}
can be regarded as the set of limits of Cauchy sequences in A and p, respectively.
Proposition 2.2.6. Let K be a field with a non-archimedian valuation. Let Kˆ be its completion,
let A and Aˆ be the corresponding valuation rings and let p and pˆ be the corresponding maximal
ideals. Then,
Aˆ/pˆ ' A/p .
Moreover, if the valuation is discrete,
Aˆ/pˆn ' A/pn
for all n ∈ N.
Proof. Consider the natural map
A→ Aˆ/pˆ .
Its kernel is pˆ ∩ A = p. Moreover, the map is surjective, since, given any element α ∈ Aˆ, we
can find an element a ∈ A which is arbitrarily close to α; in particular, we can find a such that
α− a ∈ pˆ. Therefore, we get an isomorphism
A/p→ Aˆ/pˆ .
If the valuation is discrete, let pi be a local uniformizing parameter of A. Taking into account
the discussion previous to this proposition, we see that pi is also a local uniformizing parameter
for Aˆ, which is also a discrete valuation ring, and
pˆn = {x ∈ Aˆ : |x| 6 |pi|n} .
Therefore, the natural map
A→ Aˆ/pˆn
has kernel pˆn ∩ A = pn and is surjective since, for any α ∈ Aˆ, we can find a ∈ A such that
|α− a| 6 |pi|n.
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Lemma 2.2.7. Let K be a complete non-archimedian discrete valued field, pi a local uniformizing
parametre and S a set of representatives of the residue class field. Then, any element of K can
be uniquely written as the limit of a series of the form
pir
(
a0 + a1pi + a2pi
2 + · · · )
with r ∈ Z, ai ∈ S for all i ∈ N, a0 6= 0 in the residue class field.
Proof. First we prove that such a series converges and so represents an element in K. Since K
is complete, we need only prove that it is Cauchy. Let
αn = pi
r(a0 + a1pi + · · ·+ anpin)
for n ∈ N. Then, for n,m ∈ N, with m > n,
αm − αn = pir(an+1pin+1 + · · ·+ ampim) ,
and, applying the strong triangle inequality,
|αm − αn| 6 |pi|r+n+1 .
which obviously tends to zero as both m and n tend to infinity.
Let A be the valuation ring of K, and let κ be the residue class field. Take any α ∈ K. It can
be written uniquely as α = upir, where u ∈ A×. Let a0 ∈ S be the representative of the class of
u in κ. Then, we have u− a0 ∈ (pi), so that we can write u− a0 = v1pi, with v1 ∈ A. Let a1 ∈ S
be the representative of the class of v1 in κ. Then, we have v1 − a1 ∈ (pi), so that we can write
v1 − a1 = v2pi, with pi ∈ A, and we have
α = pir(a0 + v1pi) = pi
r(a0 + a1pi + v2pi
2) .
Continuing in this way, we get a sequence (an)n, with an ∈ S for all n and a0 different from zero
in κ, and a sequence (vn)n, with vn ∈ A for all n, such that,
α = pir(a0 + a1pi + · · ·+ anpin + vn+1pin+1) ,
so that the sequence
αn = pi
r(a0 + a1pi + · · ·+ anpin)
clearly converges to α.
Now, assume that two such sequences represent the same α ∈ K, i.e. we have
pir(a0 + a1pi + · · · ) = pis(b0 + b1pi + · · · ) .
The exponents r and s are determined by |α|, so that r = s. Suppose that the sequences (an)n
and (bn)n are not equal, and let k be the minimum natural number such that ak 6= bk. Since
ak, bk ∈ S, and S is a set of representatives of κ (i.e. it has an unique representative for each
class in κ), ak − bk /∈ (pi). Then, if we define
αn = pi
r(a0 + a1pi + · · ·+ anpin)
and
βn = pi
r(b0 + b1pi + · · ·+ bnpin) .
we see that, for all n > k,
|αn − βn| = |pir((ak − bk)pik + (ak+1 − bk+1)pik+1 + · · ·+ (an − bn)pin)| = |pi|r+k ,
which contradicts the fact that both (αn)n and (βn)n tend to α.
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Definition 2.2.8. Let A be the valuation ring of a non-archimedian valued field. A polynomial
f(X) ∈ A[X], f(X) = a0 + a1X + · · · anXn is primitive if
|f | = max{|a0|, |a1|, . . . , |an|} = 1 .
Proposition 2.2.9. (Hensel’s lemma) Let K be a complete non-archimedian discrete valued
field, A its valuation ring, p its maximal ideal and κ its residue class field. Let f ∈ A[X] be a
primitive polynomial. If f admits a factorization in κ
f(X) = g∗(X)h∗(X)
into relatively prime polynomials g∗(X), h∗(X) ∈ κ[X], then there exist g(X), h(X) ∈ A[X] with
deg(g) = deg(g∗) such that g(X) = g∗(X), h(X) = h∗(X) and f(X) = g(X)h(X).
Proof. Let d = deg(f) and m = deg(g∗) (observe that, since f is primitive, g∗ and h∗ are not
zero). Then deg(h∗) 6 d − m. Take polynomials g0, h0 ∈ A[X] such that g0 = g∗, h0 = h∗
and deg(g0) = m. For these polynomials, clearly f ≡ g0h0 (mod p). We will find sequences of
polynomials (pn)n>1 and (qn)n>1, with pn, qn ∈ A[X], deg(pn) < m and deg(qn) 6 d−m for all
n > 1, such that, for all n > 0, the polynomials
gn = g0 + pip1 + pi
2p2 + · · ·pinpn
hn = g0 + piq1 + pi
2q2 + · · ·pinqn
satisfy that f ≡ gnhn (mod pn+1). Then, taking
g = g0 + pip1 + pi
2p2 + · · ·
h = g0 + piq1 + pi
2q2 + · · · ,
we will obviously have f = gh, with g(X) = g∗(X), h(X) = h∗(X) and deg(g) = deg(g∗).
Let us see how to find pn and qn once gn−1 and hn−1 are already determined. We want to
find polynomials pn and qn such that
(gn−1 + pinpn)(hn−1 + pinqn) ≡ f (mod pn+1)
or, equivalently,
f − gn−1hn−1 ≡ (gn−1qn + hn−1pn)pin (mod pn+1) .
Since f − gn−1hn−1 ≡ 0 (mod pn), dividing by pin we obtain
fn ≡ gn−1qn + hn−1pn ≡ g0qn + h0pn (mod p) ,
where fn = pi
−n(f − gn−1hn−1). Since g∗ and h∗ are relatively prime, there exist polynomials
a, b ∈ A[X] such that ag0 + bh0 ≡ 1 (mod p). Let
b(X)fn(X) = q(X)g0(X) + r(X) ,
with deg(r) < deg(g0) = m. Observe that, since deg(g0) = deg(g∗) and g0 = g∗, the leading
coefficient of g0 is a unit and, consequently, q(X) ∈ A[X] and r(X) ∈ A[X]. We have
fn ≡ (ag0 + bh0)fn = (afn + qh0)g0 + rh0 (mod p) .
Take pn = r and let qn be the polynomial obtained from afn + qh0 by eliminating all coefficients
lying in p. Clearly deg(pn) < m and, since deg(fn) 6 d, deg(g0) = m and deg(rh0) < m+d−m =
d, we deduce that deg(qn) 6 d−m.
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Corollary 2.2.10. Let K be a complete non-archimedian discrete valued field and let f(X) =
a0 + a1X + · · · anXn ∈ K[X] be an irreducible polynomial, with an 6= 0. Then
|f | = max{|a0|, |an|} .
Proof. Let A be the valuation ring of K and let p be its maximal ideal. Multiplying f(X)
by a suitable constant in K×, we may assume that f(X) ∈ A[X] and |f | = 1. Let us define
r = min{k : |ak| = 1}. Then
f(X) ≡ Xr(ar + ar+1X + · · · anXn) (mod p) ,
which, if 0 < r < n, would contradict the previous proposition.
Lemma 2.2.11. Let K be a complete non-archimedian valued field, and let V be an n-
dimensional normed K-vector space. Then, for any basis v1, . . . , vn of V , the maximum norm
‖x1v1 + · · ·xnvn‖ = max{|x1|, . . . , |xn|}
is equivalent to the given norm on V .
Proof. Let | · | be the given norm on V . Let v1, . . . , vn be a basis of V and let ‖ · ‖ be the
corresponding maximum norm. We need to find constants ρ, ρ′ ∈ R+ such that for all v ∈ V
ρ‖v‖ 6 |v| 6 ρ′‖v‖ .
If v = x1v1 + · · ·+ xnvn, then
|v| 6 |x1||v1|+ · · ·+ |xn||vn| ,
so we may obviously take ρ′ = |v1|+ · · · |vn|.
For ρ, let us argue by induction on n. For n = 1 we can simply take ρ = |v1|. Assume that
the result has been proved for k < n. Then for each of the subspaces
Vi = 〈v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vn〉
the restriction of | · | is equivalent to the norm of the maximum defined, for example, for the basis
v1, . . . , vi−1, vi+1, . . . , vn. In particular, we deduce that each of the subspaces Vi is complete and
hence closed, and that so is vi + Vi. Hence the subset
W =
n⋂
i=1
(vi + Vi)
is closed, and, since 0 /∈ W , there is some ρ > 0 such that B(0, ρ) ∩ W = ∅, i.e. such that
|vi + wi| > ρ for all wi ∈ Vi and for all i = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, for each x ∈ V with x =
x1v1 + · · ·+ xnvn and x 6= 0, if |xr| = max{|xi| : i = 1, . . . , n}, then
|v| = ‖v‖|x−1r v| =
∣∣∣∣x1xr v1 + · · ·+ vr + · · ·+ xnxr
∣∣∣∣ > ρ‖v‖ .
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Proposition 2.2.12. Let (K, | · |) be a complete valued field, and let L be an algebraic extension
of K. Then, there is a unique extension of | · | to a valuation in L. For a finite extension L/K
of degree n, the extension of the valuation is given by the formula
|α| = n
√
|NmL/K(α)|
and L is also complete with respect to this valuation.
Proof. If the valuation is archimedian, we already know by Theorem 2.2.5 that K is isomorphic to
either R or C, so we need only check the case K = R, L = C. By Theorem 2.2.5, all archimedian
valuations on R are given by |x| = |x|c∞, where | · |∞ is the classical absolute value and 0 < c 6 1.
Following the proof of Lemma 2.2.4, such a valuation extends uniquely to C as
|α| =
√
|NmC/R(α)| .
Now, let us focus on the non-archimedian case. If the valuation is trivial, the only extension is
clearly the trivial valuation of L, so we will also assume that the given valuation is non-trivial.
It is enough to prove the theorem for finite extensions, so we will consider that L/K is finite of
degree n. Let A be the valuation ring of K and let B be its integral closure in L. Then, we first
claim that
B = {x ∈ L : NmL/K(x) ∈ A} .
Since A is integrally closed, the inclusion ⊆ is clear. For the inclusion ⊇, let x ∈ L satisfy
NmL/K(x) ∈ A, and let f(X) = Xm + am−1Xm−1 + · · · + a1X + a0 ∈ K[X] be the minimal
polynomial of x over K. Since NmL/K(x) = (−1)nan/m0 , we see that |a0| 6 1. Then, by
Corollary 2.2.10, |ai| 6 1 for all the coeficients of f(X), which implies f(X) ∈ A[X] and so
x ∈ B.
Now, we will check that the formula
|α| = n
√
|NmL/K(α)|
defines a valuation on L. The conditions |x| > 0, |x| = 0 ⇔ x = 0 and |xy| = |x||y| are clearly
satisfied. We claim that the condition
|x+ y| 6 max{|x|, |y|}
is equivalent to the condition
|x| 6 1⇒ |x+ 1| 6 1 .
It is clear that the former condition implies the latter. For the converse, divide x+ y by x or y
(the one with greater valuation). Now, the last condition holds since
|x| 6 1⇔ |NmL/K(x)| 6 1⇔ NmL/K(x) ∈ A⇔ x ∈ B
and clearly x ∈ B ⇒ x+ 1 ∈ B.
To prove uniqueness, suppose that we have a second valuation | · |′ on L extending the original
valuation on K. Let B′ be the corresponding valuation ring, and P′ the corresponding maximal
ideal. We first prove that B ⊆ B′. Assume x ∈ B \ B′. Then, x satisfies a relation of the form
xm + am−1xm−1 + · · · a1x + a0 = 0, where ai ∈ A for all i and we may assume a0 6= 0. Since
x /∈ B′, |x|′ < 1, so that x−1 ∈ P′. Thus, multiplying the previous relation by x−m we get
1 = −am−1x−1 − · · · − a1x−(m−1) − a0x−m ∈ P′, which is a contradiction.
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Therefore, we have proved that B ⊆ B′, or, equivalently,
|x| 6 1⇒ |x|′ 6 1 .
This implies that both valuations are equivalent, as otherwise, by the weak approximation the-
orem, we could find some x ∈ L such that |x| 6 1 but |x|′ > 1.
The fact that L is complete with respect to the extended valuation is a consequence of the
previous lemma.
Definition 2.2.13. Let K be a non-archimedian valued field, with exponential valuation v, and
let L be an algebraic extension of K with exponenial valuation w extending v. Let κ and λw be
the residue class fields of K and L, respectively. Then, the ramification index and the inertia
degree of the extension w|v are defined as
ew = [w(L
×) : v(K×)]
and
fw = [λw : κ] ,
respectively.
If K is complete with respect to the valuation v, there is a unique extension w of v to an
algebraic extension L of K. In this case, we will often refer to ew and fw as the ramification
index and inertia degree of the extension L/K.
Proposition 2.2.14. Let K be a complete non-archimedian valued field with exponential valu-
ation v, let L be a finite extension of K and let w be the unique extension of v to L. Let e and
f be the ramification index and the inertial degree, respectively, of the extension w|v. Then,
[L : K] > ef .
Moreover, if v is discrete and the extension L/K is separable, we have in fact
[L : K] = ef .
Proof. Let A be the valuation ring of K, let p be its maximal ideal and let κ be its residue class
field. Let B be the valuation ring of L, let P be its maximal ideal and let λ be its residue class
field. Let {αi}i∈I be a set of representatives of a basis of λ over κ, and let {βj}j∈J be a set of
elements in L× such that {w(βj)}j∈J forms a set of representatives of w(L×)/v(K×). We claim
that the elements αiβj , with i ∈ I and j ∈ J , are linearly independent over K. Assume that
there is some non-trivial linear combination of this elements which equals zero. We may write
such a combination as
N∑
r=1
M∑
s=1
xirjsαirβjs .
where xirjs ∈ K for all r, s. Define
yjs =
N∑
r=1
xirjsαir ,
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for s = 1, . . . ,M . If yjs 6= 0, we can divide both sides of the previous expression by a coefficient
xirjs with minimum exponential valuation v(xirjs), so that we get at the right a linear combina-
tion of the elements αir with coefficients in A and one of them equal to 1. Since these elements
are linearly independent over κ when considered in λ, this linear combination cannot be in P,
i.e. it must be a unit. This proves that the exponential valuation w(yjs) equals the valuation of
a coefficient xirjs with minimum exponential valuation, and, hence, w(yjs) ∈ v(K×). Note also
that there must be some yjs 6= 0, as by assumption not all the coefficients xirjs are zero and the
αir are linearly independent. Therefore, in order that the sum
M∑
s=1
yjsβjs
be equal to zero, there must be two non-zero terms with the same valuation, i.e. there exist
r 6= s, with 1 6 r, s 6 M , such that w(yjrβjr ) = w(yjsβjs) 6= ∞. But, since in this case
w(yjr ), w(yjs) ∈ v(K×), we would obtain w(βjr ) − w(βjs) ∈ v(K×), which is a contradiction.
Therefore, we deduce that
[L : K] > ef .
Now, assume that the extension L/K is separable and the valuation v is discrete. Since the
valuation w is given by the formula
w(α) =
1
n
v(NmL/K) ,
where n = [L : K], it is also discrete. Let Π be a local uniformizing parameter of L. Then, we
can take βi = Π
i, for i = 0, 1, . . . , e− 1. Take also α1, . . . , αf to be representatives of a basis of
λ over κ. Define
M =
e−1∑
i=0
f∑
j=1
AαjΠ
i ,
which is clearly an A-submodule of B. We claim that M = B. Consider the A-submodule
N =
f∑
j=1
Aαj .
Then, since the elements α1, . . . , αf form a basis of B/ΠB over A/Π
eA, we have that
B = N + ΠB .
Therefore,
B = N + Π(N + ΠB) = · · · = N + ΠN + · · ·+ Πe−1N + ΠeB = M + pB .
We saw in the proof of the previous proposition that B is the integral closure of A in L. Therefore,
since L/K is separable and A is a discrete valuation ring (and, a fortiori, it is a principal ideal
domain), we know that B is a free A-module of rank n. Since A is a local ring with maximal
ideal p, application of Nakayama’s lemma to the identity
B = M + pB
yields B = M , and, since it has rank n as an A-module, we get, in this case,
[L : K] = ef .
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Remark 13. In fact, the proposition also holds for an algebraic extension L/K in general, either
finite or infinite, with the obvious conventions. For the first part of the proposition, the one
concerning the inequality [L : K] > ef , the given proof is clearly also valid if L/K is infinite.
For the second part, concerning the equality [L : K] = ef when L/K is separable, observe that,
if L/K is infinite, there exist finite subextensions of arbitrarily large degree.
2.3 Local fields
References: [Neu99], [Mil17a], [Mil13]
Definition 2.3.1. A local field is a field provided with a non-trivial valuation which is locally
compact with the topology induced by the valuation.
Remark 14. A local field is complete. To prove it, let T be a compact neighborhood of 1. Let
B(1, δ) ⊆ T . Let (an)n be a Cauchy sequence not converging to 0. Hence, there exists 0 > 0 such
that |an| > 0 for infinitely many n ∈ N, which, taking into account the fact that the sequence
is Cauchy, implies that there exist some 1 and some n1 ∈ N such that, for all n > n1, |an| > 1.
Now, using again the fact that the sequence is Cauchy, there exists some n2 ∈ N such that, for
all n,m > n2, |an − am| < δ1. We may assume n2 > n0. Then, an2 6= 0 and, multiplying the
sequence by a−1n2 , we get a Cauchy sequence (bn)n such that, for all n > n2, bn ∈ B(1, δ) ⊆ T .
Thus, (bn)n is convergent, and, consequently, (an)n is convergent too.
Remark 15. Taking into account the previous remark and Theorem 2.2.5, we easily see that, up
to isomorphism, there are only two archimedian local fields: R and C.
Proposition 2.3.2. A non-archimedian valued field K is a local field if and only it is complete,
the valuation is discrete and the residue class field is finite.
Proof. Let A be the valuation ring of K and p its maximal ideal.
Suppose that K is a local field. Then, there is a compact neighborhood of 0. This neighbor-
hood must contain some subset of the form dA for some d ∈ K×. As such a subset is clearly
closed, it is also compact, and, since multiplication by d is a homeomorphism, this implies that
A is compact. From the strong triangle inequality, it follows that the maximal ideal p of A is
closed, so that, since it is contained in A, it is also compact. Since the valuation is a continuous
map from K to R, the image of p under the valuation map must be a compact subset of [0, 1),
which implies that it is discrete (otherwise its image would be dense in [0, 1)), and hence the
valuation is discrete. Finally, since A is compact and, for a set of representatives S of the residue
class field, A =
⊔
s∈S(s + p), where the sets s + p are clearly open, we deduce that the residue
class field is finite.
For the converse, we need only prove that A is compact, because this already implies that
K is locally compact. Since A is a metric space, we may prove compactness by showing that it
is complete and totally bounded (i.e. for any δ > 0, there is a finite covering of A comprised of
open balls of radius δ). Completeness is assumed, and totally boundedness follows easily from
the finiteness of the residue class field if we think of the expansion of any element in terms of
the powers of a local uniformizing parameter (Lemma 2.2.7).
Proposition 2.3.3. Every non-archimedian local fieldK is isomorphic to either a finite extension
of Qp, if charK = 0, or to a finite extension of Fp((t)), if charK = p.
Proof. Observe that any finite extension of either Qp or Fp((t)) is an archimedian local field.
In fact, for any such field, the valuation is discrete and the residue class field is finite, both
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facts because of Proposition 2.2.14, and we also know that such a field is complete because of
Proposition 2.2.12.
Let K be a local field. Assume, first, that charK = 0. Then, it contains a subfield isomorphic
to Q. By the Ostrowski theorem, the restricion to this subfield of the non-trivial non-archimedian
valuation of K must be equivalent to a p-adic valuation | · |p. Since K is complete, it therefore
contains a subfield isomorphic to Qp. Since The valuation of K is discrete, the ramification
index of the extension K/Qp is finite, and, since the residue class field of K is finite, the inertia
degree f of the extension K/Qp is also finite. Therefore, because of the remark following Propo-
sition 2.2.14, [K : Qp] = ef is finite (K/Qp is separable as charQp = 0), which shows that K is
a finite extension of Qp.
Now, assume that charK = p for some prime p. In this case, K contains Fp as a subfield, and
the residue class field κ is a finite extension of Fp. Let κ = Fp(α). Let f = [κ : Fp]. Then, the
field κ consists of the roots of the polynomial Xp
f −X ∈ Fp[X]. Therefore, this polynomial splits
completely into linear factors in κ[X], and, by Hensel’s lemma, so it does in K[X], which allows
us to see κ as a subfield of K. Finally, if t is a local uniformizing parameter of K, Lemma 2.2.7
shows that K = κ((t)).
Proposition 2.3.4. Let K be a non-archimedian local field, with residue class field κ and
maximal ideal p. Let q = |κ|, let µq−1 denote the q − 1-roots of unity of K, let pi be a local
uniformizing parameter and let U (1) = 1 +p. Then, for its multiplicative group K×, we have the
following decomposition:
K× = piZ × µq−1 × U (1) .
Proof. Let A be the valuation ring of K. Since K is a discrete non-archmedian valued field,
every element α ∈ K× can be uniquely written in the form α = upir, where r ∈ Z and u ∈ A×.
This proves that K× = piZ ×A×.
Consider the quotient map
A× → κ× .
Clearly, its kernel is U (1) = 1 + p, so that the exact sequence
0 U (1) A× κ× 0
is obtained. Since Xq−1 − 1 splits completely into linear factors in κ, by Hensel’s lemma so it
does in K×, which proves that the quotient A× → κ× maps µq−1 bijectively onto κ×, and we
get a section for the previous exact sequence. Hence,
A× = µq−1 × U (1) .
The finite extensions of Qp are often refered to as p-adic number fields.
Lemma 2.3.5. Let K be a p-adic number field. There exists a unique continuous homomorphism
logp : K
× → K
such that logp(p) = 0 and, for all 1 + x ∈ U (1),
logp(1 + x) = x−
x2
2
+
x3
3
− · · · .
This function is called p-adic logarithm.
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Proof. First of all, let us check that, for 1 + x ∈ U (1), the sum of the series defining log(x)
actually converges. We can consider in K the exponential valuation extending the exponential
valuation vp of Qp, which we will also denote by vp. Then, for any positive integer k we have
vp(k) 6
log k
log p
.
Therefore, we have
vp
(
xk
k
)
= kvp(x)− vp(k) > kvp(x)− log k
log p
= log k
(
vp(x)
k
log k
− 1
log p
)
,
so that, if 1 + x ∈ U (1) and, consequently, vp(x) > 0, we see that the sequence vp(xn/n) and,
hence, that the sequence xn/n has limit zero. Because of the strong inequality and the fact that
K is complete, this is enough to ensure that the series defining log(1 +x) converges (absolutely).
Also, observe that, for any 1 + x, 1 + y ∈ U (1),
logp((1 + x)(1 + y)) = log(1 + x) + log(1 + y) ,
as the series at each side agree as formal power series in x and y and we have absolute convergence.
Let κ be the residue class field of K, let q = |κ|, let µq−1 be the subgroup of q − 1-th roots
of unity in K, and let pi be a local uniformizing parameter. Let e be the ramification index of
K/Qp, so that (p) = (pie). Because of the previous proposition, every element a ∈ K can be
written uniquely in the form
a = pirµ(a)u(a) ,
where r ∈ Z and µ(a) ∈ µq−1 and u(a) ∈ U (1), being q the number of elements in the residue
class field κ. Observe that, if ξ ∈ µq−1, then we must have
logp(ξ) =
1
q − 1 logp(ξ
q−1) =
1
q − 1 logp(1) = 0 .
On the other hand,
0 = logp(p) = logp(pi
eu(p)) = e logp(pi) + logp(u(p)) ,
so that we must have
logp(pi) = −
1
e
logp(u(p)) .
Altogether, we conclude that the only ‘candidate’ function that could meet the conditions in the
statement is given by
logp(a) = logp(u(a))−
vp(a)
e
logp(u(p)) ,
where vp denotes the normalized valuation of K and, for y ∈ U (1), the function is defined
by the series in the statement. It is easy to check that this function is actually a continuous
homomorphism and that it meets the required properties.
Lemma 2.3.6. Let K be a p-adic number field. Let p be its maximal ideal, let vp be its
normalized valuation, and let e be the ramification index of K/Qp. Then, the series
expp(x) = 1 + x+
x2
2!
+
x3
3!
+ · · ·
converges if and only if vp(x) >
e
p−1 . The function which it defines in the convergence region is
called p-adic exponential.
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Proof. As we already commented, since K is a non-archimedian complete field, a series
∑
n>0 an
converges if and only if limn an = 0. A straightforward calculation shows that, if n =
∑r
i=0 aip
i,
with 0 6 ai < p, then
vp(n!) =
1
p− 1
r∑
i=0
ai(p
i − 1) = n
p− 1 −
∑r
i=0 ai
p− 1 ,
where vp denotes the normalized valuation of Qp. Then,
vp
(
xn
n!
)
= n
(
vp(x)− e
p− 1
)
+ e
∑r
i=0 ai
p− 1 .
Clearly, in order that this sequence have limit zero, it is necessary that
vp(x)− e
p− 1 .
It is also sufficient, since ∑r
i=0 ai
p− 1 6
r + 1
p− 1 6
log n+ 1
p− 1 .
Lemma 2.3.7. Let K be a p-adic number field. Let p be its maximal ideal, and let U (n) = 1+pn,
for n ∈ Z. Let e be the ramification index of the extension K/Qp. Then, for n > e/(p− 1), the
p-adic logarithm and p-adic exponential provide continuous homomorphisms
logp : U
(n) → pn expp : pn → U (n)
which are inverses of each other.
Proof. Both functions are clearly continuous on the coresponding domains, since they are defined
as the limit of a sequence of uniformly convergent functions. The exponential function defines a
homomorphism since
exp(x+ y) = expp(x) expp(y)
when we consider both sides as formal power series in x and y and we have absolute convergence.
Take an integer n > ep−1 , and let vp be the exponential valuation extending the normalized
valuation of Qp. Then, for any 1 + x ∈ U (n), with x 6= 0, and for any integer k > 1,
vp
(
xk
k
)
− vp(x) = (k − 1)vp(x)− vp(k) > k − 1
p− 1 − vp(k) .
If k = spt, with (s, p) = 1, then
k − 1
p− 1 >
pt − 1
p− 1 = p
t−1 + · · ·+ p+ 1 > t = vp(k) .
Therefore, for all k > 1,
vp
(
xk
k
)
> vp(x) ,
which implies that vp(logp(1 + x)) = vp(x) and, consequently, logp(1 + x) ∈ pn.
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In the same way, given x ∈ pn, with x 6= 0, and any integer k > 1, with k = ∑ri=0 aipi, where
0 6 ai < p,
vp
(
xk
k!
)
− vp(x) = (k − 1)vp(x) + k − 1
p− 1 +
∑r
i=0 ai − 1
p− 1 >
∑r
i=0 ai − 1
p− 1 > 0 ,
which shows that expp(x) ∈ U (n).
Finally, the fact that this functions are inverse of each other follows from the observation
that the coresponding formal series are inverse of each other, and the series are all absolutely
convergent in the considered domains.
Consider a p-adic number field K, with residue class field κ and q = pf = |κ|. Since U (n) ⊆
U (m) if n > m; since ∩n>1U (n) = {1}, and since any sequence (an)n with an ∈ U (1)/U (n)
satisfying that, if n > m, then an = am considered in U
(1)/U (n), gives rise to a Cauchy sequence
in U (1) which converges to an element of U (1), we have that
U (1) = lim← U
(1)/U (n) .
Since each U (1)/U (n) has order qn−1 = pf(n−1), this identity allows us to define an operation
Zp × U (1) → U (1)
(x, a) 7→ (1 + x)a
which is immediately checked to be an action of Zp on U (1) which gives the later a structure of
Zp-module. It is also easy to see that the previous operation is continuous.
Proposition 2.3.8. Let K be a p-adic number field. Let κ be the residue class field and let
q = pf = |κ|. Then, we have an isomorphism of topological groups
K× ' Z⊕ Z/(q − 1)Z⊕ Z/paZ⊕ Zdp ,
where a is a non-negative integer and d = [K : Qp].
Proof. Because of Proposition 2.3.4, we have
K× = piZ × µq−1 × U (1) .
The topology in K clearly coincides with the product topology in the right. Therefore we get an
isomorphism of topological groups
K× ' Z⊕ Z/(q − 1)Z⊕ U (1)
In the previous discussion we showed that U (1) is a topological Zp-module. In the same way,
the groups U (n) are all topological Zp-modules. The groups pn are also topological Zp-modules
if we define the action of Zp over pn as simply multiplication. If we take n sufficiently large (i.e.
n > e/(p− 1), where e is the ramification index of K/Qp), the map
logp : U
(n) → pn
is an isomorphism of topological Zp-modules. We already know that this map is an isomorphism
of topological groups, so it only remains to prove that both logp and its inverse expp preserve
the action of Zp. This can be checked directly for the action of the elements in Z, and, therefore,
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since Z is a dense subset of Zp, it is deduced for all Zp by continuity of the action of Zp on both
groups and by continuity of the functions logp and expp.
Let A be the valuation ring of K, and let pi be a local uniformizing parameter. We have
just shown that there is an isomorphism (of topological Zp-modules) between U (n) and pn =
pinA. Division by pin is clearly an isomorphism of topological Zp-modules, so that we get an
isomorphism U (n) ' A. Since Zp is a principal ideal domain, A is a free Zp-module of rank
d = [K : Qp]. Since [U (1) : U (n)] = qn−1 is finite, U (1) is a finitely-generated Zp-module of rank
d with a finite torsion group. Since U (1)/U (n) is a p-group, and U (n) is a free module (so that
it does not contain any root of unity), the torsion elements in U (1) are roots of unity of order a
power of p. Conversely, every root of unity of order a power of p is a torsion element in U (1).
To prove it, let µpa be the subgroup of roots of unity in K of order a power of p, and let ζ be a
primitive pa-root of unity. Then,
Xp
a−1(p−1) + · · ·+Xpa−1 + 1 =
pa−1∏
i=1, (i,p)=1
(
X − ζi) ,
and, evaluating at X = 1,
p =
pa−1∏
i=1, (i,p)=1
(
1− ζi) .
It is easy to see that the elements 1 − ζi with (i, p) = 1 are all related by units, so that the
previous equation shows that they all are non-units. Since, for every i, 1 − ζi is a multiple of
1 − ζ (in A), this shows that all pa-th roots of unity are in U (1). Since Zp is a principal ideal
domain, there is a free finitely-generated Zp submodule V of U (1) such that
U (1) = µpa × V .
Since V is a finitely generated Zp-submodule, it is closed, and, since it has finite index in U (1),
it is also open. Therefore, it is easily seen that the topology of U (1) coincides with the product
topology in µpa × V . We have an isomorphism of Zp-modules
U (1) = µpa × V ' Z/paZ× Zdp .
Going right-to-left is easily seen to be continue, and, since the right-hand group is compact, the
previous isomorphism is also a homeomorphism.
Altogether, we get
K× ' Z⊕ Z/(q − 1)Z⊕ Z/paZ⊕ Zdp .
Lemma 2.3.9. Let K be a local field of characteristic zero. Let µn(K) be the set of n-th roots
of unity in K. Let | · |′ denote a normalized valuation in K, i.e | · |′ = | · |∞ if K ' R, | · |′ = | · |2∞
if K ' C and, if K is a discrete non-archimedian field with valuation ring A, maximal ideal p
and residue class field κ,
|x|′ = |κ|−ordp(x) = |A/Ax|−1 .
Then,
[K× : K×n] = n
|µn(K)|
|n|′ .
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Proof. In the archimedian case, i.e for K ' R and K ' C, the lemma follows easily.
In the non-archimedian case, K is a discrete valued field and so we have K× ' U ×Z, where
U stands for the group of units. Therefore,
K×n ' Un × nZ
and
K×/K×n ' U/Un × Z/nZ ,
from which we get
[K× : K×n] = n[U : Un] .
By the previous proposition, and with the same notations, we know that
U ' µpa(K)× µq−1 × Zdp ' µ(K)× Zdp .
Consider the exact sequence
1 µn(K) µ(K) µ(K) µ(K)/µ(K)
n 1
x 7→ xn
Using the well-known formula for the alternated product of group orders in an exact sequence,
we get
|µ(K)/µ(K)n| = |µn(K)| .
On the other hand, we have
|Zp/nZp|d =
∣∣∣Z/pvp(n)Zp∣∣∣d = pdvp(n) = 1|n|′ .
Therefore,
[U : Un] =
|µn(K)|
|n|′ .
Altogether, we get, for a non-archimedian local field
[K× : K×n] = n[U : Un] = n
|µn(K)|
|n|′ .
2.4 Ramification of local fields
References: [Mil17a], [Neu99]
In this section K will be a non-archimedian local field, A its valuation ring, p its maximal
ideal, pi a local uniformizing parameter and κ its residue class field. All extensions are taken
within the same algebraic closure Kal.
Let L/K be an algebraic extension of K with ramification index e and inertia degree f . We
say that the extension L/K is unramified if e = 1; otherwise, we say that it is ramified. If L is
finite, this is obviously equivalent to the fact that f = [λ : κ] = [L : K], where λ is the residue
class field of L; if L is infinite, then the condition e = 1 is equivalent to the fact that all finite
subextensions be unramified.
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Proposition 2.4.1. Let L/K be an unramified extension. Then L/K is separable.
Proof. Let B be the valuation ring of L and let λ be its residue class field. Take any α ∈ L
and let f(X) be its minimal polynomial over K. By multiplying α by a suitable element in
K×, we can assume that α ∈ B and consequently f(X) ∈ A[X] (recall that, by the proof of
Proposition 2.2.12, α is integral over A). Let α be the image of α in λ. Since the subextension
K(α)/K is unramified,
[K(α) : K] = [κ(α) : K] ,
so that the image of f(X) in κ[X], which we denote by f(X), must be the minimal polynomial
of α over κ. But, since κ is finite, this means that f(X) must be separable, and, consequently,
so must be f(X).
Proposition 2.4.2. Let L/K and K ′/K be finite extensions and let L′ = LK ′. Then, if L/K
is unramified, so is L′/K ′.
Proof. Let B be the valuation ring of L and let λ be its residue class field. Since K is a local
field, the field κ is finite and hence the extension λ/κ is separable, so that there exists some α ∈ λ
such that λ = κ(α). Let α ∈ B be a lifting of α, let f(X) ∈ A[X] be its minimal polynomial
over K and let f(X) be its image in κ[X]. Then
[λ : κ] 6 deg(f) = deg(f) = [K(α) : K] 6 [L : K] = [λ : κ] ,
so that L = K(α) and f(X) is the minimal polynomial of α over κ.
Hence, we have L′ = K ′(α). Let A′ be the valuation ring of K ′ and let κ′ be its residue class
field. Let g(X) ∈ A′[X] be the minimal polynomial of α over K ′, and let g(X) be its image in
κ′[X]. Then g(X) is a factor of f(X), which is separable because it is the minimal polynomial of
α over the finite field κ′, and therefore is itself separable. This implies that g(X) is irreducible
over κ′, as otherwise Hensel’s lemma would provide a factorization for g(X). Thus, denoting by
λ′ the residue field of L′,
[λ′ : κ′] = deg(g) = deg(g) = [L : K] ,
which proves that L′/K ′ is unramified.
Corollary 2.4.3. The composite of two unramified extensions of K is again unramified.
Proof. It suffices to prove the result for two finite unramified extensions, for, if the product of two
(not necessarily finite) extensions is not unramified, it contains a finite ramified subextension.
If L/K and L′/K are finite unramified extensions, then the previous proposition implies that
LL′/L′ is unramified, and therefore so is LL′/K, because the inertia degrees (and the ramification
indexes) are clearly multiplicative.
The last corollary allows to define the maximal unramified extension of K contained in a
certain algebraic extension L as the product of all finite unramified subextensions. We will use
the notation Kun for the maximal unramified extension contained in a certain algebraic closure.
Proposition 2.4.4. Let L be an algebraic extension of K with residue field λ. Then the map
K ′ 7→ κ′ sending a finite unramified extension of K contained in L to its residue field is a bijection
between the set of finite unramified extensions of K contained in L and finite extensions of κ
contained in λ. Moreover, this bijection preserves the order given by inclusion.
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Proof. We first prove surjectivity. Let κ′ be a finite extension of κ contained in λ. Since κ is
finite, there exists some α ∈ κ′ ⊆ λ such that κ′ = κ(α). Let f(X) be the minimal polynomial of
α over κ. Since the extension κ′/κ is separable, we have that α is a simple root of f(X), so that,
by Hensel’s lemma, there exists a lifting α of the element α to the valuation ring of L. Then
clearly K ′ = K(α) ⊆ L maps to κ′.
Now, let K ′ and K ′′ be two finite unramified extensions contained in L mapping to κ′. Since,
by the previous corollary, the composite K ′K ′′ is also unramified, this means that
[K ′K ′′ : K] = [κ′ : κ] = [K ′ : K]
and, consequently, that K = K ′.
That the given map preserves inclusions is obvious.
Corollary 2.4.5. The maximal unramified extension Kun is obtained by adjoining all roots of
unity of order relatively prime to the characteristic of K.
Proof. All finite extensions of a finite field can be obtained by adjoining roots of unity of order
relatively prime to the characteristic. For instance, for a finite field of q elements, the (unique)
extension of degree n is obtained by adjoining a root of unity of order qn − 1. Therefore, since
κ is a finite field, by the previous proposition we see that all finite unramified extensions can be
obtained by adjoining roots of unity of order relatively prime to the characteristic, and the result
follows.
Proposition 2.4.6. Let L/K be an unramified extension and let λ be the residue class field of
L. Then the extension L/K is Galois and
Gal(L/K) ' Gal(λ/κ) .
Proof. Let B be the valuation ring of L. Take any α ∈ L, and let us prove that L contains all its
conjugates over K. By multiplying α by a suitable element in K×, we may assume that α ∈ B.
Let f(X) ∈ A[X] be the minimal polynomial of α over K and let f(X) be its image in κ[X].
Since λ/κ is a Galois extension (because κ is finite) the polynomial f(X) splits completely in a
product of different linear factors. Therefore, by Hensel’s lemma, so does f(X).
SinceK is complete, there is a unique extension of its valuation to L, so that every element σ ∈
Gal(L/K) preserves this valuation. In particular, every σ ∈ Gal(L/K) preserves the valuation
ring and the maximal ideal of L, and hence induces a κ-isomorphism σ˜ : λ → λ. Assume that
L/K is finite. By Proposition 2.4.1 the extension L/K is separable and therefore there exists
some α ∈ L such that L = K(α). We may assume that α ∈ B. Define f = [λ : κ] = [L : K], and
let α1 = α, α2, . . . , αf be the conjugates of α. Since [λ : κ] = [L : K], the minimal polynomial of
α maps in κ[X] to the minimal polynomial of the image of α in λ, whereby we deduce that the
conjugates of α are distinct modulo the maximal ideal of L. Therefore, the homomorphism
Gal(L/K)→ Gal(λ/κ)
σ 7→ σ˜
is injective and hence an isomorphism.
If L/K is infinite, we need only take projective limits.
We say that an extension L/K is totally ramified if the inertia degree of the extension is 1.
This means that, for such an extension, the residue class fields of K and L are isomorphic.
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Proposition 2.4.7. Let L/K be a finite totally ramified extension. Let B be the valuation ring
of L and let Π be a local uniformizing parameter. Then B = A[Π].
Proof. This follows from the proof of Proposition 2.2.14.
Now let L/K be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G = Gal(L/K). Let B be the
valuation ring of L, let Π be a local uniformizing parameter and let λ be its residue field. We
will use the notation | · | for the valuation of L. For i > 0, define
Gi = {σ ∈ G : |σα− α| < |Π|i for all α ∈ B} .
Remark 16. Clearly Gi+1 ⊆ Gi for all i > 0, and Gi = {1} for i large enough, since, for each
σ ∈ G with σ 6= 1, there exists some α ∈ B such that σα 6= α and σ /∈ Gi if |Π|i 6 |σα− α|.
Lemma 2.4.8. With the previous definitions and assumptions, the groups Gi are normal sub-
groups of G.
Proof. Let σ ∈ Gi. Then, for all τ ∈ G and for all α ∈ B,
|τ−1στα− α| = |τ−1(στα− τα)| = |σ(τα)− (τα)| < |Π|i .
Proposition 2.4.9. With the previous definitions and assumptions, the fixed field K0 of G0 is
the maximal unramified extension of K contained in L.
Proof. Let K ′ be the maximal unramified extension of K contained in L. Then, by Proposi-
tion 2.4.4, the residue class field of K ′ is λ, and, by Proposition 2.4.6, the map σ 7→ σ˜ provides
an isomorphism Gal(K ′/K) ' Gal(λ/κ). Therefore, the elements σ ∈ G in the kernel of the
homomorphism G → Gal(λ/κ) given by σ 7→ σ˜ are precisely those fixing K ′. But the kernel of
this homomorphism is comprised of those σ ∈ G such that σα− α ∈ (Π), which is precisely G0.
Consequently K ′ = K0.
Proposition 2.4.10. With the previous definitions and assumptions, for i > 1
Gi = {σ ∈ G0 : |σΠ−Π| < |Π|i} .
Proof. Obviously, any σ ∈ Gi satisfies that σ ∈ G0 and |σΠ−Π| < |Π|i. Let A0 be the valuation
ring of K0. Then, since L/K0 is totally ramified, by Proposition 2.4.7 we have B = A0[Π], and
we deduce that any σ ∈ G0 satisfying that |σΠ−Π| < |Π|i lies in Gi.
Corollary 2.4.11. The group G is solvable and an Abelian normal series is given by
G . G0 . G1 . · · · . {1} .
Proof. The group G0 is the kernel of the surjective homomorphism Gal(L/K) → Gal(λ/κ)
defined by σ 7→ σ˜ (see the proof of Proposition 2.4.9), so we have G/G0 ' Gal(λ/κ), which is an
Abelian group because κ is finite.
For each σ ∈ G0, since it preserves the valuation, we have σΠ = uσΠ for some uσ ∈ B×; the
map G0 → λ× defined by σ 7→ uσ is a homomorphism with kernel G1, so that we get an injective
homomorphism G0/G1 ↪−→ λ× which shows that G0/G1 is Abelian.
For i > 1, for each σ ∈ Gi we have |σΠ − Π| 6 |Π|i+1, so that σΠ = Π + aσΠi+1 for some
aσ ∈ B; the map Gi → λ defined by σ 7→ aσ is a homomorphism with kernel Gi+1 and therefore
we get an injective homomorphism Gi/Gi+1 ↪−→ λ which shows that Gi/Gi+1 is Abelian.
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2.5 Extension of valuations
References: [Neu99]
Now, we will focus on the extension of a valuation to an algebraic extension in the general
case (we have already seen the case when the initial field is complete). From now on, we will
use the notation v to denote any kind of valuation, either a multiplicative or an exponential
valuation.
Let K be a field and v a valuation on K. Let Kv denote the completion of K with respect
to v, and let Kv be its algebraic closure. Since Kv is complete, we already know that there is a
unique extension of v to Kv, which we will denote by v.
Let L/K be an algebraic extension. Then, the canonical embedding of K into Kv can be
lifted to an embedding
τ : L→ Kv .
The composite of this embedding with the valuation v, which we will denote by w = v ◦ τ , gives
a valuation of L extending the given valuation v on K. From the definition of w, it is clear that
τ is continuous with respect to this valuation, so that it can be lifted to Lw:
τ : Lw → Kv ,
where Lw is the completion of L with respect to w when L/K is finite and the direct limit of
the completions of all finite subextensions when it is infinite. This embedding allows us to think
of Lw as an algebraic extension of Kv within Kv. Then, since Kv is complete, w is the unique
extension of the valuation v, defined on Kv, to a valuation on Lw, and, if Lw/Kv is finite of
degree n, it is given by the formula
|x|w = n
√
|NmLw/Kv (x)| .
Observe also that, by Lemma 2.2.11, Lw = LKv (it is an easy consequence of the lemma if L/K
is finite, as the lemma clearly implies that LKv is complete, and it also holds in the infinite case
by the way in which we have defined Lw in this case).
We have seen that we can extend the valuation v to L by considering w = v ◦ τ for some
K-embedding τ of L into Kv. The following propositions asserts that every extension of v arises
in this way.
Proposition 2.5.1. Let K be a field provided with a valuation v, and let L/K be an algebraic
extension. Then, with the previous notations, every extension w of v to L can be expressed
in the form w = v ◦ τ for some K-embedding τ of L into Kv. Moreover, two such extensions
w = v ◦ τ and w′ = v ◦ τ ′ are equivalent if and only if τ ′ = σ ◦ τ for some σ ∈ Gal(Kv/Kv).
Proof. For the first part of the proposition, let w be a valuation of L extending v. Any Kv-
embedding τ of Lw in Kv gives an extension v ◦ τ of v from Kv to Lw. Since Kv is complete,
there is only one valuation in Lw extending v, so that w = v ◦ τ .
Now, let w = v ◦ τ and w′ = v ◦ τ ′, where τ and τ ′ are K-embeddings of L into Kv. Assume
that τ ′ = σ ◦ τ for some σ ∈ Gal(Kv/Kv). Since v is the unique valuation of Kv extending v, we
have v ◦ σ = v. Therefore,
w′ = v ◦ τ ′ = v ◦ σ ◦ τ = v ◦ τ = w .
Conversely, assume that w = w′. Define σ : τL → τ ′L as the K-isomorphism σ = τ ′ ◦ τ−1.
Observe that σ is a K-isomorphism between the valued fields (τL, v|τL) and (τ ′L, v|τ ′L) that
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preserves the valuation, and therefore extends to a Kv-isomorphism
σ : τL ·Kv → τ ′L ·Kv
which, in turn, can be extended to an automorphism σ ∈ Gal(Kv/Kv).
Remark 17. Because of Lemma 2.1.6 and the fact that all extensions of v must agree on K, two
extensions w and w′ of v to L are either equal or inequivalent.
Remark 18. As a consequence of the previous proposition, for a simple extension L = K(α),
the extensions of the valuation correspond one to one to the different irreducible factors of the
minimal polynomial of α over K when decomposed over Kv. To see it, let f(X) be the minimal
polynomial of α over K, and let
f(X) = f1(X)
m1 . . . fr(X)
mr
be its factorization in Kv[X]. Any K-embedding of L into Kv must send α to a root of one of
the factors fi(X), and two such embeddings are conjugate over Kv if and only if they send α to
roots of the same irreducible factor.
Consider a finite extension L/K. For any valuation w of L extending v, there are natural
K-embeddings of Kv and L into Lw, which allow to define a map
ϕ : L⊗K Kv →
∏
w|v
Lw
a⊗K b 7→ (ab)w .
Both L⊗K Kv and
∏
w|v Lw can be regarded as Kv-algebras and it is easy to check that ϕ is a
homomorphism of Kv-algebras.
Proposition 2.5.2. If L/K is a finite separable extension, the previous homomorphism ϕ is an
isomorphism (of Kv-algebras).
Proof. Since L/K is finite and separable, it is simple, i.e. L = K(α) for some α. Let f(X) ∈ K[X]
be the minimal polynomial of α. We know that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
valuations w|v and the irreducible factors fw(X) of f(X) in Kv[X], and, since L/K is separable,
f(X) =
∏
w|v
fw(X) .
For each w|v, let αw be a root of fw(X) in Kv. Then, Lw ' Kv(αw), as Kv(αw) is complete
because of Lemma 2.2.11 and L can be seen as a subfield of it by the natural K-embedding
sending α to αw, which preserves valuations because of the way in which w is defined. Therefore,
we find the following chain of isomorphims:
L⊗K Kv ' Kv[X]/(f(X)) '
∏
w|v
Kv[X]/(fw(X)) '
∏
w|v
Lw
(the second isomorphism is given by the Chinese remainder theorem). The map ϕ is the composite
of these isomorphisms.
Corollary 2.5.3. Under the same assumtions,
[L : K] =
∑
w|v
[Lw : Kv] ,
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and, for any α ∈ L,
NmL/K(α) =
∏
w|v
NmLw/Kv (α), TrL/K(α) =
∏
w|v
TrLw/Kv (α) .
Proof. We know that ϕ is an isomorphism of Kv-algebras and, in particular, of Kv-vector spaces.
Then,
dimK(L) = dimKv (L⊗K Kv) = dimKv
∏
w|v
Lw
 = ∑
w|v
dimKv (Lw) ,
which implies the first identity.
Now, consider the homomorphism multiplication by α in L and in L⊗KKv. Its characteristic
polynomial is the same in both cases (any K-basis of L is also, with the corresponding identifi-
cations, a basis of L⊗K Kv, and, using these basis, the homomorphism multiplication by α has
the same associated matrix in both L and L⊗K Kv). By the isomorphism ϕ, this characteristic
polynomial is also the same as in
∏
w|v Lw, which in turn is the product of the characteristic
polynomials of the homomorphism multiplication by α on each Lw. Altogether:
charL/K,α(X) =
∏
w|v
charLw/Kv,α(X) ,
which implies the desired identities.
Proposition 2.5.4. (Fundamental identity of valuation theory) For a finite separable extension
L/K and a discrete non-archimedian valuation v, we have∑
w|v
ewfw = [L : K] .
Proof. If L/K is a finite separable extension, so are the extensions Lw/Kv, because Lw = Kv(L).
Therefore, the identity follows from the previous proposition and Proposition 2.2.14.
Now, assume that L/K is a Galois extension and let G = Gal(L/K). Let v be a valuation
on K. Then, G acts on the set of valuations w|v of L according to the rule:
(σ,w)→ σw = w ◦ σ−1 .
Moreover, as we see in the following proposition, this action is transitive.
Proposition 2.5.5. G acts transitively on the set of valuations w|v.
Proof. If v is the trivial valuation, so are all the extensions, and the statement follows trivially,
so we will assume that v is not trivial.
Assume first that the extension L/K is finite, and suppose that w and w′ are two extensions
of v lying on different orbits of the action of G. Then, their orbits, which are comprised of the
valuations of the form |x| = |σ−1x|w and |x| = |σ−1x|w′ , respectively, are disjoint, so that, by
the weak approximation theorem, we can find x ∈ L such that
|σ−1x|w < 1 and |σ−1x|w′ > 1 for all σ ∈ G .
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However, this implies
1 >
∏
σ∈G
|σ−1x|w = |NmL/K(x)|w = |NmL/K(x)|v = |NmL/K(x)|w′ =
∏
σ∈G
|σ−1x|w′ > 1 ,
which is a contradiction.
If L/K is infinite, let w and w′ be two extensions of v and define, for each finite subextension
M/K,
XM = {σ ∈ G : σw|M = w′|M} .
These sets are non-empty because of the finite case of the proposition. They are also closed, since,
for any σ /∈ XM , the open subset σGal(L/M) is disjoint with XM . Then, we claim that ∩MXM ,
where M runs over all finite subextensions, is non-empty. To see it, assume it is empty. Then,
since G is compact, there are finite subextensions M1,M2, . . . ,Mr such that ∩ri=1XMi is empty.
But, taking M = M1M2 . . .Mr, which is also a finite subextension, we have ∩ri=1XMi = XM ,
which is non-empty and so yields a contradiction.
Definition 2.5.6. Let w|v be an extension of v to the Galois extension L/K. Then, its decom-
position group is
Gw = {σ ∈ G : σw = w} .
Lemma 2.5.7. Let w|v be an extension of v to the Galois extension L/K. Then, Gw is a closed
subgroup of G.
Proof. Gw is clearly a subgroup. To prove closeness, let σ ∈ G be in the closure of Gw. Then, for
every open neighborhood σGal(L/M) of σ (here M denotes a finite subextension), there exists
some σM ∈ σGal(L/M) ∩Gw. Since σM ∈ σGal(L/M), σ|M = σM |M , so that
w ◦ σ|M = w ◦ σM |M = w|M .
As this holds for every finite subextension M , we see that σ ∈ Gw.
Lemma 2.5.8. With the previous definitions, Gw consists of those σ ∈ G which are continuous
with respect to w.
Proof. Clearly, all σ ∈ Gw is continuous with respect to w. If v is the trivial valuation, then the
unique extension of v to L is w, so that Gw = G and the result follows. So assume that v is not
the trivial valuation (and hence neither is w). If σ ∈ G is continuous with respect to w, then for
all x ∈ L
|x|w < 1 =⇒ |x|σ−1w = |σx|w < 1 ,
because |x|w < 1 is equivalent to the fact that the sequence (an)n defined by an = xn tends to
zero with the topology defined by w. Therefore, by Lemma 2.1.6, w = σ−1w and σw = w.
Proposition 2.5.9. Let w|v be an extension of v to the Galois extension L/K. Then, with the
notations used so far,
Gw ' Gal(Lw/Kv) .
Proof. Obviously, any σ ∈ Gal(Lw/Kv) gives, by restriction, an element σ˜ ∈ G. Since Kv is
complete, w is the unique extension of v from Kv to Lw, so that w ◦ σ = w and, consequently,
σ˜ ∈ Gw. To prove bijectivity, we need to show that any τ ∈ Gw can be uniquely lifted to an
element τ˜ ∈ Gal(Lw/Kv), which follows from the fact that any τ ∈ Gw preserves the valuation
w, so that it can be uniquely lifted to a map τ˜ : Lw → Lw which obviously fixes Kv.
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2.6 Valuations in number fields
References: [Neu99]
Now, we are going to particularize some of the previous results to the case of number fields.
Definition 2.6.1. A prime (or place) of a number field K is a class of equivalent valuations.
The primes corresponding to archimedian valuations are called infinite primes. Since a valu-
ation of K gives, by restriction, a valuation of Q, the infinite primes of a number field correspond
to the extensions of the unique archimedian valuation | · |∞ of Q. Consequently, by Proposi-
tion 2.5.1, these primes are represented by valuations of the form |x| = |τx|∞ where now | · |∞
represents the classical absolute value of C and τ is a Q-embedding of K into C. Also by Propo-
sition 2.5.1, two embeddings τ and τ ′ give the same valuation if and only if they are conjugate.
If τ(K) ⊆ R, we say that the corresponding prime is called a real prime. Otherwise, it is called
a complex prime. Among the [K : Q] Q-embeddings of K into C, we get a real prime from each
real embedding and a complex prime from each pair of conjugate complex embeddings.
The primes corresponding to non-archimedian valuations are called finite primes, and they
must extend non-archimedian valuations of Q, which are, up to equivalence, the p-adic valuations.
If
(p) = Pe11 . . .P
er
r ,
then, for each Pi, the exponential valuation
1
ei
ordPi ,
where ordP(a) is defined as the exponent of P in the factorization of the fractional ideal (a) into
prime ideals, clearly extends ordp to K. Moreover, the ramification index and inertial degree of
the corresponding valuations agree with the ramification index and inertial degree defined for
classical prime ideals, so that Proposition 2.5.4 implies that these are all the valuations extending
ordp.
To each prime p of K, finite or infinite, we assign a normalized valuation. For an infinite
prime p|∞, the normalized valuation is given by:
|x|p = |τx|∞ ,
if p is real, and by
|x|p = |τx|2∞ ,
if p is complex, where in both cases τ is a Q-embedding giving rise to the prime p. Actually, the
definition in the case of a complex prime does not meet the definition of a valuation, as it does
not satisfy the triangle inequality, but it is anyway convenient to define the normalized valuation
in this way. For a finite prime p|p, the normalized valuation is given by:
|x|p = Nm(p)−ordp(x) = p−fpordp(x)
For infinite primes, we define the residue class field as the completion Kp, so that for a
extension of number fields L/K and P|p the inertial degree is
fP|p = [Lp : Kp] ,
which can only be 1 or 2, and the ramification index eP|p is always taken to be one. With these
definitions, it is easy to see that Proposition 2.5.4 also holds for infinite primes.
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Proposition 2.6.2. (Product formula) Let K be a number field. Then, for any x ∈ K×,∏
p
|x|p = 1 ,
where p runs over all primes of K (both finite and infinite).
Proof. We begin by proving the formula in the case K = Q. In this case, given x ∈ Q,∏
p
|x|p = |x|∞
∏
p|x
p−ordp(x) = 1 .
Now, let K be any number field, and take any x ∈ K. For the infinite primes we have∏
p|∞
|x|p =
∏
σ∈Gal(K/Q)
|σ| = |NmK/Q(x)|∞ .
For the finite primes dividing a finite prime p of Q, we have∏
p|p
|x|p =
∏
p|p
p−fpordp(x) = p
∑
p|p fpordp(x) . (2.1)
Observe that 1ep ordp is the unique extension of ordp(x) from Qp to Kp; thus, it is given by
1
ep
ordp =
1
[Kp : Qp]
ordp(NmKp/Qp(x)) =
1
epfp
ordp(NmKp/Qp(x)) .
Therefore, we obtain
∑
p|p
fpordp(x) =
∑
p|p
ordp(NmKp/Qp(x)) = ordp
∏
p|p
NmKp/Qp(x)
 = ordp(NmK/Q(x)) ,
which, substituted in equation (2.1), gives∏
p|p
|x|p = |NmKp/Qp(x)|p .
Altogether, we obtain∏
p
|x|p =
∏
p
∏
p|p
|x|p =
∏
p
|NmKp/Qp(x)|p = 1 .
Chapter 3
Local class field theory
In this chapter K will always denote a non-archimedian local field and L an algebraic extension
of K. All extensions will be considered within the same algebraic closure of K. We use the
notation Ks for the separable closure of K. The groups of units of K and L are denoted by UK
and UL; the maximal ideals by pK and pL, and the residue class fields by κ and λ, respectively.
The notations ordK and ordL will refer to the normalized exponential valuations of K and L,
respectively. We also define U
(m)
K = 1 +p
m
K and U
(m)
L = 1 +p
m
L for all m > 1. Local uniformizing
parameters will also be referred to as prime elements.
3.1 The cohomology of unramified extensions
References: [Mil13]
In this section the extension L/K will always be unramified. Set G = Gal(L/K).
Assume that L/K is finite. Let pi be a local uniformizing parameter of K. Since L/K is
unramified, pi is also a local uniformizing parameter of L. Also because L/K is unramified,
G ' Gal(λ/κ), where the isomorphism is the natural one. This fact allows us to regard λ and
λ× as G-modules. Therefore, the isomorphisms
UL/U
(1)
L → λ×
a 7→ [a]
and
U (m)/U (m+1) → λ
1 + apim 7→ [a]
from Proposition 2.1.10 are in fact G-isomorphisms.
Lemma 3.1.1. Assume that L/K is finite. Then HrT (G,λ) = 0 and H
r
T (G,λ
×) = 0 for all
r ∈ Z.
Proof. Since G ' Gal(λ/κ) is cyclic, by Proposition 1.9.8 we need only prove the result for r = 1
and r = 2. In fact, since λ and λ× are finite groups, by Proposition 1.9.11 the corresponding
Herbrand quotients are both 1, so that it is enough to prove the result for r = 1. For λ this
is a consequence of Proposition 1.8.6 and for λ× it is a consequence of Hilbert’s theorem 90
(Proposition 1.8.5).
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Remark 19. Note that, in particular, for r = 0, we get κ/Trλ/κλ = H
0
T (G,λ) = 0 and
κ×/Nmλ/κλ× = H0T (G,λ
×) = 0, so that the trace map Trλ/κ : λ → κ and the norm map
Nmλ/κ : λ
× → κ× are surjective.
Proposition 3.1.2. Assume that L/K is finite. Then the map NmL/K : UL → UK is surjective.
Proof. It is straightforward that the diagram
UL λ
×
UK κ
×
NmL/K Nmλ/κ
and the diagrams
U
(m)
L λ
×
U
(m)
K κ
×
NmL/K Trλ/κ
for m > 1, where the horizontal arrows are the maps from the proof of Proposition 2.1.10, are
commutative. Observe that the horizontal arrows and the right vertical arrows are surjective.
Therefore, given u ∈ UK , there exists some v0 ∈ UL which is mapped through the first diagram
to the same element in κ× as u. Therefore, we have u/NmL/Kv0 ∈ U (1)K . Now, in the same way
and using the corresponding diagram, we can obtain an element v1 ∈ U (1)L for which we have
u/
(
NmL/K(v0) ·NmL/K(v1)
)
= u/NmL/K(v0v1) ∈ U (2)K . Continuing in this way, we obtain a
sequence (vn)n with vn ∈ U (n)L such that u/NmL/K(v0 · · · vn) ∈ U (n+1)K for all n > 0. Since
vn ∈ U (n)L for all n > 1, it is easy to see that the sequence
∏n
i=0 vi converges. Let v =
∏∞
i=0 vi.
Since the norm map is continuous (because K is complete, so that all σ ∈ G preserve the
valuation of L), we have NmL/K(v) = limn NmL/K(v0 · · · vn), which equals u because of the
property u/NmL/K(v0 · · · vn) ∈ U (n+1)K for all n > 0.
Proposition 3.1.3. Assume that L/K is finite. Then HrT (G,UL) = 0 for all r ∈ Z.
Proof. Since G is cyclic, it suffices to prove the result for r = 0 and r = 1. For r = 0, it is a
consequence of the previous proposition.
Now, observe that
L× = UL × piZ .
Since pi ∈ K, it remains fixed by G, so that we have
L× ' UL × Z
as G-modules, where we are considering, as usual, the trivial action on Z. Therefore,
H1(G,L×) ' H1(G,UL)×H1(G,Z) ;
but, by Hilbert’s theorem 90, H1(G,L×) = 0, so that we have H1(G,UL) = 0.
Corollary 3.1.4. We have Hr(G,UL) = 0 for all r > 0 (now L/K can be infinite).
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Proof. For all r > 0, we have
Hr(G,UL) = lim−→H
r(G/H,UHL ) ,
where the direct limit is taken over the open subgroups H of G of finite index. This is equivalent
to taking the direct limit over the finite subextensions F of L, i.e.
Hr(G,UL) = lim−→H
r(Gal(F/K), UF ) ,
and the desired result follows from the finite case.
We have just seen that Hr(G,UL) = 0 for all r > 0. Therefore, from the short exact sequence
0 UL L
× Z 0
ordL
we get isomorphisms
Hr(G,L×) '−→ Hr(G,Z)
for all r > 0 (and, in particular, for r = 2).
On the other hand, since Hr(G,Q) = 0 for all r > 0 (see Lemma 1.9.7), the short exact
sequence
0 Z Q Q/Z 0
,
gives isomorphisms
Hr(G,Q/Z) '−→ Hr+1(G,Z)
for all r > 0 (and, in particular for r = 1).
For any Galois extension of fields E/F , we will write H2(E/F ) for H2(Gal(E/F ), E×).
Definition 3.1.5. The invariant map for the extension L/K
invL/K : H
2(L/K)→ Q/Z
is the map obtained from the composite
H2(G,L×) '−→ H2(G,Z) '−→ H1(G,Q/Z) ' Homcts(G,Q/Z)
ϕ7→ϕ(FrobL/K)−−−−−−−−−−→ Q/Z ,
where the first two isomorphisms are the ones which we had just obtained.
Remark 20. Since the Fro¨benius element FrobL/K generates G, any ϕ ∈ Homcts(G,Q/Z) is de-
termined by its action on FrobL/K , so that the last map in the definition of the invariant map
is injective and, consequently, the invariant map is itself injective (the other arrows are isomor-
phisms). If L is a finite unramified extension, then, since G is cyclic, a map ϕ ∈ Hom(G,Q/Z)
can map the Fro¨benius element to any element in 1[L:K]Z/Z, so that we get an isomorphism
invL/K : H
2(L/K)
'−→ 1
[L : K]
Z/Z .
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Lemma 3.1.6. The invariant maps are compatible in the sense that, if L and M are unramified
extensions of K and L ⊆M , then the diagram
H2(L/K) Q/Z
H2(M/K) Q/Z
Inf
invL/K
invM/K
=
is commutative.
Proof. Thinking of the cohomology groups in terms of cochains, it is straghtforward to check that
the inflation map is compatible with all the homomorphisms in the definition of the invariant
maps.
Proposition 3.1.7. The map
invKun/K : H
2(Kun/K)→ Q/Z
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We have already seen that the invariant maps are injective, so that we need only prove
surjectivity. To that end, observe that, by the previous lemma, for every finite unramified
extension L/K we have the commutative diagram
H2(L/K) 1[L:K]Z/Z
H2(Kun/K) Q/Z
Inf
invL/K
invKun/K
,
where the first arrow is an isomorphism. Since K is a local field, there exist finite unramified
extensions of all finite degree (recall that the finite unramified extensions of K are in bijection
with the finite extensions of κ, which is a finite field), whereby surjectivity follows.
Remark 21. Since
H2(Kun/K) ' lim−→H
2(F/K) ,
where the direct limit is taken over all finite subextensions of Kun/K and the homomorphisms
defining the direct limit are precisely the inflation maps, the map invKun/K is uniquely determined
by the maps invF/K defined for finite unramified extensions F .
Until the end of this section, we will use the simplified notation invK to denote the map
invKun/K .
Assume that L/K is finite. The element of H2(L/K) which is mapped to 1[L:K] ∈ 1[L:K]Z/Z
by the isomorphism invL/K will be referred to as the local fundamental class for the extension
L/K and will be denoted by uL/K .
The G-module L× satisfies the hypothesis of Tate’s theorem: for every subgroup H of G we
have that H1(H,L×) = 0 because of Hilbert’s theorem 90, and H2(H,L×) = H2(L/LH) is cyclic
of order |H| because of the isomorphism
invL/LH : H
2(L/LH)→ 1
[L : LH ]
Z/Z .
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Therefore, by Tate’s theorem, cup-product with the fundamental class uL/K provides isomor-
phisms
HrT (G,Z)→ Hr+2T (G,L×)
for all r ∈ Z. In particular, for r = −2 and taking into account the isomorphism
G = Gab ' H2(G,Z)
from Proposition 1.9.2, we get an isomorphism
γL/K : G→ K×/NmL/KL× .
Lemma 3.1.8. Assume that L/K is finite. Let σ = FrobL/K , let pi be a local uniformizing
parameter of K and let n = [L : K]. Then, the fundamental class uL/K is represented by the
cochain ϕ defined by
ϕ(σi, σj) =
{
1 if i+ j 6 n− 1
pi if i+ j > n− 1 .
Proof. The preimage of 1n ∈ 1nZ/Z by the last map from the definition of the invariant map
invL/K is the unique χ ∈ Hom(G,Q/Z) ' H1(G,Q/Z) such that χ(σ) = 1n , i.e. it is the element
of H1(G,Q/Z) represented by the 1-cochain defined by
χ(σi) =
i
n
.
It is straightforward to perform the calculation of the image of this element by the connecting
map
H1(G,Q/Z)→ H2(G,Z)
coming from the short exact sequence
0 Z Q Q/Z 0
,
which yields the 2-cochain defined by
ϕ(σi, σj) =
{
0 if i+ j 6 n− 1
1 if i+ j > n− 1 .
Finally, taking into account that pi remains fixed by G and ordL(pi) = 1, we obtain the desired
result.
Proposition 3.1.9. With the previous definitions and assumptions, the map γL/K maps the
Fro¨benius element σ to the class of prime elements in K×NmL× .
Proof. From the proof of Tate’s theorem (Theorem 1.9.14), the isomorphism
H−2T (G,Z)→ H0T (G,L×)
is obtained as the composite of the connecting maps
H−2T (G,Z)→ H−1T (G, IG)
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and
H−1T (G, IG)→ H0T (G,L×)
coming from the short exact sequences
0 IG Z[G] Z 0
and
0 L× L×(ϕ) IG 0
,
respectively. The isomorphism G ' H−2(G,Z) is obtained through de composite of the first of
the previous connecting maps and the homomorphism
H−1T (G, IG) = IG/I
2
G → Gab = G
g − 1 + I2G 7→ g
(see Proposition 1.9.2). Therefore, it is clear that the Fro¨benius element σ is mapped to σ−1+I2G
in IG/I
2
G.
The second connecting map comes from applying the snake lemma to the diagram
L×G L
×(ϕ)G (IG)G 0
0 L×G L×(ϕ)G IGG
NmG NmG NmG
,
as it was defined through the diagram (1.9). In particular, it is the map going from the kernel of
the last vertical arrow to the cokernel of the first vertical arrow. The group H−1T (G, IG) = IG/I
2
G
coincides with (IG)G, and a preimage of σ − 1 + I2G in L×(ϕ)G = L×(ϕ)/IGL×(ϕ) is given by
xσ + IGL
×(ϕ). For i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, we have
σixσ = xσi+1 − xσi + ϕ(σ, σi) ,
where xid = ϕ(1, 1) = 1. Hence,
NmGxσ =
n−1∏
i=0
ϕ(σ, σi) = pi ,
whereby the desired result follows.
3.2 The cohomology of ramified extensions
References: [Mil13], [Ser67]
In this section L/K need no longer be unramified.
Assume that L/K is finite. Since, for a local field, the maximal unramified extension is
obtained by adjoining all roots of unity of order relatively prime to the characteristic of the
residual field (see Corollary 2.4.5), we have Lun = L ·Kun. Therefore, the map
Gal(Lun/L)→ Gal(Kun/K)
σ 7→ σ|Kun
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is injective. We will use the notation Res (i.e. the same that for restriction maps) for the map
obtained from the pair of compatible homomorphisms consisting of the previous homomorphism
and the natural inclusion Kun× ↪−→ Lun×.
Proposition 3.2.1. With the previous definitions, the diagram
H2(Kun/K) Q/Z
H2(Lun/L) Q/Z
Res
invK
invL
[L : K]
commutes.
Proof. Let e and f be the ramification index and the inertia degree, respectively, of the extension
L/K, and let ΓK and ΓL be the Galois groups of the extensions K
un/K and Lun/L, respectively.
We will prove that the diagram
H2(Kun/K) H2(ΓK ,Z) H1(ΓK ,Q/Z) Q/Z
H2(Lun/L) H2(ΓL,Z) H1(ΓL,Q/Z) Q/Z
ordK δ−1 ϕ 7→ ϕ(FrobK)
Res eRes eRes efRes
ordL δ−1 ϕ 7→ ϕ(FrobL)
commutes. The first square commutes since ordL|Kun = e · ordK . The second square commutes
because the restriction map is compatible with the connecting map. Finally, the third square
commutes because FrobL|Kun = FrobfK .
For any finite extension L/K, we will use the notation H2(L/K)un to denote the kernel of
the map
Res : H2(Kun/K)→ H2(Lun/L) .
Lemma 3.2.2. Assume that L/K is a finite separable extension. Then, the group H2(L/K)
contains a cyclic subgroup of order [L : K].
Proof. Consider the diagram
0 H2(L/K)un H
2(Kun/K) H2(Lun/L)
0 H2(L/K) H2(Ks/K) H2(Ks/L)
Res
Inf Inf
Inf Res
.
It is straightforward to check that it commutes by using the description of the cohomology groups
in terms of cochains. The first row is clearly exact, and the second row is also exact because of
Hilbert’s theorem 90 (we are using Proposition 1.4.6).
Since the inflation maps appearing in the diagram are injective (again by Hilbert’s theorem
90), and in particular so is the first vertical arrow, the diagram induces an injective homomor-
phism
H2(L/K)un → H2(L/K) .
Finally, using the commutative diagram from the previous proposition, where the rows are
isomorphisms, we deduce that H2(L/K)un is cyclic of order [L : K], which completes the proof.
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We now need the following lemma on G-modules.
Lemma 3.2.3. Let M be a G-module and let M = M0 ⊃ M1 ⊃ M2 ⊃ · · · be a de-
creasing sequence of G-modules such that M = lim−→M/Mi. If for some r > 0 it holds that
Hr(G,Mi/Mi+1) = 0 for all i > 0, then Hr(G,M) = 0.
Proof. Assume that, for some r > 0, we have Hr(Mi/Mi+1) = 0 for all i > 0. Let ϕ be an
r-cocycle in Cr(G,M). Since Hr(G,M/M1) = 0, there exists an r−1-cochain ψ1 ∈ Cr−1(G,M)
and an r-cocycle ϕ1 ∈ Cr(G,M1) such that ϕ = dψ1 + ϕ1. Now, since Hr(G,M1/M2) = 0,
there exists an r − 1-cochain ψ2 ∈ Cr−1(G,M1) and an r-cocycle ϕ2 ∈ Cr(G,M2) such that
ϕ1 = dψ2 +ϕ2. Continuing in this way, we find a sequence of r−1 cochains ψi ∈ Cr−1(G,Mi−1)
and a sequence of r-cocycles ϕi ∈ Cr(G,Mi) such that ϕi = dψi+1 + ϕi+1 for all i > 0. Since
M = lim−→M/Mi, we can define the cochain ψ =
∑∞
i=1 ψi ∈ Cr−1(G,M), and we easily see that
ϕ = dψ.
Proposition 3.2.4. Assume that L/K is a finite Galois extension with G = Gal(L/K). Then
there exists an open subgroup V of UL such that H
r(G,V ) = 0 for all r > 0.
Proof. By the normal basis theorem, there exists some α ∈ L such that the set {σα}σ∈G is
a K-basis of L. By multiplying α by some suitable c ∈ OK , we can assume that α ∈ OL
(and therefore σα ∈ OL for all σ ∈ G, since the valuation of L is invariant under G). Define
A =
∑
σ∈GOKσα ⊆ OL. Since {σα}σ∈G is a K-basis of L, we know that disc(A/OK)OL ⊆ A,
whereby we deduce that A is open. Consequently, we have piNKOL ⊆ A for N sufficiently large.
Fix some such N . Take some i > N + 1 and define M = piiKA. Then,
M ·M = pi2iKA ·A ⊆ pi2iKOL ⊆ piKpiiKA = piKM .
Let V = 1 + M . It is an open subgroup of UL. Define Vk = 1 + pi
k
KM for k > 0. It is
straightforward to check that this sets are in fact subgroups of UL. Moreover, they form a
fundamental system of neighborhoods of 1, so that, by the previous lemma, in order to prove
that Hr(G,V ) = 0 for all r > 0, we need only prove that Hr(G,Vk/Vk+1) = 0 for all r > 0
and for all k > 0. The map Vk → M/piKM sending any 1 + pikKβ with β ∈ M to the class
of β in M/piKM is a homomorphism of G-modules with kernel Vk+1, so that it induces an
isomorphism of G-modules Vk/Vk+1 ' M/piKM . But M/piKM ' A/piKA ' κ[G] = IndGκ,
where κ = OK/piKOK , so that it has trivial cohomology for r > 0.
Lemma 3.2.5. Assume that L/K is a finite cyclic extension of degree n. Then h(G,UL) = 1
and h(G,L×) = n.
Proof. Let G = Gal(L/K). By the previous proposition, there exists an open subgroup V of UL
such that Hr(G,V ) = 0 for all r > 0. Therefore, we have h(G,V ) = 1 by Proposition 1.9.8.
Since UL is compact and V is an open subgroup, the quotient UL/V is finite and, consequently,
we also have h(G,UL) = 1 (Corollary 1.9.12).
Now, observe that L×/UL ' Z as G-modules, because G preserves the valuation of L. There-
fore, we have
h(G,L×) = h(G,UL) · h(G,Z) = |H
0
T (G,Z)|
|H1(G,Z)| = n
(we have used Proposition 1.9.10 and Lemma 1.9.7).
Proposition 3.2.6. Assume that L/K is a finite Galois extension. Then H2(L/K) is a cyclic
group of order [L : K].
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Proof. We will argue by induction on n. For cyclic extensions the proposition is a direct conse-
quence of the previous lemma. Now, let L/K be a Galois extension and assume that it is not
cyclic. Since Gal(L/K) is solvable because of Corollary 2.4.11, there exists a non-trivial cyclic
subextension K ′/K of L/K. Now, from the exact sequence
0 H2(K ′/K) H2(L/K) H2(L/K ′)
Inf Res
and using the induction hypothesis, we deduce
|H2(L/K)| 6 |H2(K ′/K)| · |H2(L/K ′)| = [L : K] .
Since, by Lemma 3.2.2, the group H2(L/K) contains a cyclic subgroup of order [L : K], it must
be itself a cyclic group of order [L : K].
Proposition 3.2.7. The inflation map
Inf : H2(Kun/K)→ H2(Ks/K)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Hilbert’s theorem 90, this map is injective, so that we need only prove surjectivity.
For any finite Galois extension L, the injective homomorphism
H2(L/K)un → H2(L/K)
from the proof of Lemma 3.2.2 is in fact an isomorphism, because we now know that both groups
have order [L : K]. Since
H2(Ks/K) = lim−→H
2(L/K) ,
where L runs through all finite Galois extensions K, we obtain the desired result.
Definition 3.2.8. The invariant map of K is the map invK : H
2(Ks/K)→ Q/Z obtained from
the composite
H2(Ks/K)
Inf−1−−−→ H2(Kun/K) invKun/K−−−−−−→ Q/Z .
If L/K is a Galois extension, the invariant map for L/K is the map invL/K obtained from the
composite
H2(L/K)
Inf−−→ H2(Ks/K) invK−−−→ Q/Z .
Remark 22. It is clear that, for unramified extensions L/K, the invariant map invL/K which we
have just defined agrees with that of Definition 3.1.5.
Remark 23. By Proposition 3.1.7, the map invK is an isomorphism and, for every Galois extension
L/K, the map invL/K is injective.
Proposition 3.2.9. Assume that L/K is a finite separable extension. Then, the diagram
H2(Ks/K) Q/Z
H2(Ks/L) Q/Z
Res
invK
invL
[L : K]
commutes.
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Proof. The result follows from the commutativity of the diagram
H2(Ks/K) H2(Kun/K) Q/Z
H2(Ks/L) H2(Lun/L) Q/Z
Inf
Res
Inf
Res
invKun/K
invLun/L
[L : K]
.
Commutativity of the first square is straightforward and commutativity of the second square is
Proposition 3.2.1.
For a finite separable extension L/K, not necessarily Galois, we define H2(L/K) as the kernel
of the restriction map
Res : H2(Ks/K)→ H2(Ks/L) .
When L/K is Galois, this definition agrees with the one we had already given. The commutative
diagram
0 H2(L/K) H2(Ks/K) H2(Ks/L)
0 1[L:K]Z/Z Q/Z Q/Z
Res
[L : K]
invK invL
has exact rows and the vertical arrows are isomorphisms, so that it provides an isomorphism
invL/K : H
2(L/K)→ 1
[L : K]
Z/Z .
When L/K is a Galois extension this agrees with the invariant map for L/K.
For a finite Galois extension L/K, the preimage of 1[L:K] by invL/K will be referred to as the
fundamental class for L/K and will be denoted by uL/K .
Lemma 3.2.10. Assume that L/K is a finite separable extension. Then, the diagram
H2(Ks/L) Q/Z
H2(Ks/K) Q/Z
Cor
invL
invK
=
commutes.
Proof. Because of Proposition 3.2.9, the map
Res : H2(Ks/K)→ H2(Ks/L)
is surjective. Therefore, we need only prove that
invK(Cor(Res(x))) = invL(Res(x))
for all x ∈ H2(Ks/K), which follows from Proposition 3.2.9 and Proposition 1.4.3.
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Lemma 3.2.11. Assume that L/K is a finite Galois extension and let E be a subextension of
L/K. Then
Res(uL/K) = uL/E
Cor(uL/E) = [E : K]uL/K
and, if E/K is a Galois extension,
Inf(uE/K) = [L : E]uL/K ,
where the maps Res, Cor and Inf are the obvious ones so that the expressions make sense.
Proof. The first identity is a consequence of the commutativity of the diagram
H2(L/K) H2(Ks/K) Q/Z
H2(L/E) H2(Ks/E) Q/Z
Inf invK
Inf invE
Res Res [E : K]
(commutativity of the first square is straightforward and commutativity of the second square is
Proposition 3.2.9).
For the second indentity, we make use of the first one and the fact that the composite
H2(L/K)
Res−−→ H2(L/E) Cor−−→ H2(L/K)
is multiplication by [Gal(L/K) : Gal(L/E)] = [E : K]:
Cor(uL/E) = Cor(Res(uL/K)) = [E : K]uL/K .
Finally, if E/K is Galois,
invL/K(Inf(uE/K)) = invE/K(uE/K)) =
1
[E : K]
= [L : E] · invK(uL/K) ,
whereby we deduce the third identity.
3.3 The local Artin map
References: [Mil13], [Ser67], [Ser79]
As in the unramified case, for any finite Galois extension L of K, the G-module L× satis-
fies the hypothesis of Tate’s theorem. Hence, cup product with the fundamental class defines
isomorphisms
HrT (G,Z)→ Hr+2T (G,L×)
for all r ∈ Z. In particular, for r = −2 we get an isomorphism
γL/K : G
ab ' H−2T (G,Z)→ K×/NmL/KL× ,
where the isomorphism Gab ' H−2T (G,Z) is that of Proposition 1.9.2.
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Definition 3.3.1. Assume that L/K is a finite Galois extension. Then, the local Artin map for
L/K, denoted by φL/K , is the inverse of γL/K :
φL/K = γ
−1
L/K : K
×/NmL/KL× → Gab .
Remark 24. We will use the same terminology and notation for the map
φL/K : K
× → Gab
obtained from the inverse of γL/K in the natural way.
We will now require three technical lemmas involving cup-products.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let G be a finite group, and let A and B be G-modules. Given an element
a ∈ AG, define fa : Z→ A as the G-homomorphism sending 1 to a. We denote by a¯ the class of
a in AG/NmGA = H
0
T (G,A). Then, for any x ∈ HnT (G,B), the element
a¯ ∪ x ∈ HnT (G,A⊗B)
is the image of x under the homomorphism induced in cohomology by the G-homomorphism
fa ⊗ Id : B → A⊗B.
Proof. For n = 0, the result follows directly from the definition of cup-product. We use induction
on n. We begin proving the result for n > 0. We know that there exists a split exact sequence
of G-modules
0 B B′ B′′ 0
in which B′ is an induced G-module (this was explained at the end of section 1.2). Therefore,
the connecting maps
δ : HnT (G,B
′′)→ Hn+1T (G,B)
are isomorphisms. In particular, any x ∈ Hn+1T (G,B) can be written as x = δy for some
y ∈ HnT (G,B′′), and we have
a¯ ∪ x = a¯ ∪ δy = δ(a¯ ∪ y) ,
whereby the result follows by induction for n > 0.
For n < 0, we use the split exact sequence
0 C C ′ B 0
obtained by tensoring the augmentation sequence with B. Again, the midterm C is induced so
that the connecting maps
δ : Hn−1T (G,B)→ HnT (G,C)
are isomorphisms. For any x ∈ Hn−1T (G,B), we have
δ(a¯ ∪ x) = a¯ ∪ δx ,
and the injectivity of δ allows us to prove that a¯ ∪ x is the desired element from the induction
hypothesis.
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Lemma 3.3.3. Let G be a finite group and let A and B be G-modules. Let a ∈ A be an element
such that NmGa = 0, and let a¯ denote its class in ker NmG/IGM = H
−1
T (G,A). Let ϕ : G→ B
be a 1-cocycle and let ϕ¯ denote its class in H1T (G,B). Then, the element
a¯ ∪ ϕ¯ ∈ H0T (G,A⊗B)
is the class of the element
c = −
∑
g∈G
ga⊗ ϕ(g) ∈ (A⊗B)G .
Proof. First of all, let us check that we have c ∈ (A⊗B)G. For any h ∈ G, we have
hc = −
∑
g∈G
hga⊗ hϕ(g) = −
∑
g∈G
hga⊗ ϕ(hg) +
∑
g∈G
hga⊗ ϕ(h) =
= −
∑
g∈G
ga⊗ ϕ(g) + NmGa⊗ ϕ(h) = c ,
where in the second equality we have used that, since ϕ is a cocycle,
ϕ(hg) = hϕ(g) + ϕ(h) .
As in the proof of the previous lemma, we make use of the split exact sequence
0 B B′ B′′ 0
in which B′ is induced. Then, the connecting map
δ : B′′G = H0(G,B′′)→ H1(G,B)
is surjective. Let b′′ ∈ B′′G be a preimage of ϕ¯ under this map, and let b¯′′ denote its class in
HT0 (G,B
′′). Then, denoting by a⊗ b′′ the class of a⊗ b′′ in H−1T (G,A⊗B′′), we have
a¯ ∪ ϕ¯ = a¯ ∪ δb¯′′ = −δ(a¯ ∪ b¯′′) = −δ(a⊗ b′′) ,
where, for the last equality, we have applied the previous lemma. Let b′ be a preimage of b′′ in
B′. Then, we can calculate δ(a⊗ b′′) as the class of NmG(a ⊗ b′) in H0T (G,B). On the other
hand, since ϕ¯ = δb′′, we know that ϕ(g) = gb′ − b′ for all g ∈ G. Then, we have
NmG(a⊗ b′) =
∑
g∈G
ga⊗ gb′ =
∑
g∈G
ga⊗ ϕ(g)−
∑
g∈G
ga⊗ b′ =
∑
g∈G
ga⊗ ϕ(g)−NmGa⊗ b = −c ,
and the desired result follows.
Lemma 3.3.4. Let G be a finite group and let B be a G-module. Let ϕ : G → B be a 1-
cocycle, and let ϕ¯ denote its class in H1T (G,B). For any x ∈ G, let x¯ be the image of its class
in Gab = G/Gc under the isomorphism Gab ' H−2T (G,Z) from Proposition 1.9.2. Then, for any
x ∈ G,
x¯ ∪ ϕ¯ = ϕ(x) ∈ H−1T (G,B) .
Proof. Consider the short exact sequence
0 IG ⊗B Z[G]⊗B B 0
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resulting from tensoring the augmentation sequence with B. Since Z[G] ⊗ B is induced, the
connecting map
δ : H−1T (G,B)→ H0T (G, IG ⊗B)
is an isomorphism. Therefore, in order to prove the desired identity it suffices to prove that, for
any x ∈ G,
δ(x¯ ∪ ϕ¯) = δ(ϕ(x)) .
A preimage of ϕ(x) in Z[G]⊗B is simply 1⊗ϕ(x), so that δ(ϕ(x)) can be obtained as the class
of NmG(1⊗ ϕ(x)) in H0T (G, IG ⊗B), i.e., as the class of
c = NmG(1⊗ ϕ(x)) =
∑
g∈G
g ⊗ gϕ(x) .
Let i¯x ∈ H−1T (G, IG) be the image of x¯ under the connecting map induced by the augmen-
tation sequence. From the proof of the isomorphism Gab ' H−2T (G,Z), this element is precisely
the class of x− 1 ∈ IG in H−1T (G, IG).
We have
δ(x¯ ∪ ϕ¯) = i¯x ∪ ϕ¯ ,
and, by he previous lemma, this is the class of the element
c′ = −
∑
g∈G
g(x− 1)⊗ ϕ(g) = −
∑
g∈G
gx⊗ ϕ(g) +
∑
g∈G
g ⊗ ϕ(g) =
= −
∑
g∈G
gx⊗ ϕ(gx) +
∑
g∈G
gx⊗ gϕ(x) +
∑
g∈G
g ⊗ ϕ(g) =
∑
g∈G
gx⊗ gϕ(x) .
Finally, we have
c− c′ =
∑
g∈G
g(1− x)⊗ gϕ(x) = NmG((1− x)⊗ ϕ(x)) ,
which shows that c and c′ represent the same element in H0T (IG ⊗B).
Proposition 3.3.5. Assume that L/K is a finite Galois extension and define G = Gal(L/K).
Let χ ∈ Hom(G,Q/Z) = H1(G,Q/Z) be a character, and let δχ be its image by the connecting
map δ : H1(G,Q/Z)→ H2(G,Z) obtained from the short exact sequence
0 Z Q Q/Z 0
.
For any α ∈ K×, let α¯ denote its image in K×/NmL/KL×.
Then, for all α ∈ K×,
χ(φL/K(α)) = invK(α¯ ∪ δχ) .
Proof. Let n = [L : K]. By the definition of φL/K , we have φL/K(α) ∪ uL/K = α¯, where we
have identified φL/K(α) with its image in H
−2(G,Z) under the isomorphism Gab ' H−2(G,Z).
Therefore, we have
α¯ ∪ δχ = (φL/K(α) ∪ uL/K) ∪ δχ = (uL/K ∪ φL/K(α)) ∪ δχ = uL/K ∪ (φL/K(α) ∪ δχ) ,
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where the second equality holds because φL/K(α) ∈ H−2(G,Z). Also because of this fact we
have φL/K(α) ∪ δχ = δ(φL/K(α) ∪ χ). Observe that here φL/K(α) ∪ χ ∈ H−1(G,Q/Z), and the
connecting map
1
n
Z/Z = H−1(G,Q/Z)→ H0T (G,Z) = Z/nZ
is multiplication by |G| = n (because the action is trivial). By the previous lemma, we have
φL/K(α) ∪ χ = χ(φL/K(α)). Altogether, if χ(φL/K(α)) = r/n, with r ∈ Z, we get
α¯ ∪ δχ = r · uL/K ,
and the result follows by applying the invariant map invK on both sides.
Theorem 3.3.6. (Reciprocity Law) There exists a homomorphism
φK : K
× → Gal(Kab/K)
such that:
1. for every prime pi, we have φK(pi)|unK = FrobK .
2. for every finite Abelian extension L/K, the map
K×
a7→φK(a)|L−−−−−−−→ Gal(L/K)
has kernel NmL/KL
×.
Proof. We will prove that the maps φL/K previously defined are compatible, in the sense that, if
L and M are finite Galois extensions of K with Galois groups H and G, respectively, and with
L ⊆M , then the diagram
K× Gab
K× Hab
φM/K
=
φL/K
σ 7→ σ|L
commutes. To that end, let χ ∈ Hom(H,Q/Z) be a character and let χ′ ∈ Hom(G,Q/Z) be the
character obtained from χ through the composite
G→ G/Gal(M/L) = H χ−→ Q/Z .
For any α ∈ K×, let sα be a representative of φL/K(α) in H (thinking of Hab as H/Hc), let
s′α be a representative of φM/K(α) in G (thinking of G
ab as G/Gc), and let α¯ and α¯′ be the
images of α in K×/NmL/KL× and K×/NmM/KM×, respectively. Then, taking into account
the previous proposition, we have, for all α ∈ K×,
χ(s′α|L) = χ′(s′α) = invK(α¯′ ∪ δχ′) = invK(Inf(α¯ ∪ δχ)) = invK(α¯ ∪ δχ) = χ(sα) .
Since this is true for all χ ∈ Hom(H,Q/Z), we deduce that s−1α s′α|L ∈ Hc and, consequently,
that φM/K(α) equals φL/K(α) in H
ab.
Because of the compatibility of the maps φL/K , we can define a map
φK : K
× → lim←−Gal(L/K)
ab = Gal(Kab/K) .
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It satisfies the second property in the statement because of the definition of the maps φL/K . To
prove that it satisfies the first property, we need only prove that for all prime pi and all finite
unramified extension L/K we have φL/K(pi) = FrobL/K . But this is a direct consequence of
Proposition 3.1.9.
Lemma 3.3.7. Let E be a finite separable extension of K. Then, we have the following com-
mutative diagrams:
E× Gal(Ks/E)ab K× Gal(Ks/K)ab
K× Gal(Ks/K)ab E× Gal(Ks/E)ab
φE
NmE/K
φK
i
φK
i
φE
Ver
,
where i denotes in the first diagram the homomorphism induced by the inclusion Gal(Ks/E) ↪−→
Gal(Ks/K) and in the second diagram the inclusion K×
E
↪−→
×
.
Proof. Let L be a finite Galois extension of K containing E. Then, from Lemma 3.2.11 we know
that Res(uL/K) = uL/E . Therefore, we can see that, for any r ∈ Z, the diagram
HrT (Gal(L/E),Z) H
r+2
T (Gal(L/E), L
×)
HrT (Gal(L/K),Z) H
r+2
T (Gal(L/K), L
×)
∪uL/E
Cor
∪uL/K
Cor
commutes by means of the property
Cor(x ∪ uL/E) = Cor(x ∪ Res(uL/K)) = Cor(x) ∪ uL/K for all x ∈ HrT (Gal(L/E),Z).
Combining the commutative diagram obtained in the case r = −2 with the commutative diagram
from Proposition 1.9.2 and the commutative diagram (1.2), we get the commutative diagram
E× Gal(L/E)ab
K× Gal(L/K)ab
φL/E
NmE/K
φL/K
i
,
and the first diagram in the statement is obtained by taking projective limits.
In a similar way, given a Galois extension L/K containing E, the diagrams
HrT (Gal(L/K),Z) H
r+2
T (Gal(L/K), L
×)
HrT (Gal(L/E),Z) H
r+2
T (Gal(L/E), L
×)
∪uL/K
Res
∪uL/E
Res
commute for all r ∈ Z because of the property
Res(x ∪ uL/K) = Res(x) ∪ Res(uL/K) = Res(x) ∪ uL/E for all x ∈ HrT (Gal(L/E),Z).
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Combining the commutative diagram obtained in the case r = −2 with the commutative diagram
from Proposition 1.9.6 we obtain a commutative diagram
K× Gal(L/K)ab
E× Gal(L/E)ab
φL/K
i
φL/E
Ver
,
and the second commutative diagram in the statement follows by taking projective limits.
Theorem 3.3.8. (Norm limitation theorem) Assume that L/K is a finite separable extension,
and let E be the maximal Abelian subextension of L/K. Then,
NmL/KL
× = NmE/KE× .
Proof. By the transitivity of the norms, it is clear that NmL/KL
× ⊆ NmE/KE×, so we will focus
on proving the inclusion NmE/KE
× ⊆ NmL/KL×. Let L′ be a Galois extension of K containing
L. Define G = Gal(L′/K) and H = Gal(L′/L). Since E is the maximal Abelian of K contained
in L, the subgroup of G fixing it is GcH. We have a commutative diagram
L× H/Hc
K× G/Gc
K× G/GcH
φL′/L
NmL/K
φL′/K
i
φE/K
=
(the first square commutes because of the previous lemma and the second square commutes
because of the compatibility property proved in Theorem 3.3.6).
Now, for any a ∈ NmE/KE×, we know that φE/K(a) = 1, so that φL′/K(a) ∈ GcH/Gc.
Thus, since φL′/L : L
× → H/Hc is surjective, there exists some b ∈ L× such that i(φL′/L(b)) =
φL′/K(a) and, in view of the commutativity of the diagram, we have φL′/K(NmL/Kb) = φL′/K(a).
This implies that a = NmL/Kb ·NmL′/Kc for some c ∈ L′, and, because of the transitivity of the
norms, we clearly see that a ∈ NmL/KL×.
Corollary 3.3.9. For every finite separable extension L/K, the group NmL/KL
× is an open
subgroup of K×.
Proof. Because of the previous theorem and Theorem 3.3.6, we see that NmL/KL
× has finite
index in K×. Thinking about valuations, we easily deduce that NmL/KL× ∩ UK = NmL/KUL,
so that we get an injective homomorphism UK/NmL/KUL ↪−→ K×/NmL/KL× which shows that
NmL/KUL has finite index in UK . On the other hand, since UL is a compact subgroup of L
× and
the norm map is continuous, we see that NmL/KUL is compact and hence closed inK
×. Therefore
NmL/KUL is a closed subgroup of finite index of UK , which is compact, so that NmL/KUL is
an open subgroup of UK . Since UK is itself open in K
×, we conclude that NmL/KUL is open in
K× and hence that NmL/KL× is open in K×.
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Chapter 4
Ide`les
Throughout this chapter, K will denote a number field. Given a prime of K, we will use the
notation Kv to denote its completion with respect to v, and we will use Uv to denote Ov, if v is
finite, and K×v , if v is infinite.
4.1 Definitions and main properties
References: [Mil13], [Neu99].
Definition 4.1.1. An ide`le of K is an element in
∏
vK
×
v , where v runs through all the primes
of K, such that αv ∈ Uv for all but finitely many primes.
With the product defined componentwise, it is clear that the ide`les of K form a group, which
we will call the ide`le group of K and we will denote by IK .
We define a topology in IK by taking as a basic system of neighborhoods the sets of the form∏
v∈S
Wv ×
∏
v 6∈S
Uv ,
where S is a finite set of primes and, for each v ∈ S, the set Wv is an open subset of K×v .
It is straightforward that in fact this construction defines a topology on IK and that, with
this topology, both the product and taking inverses are continuous maps, so that IK becomes a
topological group. Moreover, IK is locally compact. To see this, observe that, for α = (αv) ∈ IK ,
with αv ∈ O×v for all v 6∈ S, where S is a finite set of primes,∏
v∈S
K×v ×
∏
v 6∈S
Uv
is a locally compact neighborhood of α, since it is the product of compact spaces and finitely
many locally compact spaces (for this set, the topology as a subgroup of the ide`le group coincides
with the product topology).
The locally compact sets ∏
v∈S
K×v ×
∏
v 6∈S
Uv ,
(where S is a finite set of primes) are open subgroups of IK . Their elements are called S-ide`les
and we will denote these subgroups by ISK .
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For each prime v, the field K can be canonically embedded into the completion Kv. Then,
we have the following canonical diagonal embedding:
K× → IK
a 7→ (αv), αv = a for all prime v .
The elements in the image of this embedding are called principal ide`les. We will denote the
subgroup of principal ide`les also by K×.
Lemma 4.1.2. K× is a discrete (closed) subgroup of IK .
Proof. Let S∞ stand for the set of infinite primes of K (which is clearly finite as there are finitely
many embeddings of a number field into an algebraically closed field). Define the set U in the
following way:
U = {α ∈ IK : |αv|v = 1 ∀v 6∈ S∞, |αv − 1|v < 1 ∀v ∈ S∞} ;
that is,
U =
∏
v∈S∞
W×v ×
∏
v 6∈S∞
U×v ,
where
Wv = {αv ∈ K×v : |αv − 1|v < 1} .
It is clear that, with the topology which we have defined on IK , the set U is an open neighborhood
of 1.
Let us prove that U does not contain any other principal ide`le. Suppose that a were a principal
ide`le in U different from 1. Then, the product formula (Proposition 2.6.2) applied to a− 1 gives
1 =
∏
v
|a− 1|v =
∏
v∈S∞
|a− 1|v
∏
v 6∈S∞
|a− 1|v <
∏
v 6∈S∞
|a− 1|v 6
∏
v 6∈S∞
max{|a|v, 1} = 1 ,
which is a contradiction.
Since IK is a topological group, the map (x, y) 7→ xy−1 is continuous, and, consequently,
there exists an open neighborhood V of 1 such that VV−1 ⊆ U . Then, for any principal ide`le a,
the set aV is an open neighborhood of a not containing any other principal ide`le, as, if ax were
a different principal ide`le in aV, then x = axa−1 ∈ U would be a principal ide`le in U different
from 1.
Definition 4.1.3. The ide`le class group of K is the quotient group
CK = IK/K× .
Let IK denote the group of fractional ideals of K and let ClK denote the ideal class group of
K. There is a canonical surjective homomorphism from the ide`le group to the group of fractional
ideals:
id : IK → IK
α = (αv) 7→
∏
v finite
pordv(αv)v .
The kernel of this map is clearly IS∞K . Observe that any principal ide`le (a ∈ K×) maps to
a principal fractional ideal (aOK) and, consequently, the previous map induces a surjective
homomorphism
CK → ClK
whose kernel is IS∞K K×/K×.
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Lemma 4.1.4. Let S be a set of primes of K containing all infinite primes and a set of generators
of the ideal class group of K. Then,
IK = ISKK× .
Proof. Let J be the subgroup of IK generated by the finite primes in S. The fact that these
primes generate ClK means that every ideal a ∈ IK can be written as ab, with a ∈ K× and
b ∈ J .
Let α = (αv)v ∈ IK , and consider its image under the map id, i.e. a =
∏
v finite p
ordv(αv)
v . It
can be written as a = ab for some a ∈ K× and b ∈ J . Define α′ = a−1α. Since its image under
the map id is b, which lies in J , we see that ordv(α) = 0 for all finite prime out of S, which
proves that α′ ∈ ISK , and so α = aα′ ∈ ISKK×.
4.2 The norm map
References: [Mil13]
Let L be a finite extension of K. We know that, for any prime v of K, and any prime w|v of
L, there are natural embeddings of Kv and L into Lw, and that the map
L⊗K Kv →
∏
w|v
Lw
defined by a ⊗K b 7→ (ab)w|v (with the natural embeddings) is an isomorphism of Kv-vector
spaces (Proposition 2.5.2).
From this isomorphism, we get that, for any a ∈ L,
NmL/K(a) =
∏
w|v
NmLw/Kv (a) (4.1)
(Corollary 2.5.3).
Definition 4.2.1. Let L/K be a finite extension of number fields. Then, the ide`le norm map
NmL/K : IL → IK
is the map sending an ide`le α = (αw)w in IL to the ide`le β = (βv)v defined by
βv =
∏
w|v
NmLw/Kv (αw) .
Lemma 4.2.2. We have the following commutative diagram:
L× IL IL
K× IK IK
NmL/K NmL/K NmL/K
.
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Proof. The first square is commutative as a consequence of (4.1). For the second square, take
α = (αw)w ∈ IL. By applying the ide`le norm map and then going to the right, we get:∏
v finite
p
ordv(
∏
w|v NmLw/Kvαw)
v =
∏
v finite
p
∑
w|v ordv(NmLw/Kvαw)
v .
If we start going to the right and then we apply the ideal norm map, we get:∏
v finite
∏
w|v
p
fw|vordw(αw)
v =
∏
v finite
p
∑
w|v fw|vordw(αw)
v .
Since Kv is complete, the valuation w is the unique extension of v to Lw, so that it satisfies:
ordw(γ)
ew|v
=
1
[Lw : Kv]
ordv
(
NmLw/Kv (γ)
) ∀γ ∈ Lw
(see Proposition 2.2.12) or, equivalently
fw|vordw(γ) = ordv
(
NmLw/Kv (γ)
)
,
whereby commutativity follows.
Remark 25. The previous commutative diagram induces the following commutative diagram:
CL ClL
CK ClK
NmL/K NmL/K
.
Proposition 4.2.3. The quotient map IK → CK induces an isomorphism
IK/K× ·NmL/KIL → CK/NmL/KCL .
Proof. Consider the diagram
0 L× IL CL 0
0 K× IK CK 0
NmL/K NmL/K NmL/K
.
The last part of the exact sequence given by the extended snake’s lemma is:
K×/NmL/KL× → IK/NmL/KIL → CK/NmL/KCL → 0 .
This exact sequence gives us the desired isomorphism.
Proposition 4.2.4. For a finite extension of number fields L/K, the group NmL/KIL is an open
subgroup of IK .
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Proof. For infinite primes v, we know that Kv is isomorphic to either R or C. If it is isomorphic
to C, so is Lw for all w|v, and NmLw/KvL×w = K×v . If Kv ' R, then for any w|v, the extension
Lw is isomorphic to either R or C, so that NmLw/Kv = K×v or NmLw/Kv = R+.
For finite unramified primes v, the extension Lw/Kv is unramified for all w|v, so that, by
Proposition 3.1.2, we have NmLw/KvU
×
w = U
×
v .
Since NmLw/KvL
×
w is always an open subgroup of K
×
v because of Corollary 3.3.9, for every
finite ramified prime we have 1 + pmvv ⊆ NmLw/KvL×w for some mv ∈ N.
Since there is a finite number of infinite primes and ramified finite primes, the previous
observations yield the desired result.
4.3 The cohomology of ide`les
References: [Mil13]
Assume that L/K is a finite Galois extension, and let G = Gal(L/K). We know that, given
a prime v of K, the group G acts transitively on the primes of L lying over v (Proposition 2.5.5).
This action is defined by:
(σ,w) 7→ σw = w ◦ σ−1 .
For a prime w0|v of L, the corresponding stabilizer is its decomposition group Gw0 , so that we
get a bijection:
G/Gw0 → {w ∈ Spec(OL) : w|v} .
Since the map
σ : (L, | · |w)→ (L, | · |σw)
clearly preserves valuations, it can be extended to the corresponding completions:
σˆ : (Lw, | · |w)→ (Lσw, | · |σw) .
The extended map is in fact a homeomorphism and a Kv-isomorphism, since it fixes Kv by
continuity.
We can define an action of G on
∏
w|v Lw through the isomorphism:
L⊗K Kv '
∏
w|v
Lw .
Let L = K(α) (since L/K is finite and separable, there exists such an α), let f(X) ∈ K[X] be
its minimal polynomial over K, and, for each w|v, let fw(X) the corresponding irreducible factor
of f(X) (Remark 18). Then, from the proof of the previous isomorphism, we have the chain of
isomorphisms
L⊗K Kv ' Kv[X]/(f(X)) '
∏
w|v
Kv[X]/(fw(X)) '
∏
w|v
Lw ,
from which we can easily see that the elements of G act continuously on
∏
w|v Lw by studying
their action on Kv[X]/(f(X)) and then taking it to
∏
w|v Lw. Moreover, it is clear that, for any
a ∈ L, σ(iw(a))w = (iw(σa))w. In fact, we have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.3.1. The action of G on
∏
w|v Lw defined through the isomorphism
L⊗K Kv '
∏
w|v
Lw
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is the unique continuous action of G on
∏
w|v Lw which satisfies that, for any a ∈ L,
σ(iw(a))w = (iw(σa))w .
Proof. Taking into account the weak approximation theorem, any continuous map
σ :
∏
w|v
Lw →
∏
w|v
Lw
is determined by its action on the elements of the form (iw(a))w for some a ∈ L.
The following lemma provides an explicit formula for the action of G on
∏
w|v Lw.
Lemma 4.3.2. The action previously defined satisfies:
σ((αw)w) = (σαw)σw ,
where, on the right hand side, σ denotes, in each case, the corresponding extension of
σ : (L, | · |w)→ (L, | · |σw)
to the completions:
σˆ : (Lw, | · |w)→ (Lσw, | · |σw) .
Proof. It is clear that this action is continuous, and it is straightforward to check that it satisfies
the property from the previous lemma.
Remember that we have an isomorphism
Gw ' Gal(Lw/Kv)
(Proposition 2.5.9), so that we can consider Lw as Gw-module.
Proposition 4.3.3. Let v be a prime of K and let w0 be a prime of L over v. Then, for any
α ∈ ∏w|v Lw, the map fα : G → Lw0 defined by fα(σ) = σ(ασ−1w0) belongs to IndGGw0 (Lw0),
and the map: ∏
w|v
Lw → IndGGw0 (Lw0)
α 7→ fα
is an isomorphism of G-modules.
Proof. Let α ∈∏w|v Lw. Then, for any τ ∈ Gw0 ,
fα(τσ) = τσ(ασ−1τ−1w0) = τσ(ασ−1w0) = τfα(σ) ,
which proves that fα ∈ IndGGw0 (Lw0). Now, observe that
fα+β(σ) = σ((α+ β)σ−1w0) = σ(ασ−1w0) + σ(βσ−1w0) = fα(σ) + fβ(σ)
and, for any τ ∈ G,
fτα(σ) = σ((τα)σ−1w0) = σ(τ(ατ−1σ−1w0)) = fα(στ) = (τfα)(σ) ,
so that the map α 7→ fα is a homomorphism of G-modules. Finally, an inverse is given by
f 7→ αf , with (αf )σw0 = σ(f(σ−1)).
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Proposition 4.3.4. With the previous definitions, we have
Hr(G,
∏
w|v
Lw) ' Hr(Gw0 , Lw0)
for all r > 0 (and for all Z when we consider Tate cohomology).
Proof. Apply the previous proposition and Shapiro’s lemma.
Lemma 4.3.5. With the previous definitions, there are canonical isomorphisms between the
groups Hr(Gw, Lw) with w|v, satisfying that, if
φw,w′ : H
r(Gw, Lw)→ Hr(Gw′ , Lw′)
are such isomorphisms,
φw,w′′ = φw′,w′′ ◦ φw,w′ .
Proof. Given any two primes w,w′|v, since G acts transitively on the set of primes over v, we
can find σ ∈ G such that w′ = σw. The maps
α : Gw → G′w
ρ 7→ σρσ−1
and
β : L′w → Lw
x 7→ σ−1x
form a pair of compatible isomorphisms, so that they define an isomorphism
φw′,w : H
r(Gw′ , Lw′)→ Hr(Gw, Lw) .
This isomorphism is independent of σ, since, if w′ = σ′w, then σ′ = στ for some τ ∈ Gw, so that
we would have found an isomorphism φ′w′,w differing from the previous one by an isomorphism
φw,w : H
r(Gw, Lw)→ Hr(Gw, Lw)
obtained from τ in the same way; but φw,w is the identity because of Lemma 1.4.2. The fact
that these isomorphisms satisfy
φw,w′′ = φw′,w′′ ◦ φw,w′
is straightforward.
Remark 26. We get results analogous to Proposition 4.3.3, Proposition 4.3.4 and Lemma 4.3.5
with L×w and Uw.
Taking into account the last lemma, when working with cohomology groups of the form
Hr(Gw, Lw), H
r(Gw, L
×
w) or H
r(Gw, Uw), we will usually use the notation G
v, Lv and Uv to
refer to Gw, Lw and Uw for any w|v.
For every prime v of K we have defined an action of G on
∏
w|v Lw. We can extend these
actions to an action of G on IL. This action of G on IL turns it into a G-module.
Proposition 4.3.6. With the action of G on IL just defined:
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1. The map
IK → IL
(αv)v 7→ (βw)w, where βw = αv for w|v
induces an isomorphism
IK ' IGL .
2. For all r ∈ Z,
Hr(G, IL) =
⊕
v
Hr(Gv, Lv×)
(considering Tate cohomology).
Proof. For the first statement, note that the given map is clearly injective, so we need only show
that its image is IGL , i.e. the set of elements of IL fixed by G. Lemma 4.3.2 allows us to give an
explicit description of the action of G: (αw)w is mapped to (σαw)σw. Therefore, it is clear that
G fixes the image of IK . Conversely, let (αw)w ∈ IL be fixed by G. Then, ασw = σαw for all
prime w of L and all σ ∈ G. In particular, we have that αw = ταw for all τ ∈ Gw, so that for
each w|v, αw is fixed by Gal(Lw/Kv), which implies αw ∈ Kv. Now, from the fact that G acts
transitively on the set of valuations w|v and the explicit formula for the action of G on ∏w|v L×w ,
we deduce that all αw with w|v correspond to the same αv ∈ Kv. We conclude that (αw)w is
the image of an ide`le (αv)v ∈ IK .
For the second statement, observe that IL can be regarded as the direct limit of the groups
ISL =
∏
v∈S
∏
w|v
L×w ×
∏
v/∈S
∏
w|v
Uw ,
where S runs through the finite sets of primes of K containing the infinite primes and the primes
that ramify in L. Note that the groups ISL are stable under the action of G, so they are themselves
G-modules. Let us calculate their cohomology groups:
Hr(G, ISL) =
∏
v∈S
Hr(G,
∏
w|v
L×w)×
∏
v/∈S
Hr(G,
∏
w|v
Uw) =
=
∏
v∈S
Hr(Gv, Lv×)×
∏
v/∈S
Hr(Gv, Uv) =
∏
v∈S
Hr(Gv, Lv×) ,
where we have used that, for unramified primes v, we have Hr(Gv, Uv) = 0 (Proposition 3.1.3).
Then, using Proposition 1.8.4, we get
Hr(G, IL) = lim−→H
r(G, ISL) = lim−→
∏
v∈S
Hr(Gv, Lv×) =
⊕
v
Hr(Gv, Lv×) .
Remark 27. As a consequence of the first part of the previous proposition, for a finite Galois
extension, the ide`le norm map previously defined can be viewed as the norm map defined in
general for a G-module with finite G:
NmL/K : IL → IK
α 7→
∏
σ∈G
σα .
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Corollary 4.3.7. With the previous definitions:
1. H1(G, IL) = 0.
2. H2(G, IL) =
⊕
v
(
1
nv
Z/Z
)
, where nv = [L
v : Kv].
Proof. The first identity follows from Hilbert’s theorem 90, whereas the second one follows from
the isomorphism given by the invariant map (see the discussion preceding Lemma 3.2.10).
Proposition 4.3.8. Let L/K be a finite cyclic extension. Let S be a finite set of primes of K
containing the infinite primes. Then:
h(G, ISL) =
∏
v∈S
nv ,
where nv = [L
v : Kv].
Proof. We have that
h(G, ISL) =
∏
v∈S
h
G,∏
w|v
L×w
∏
v/∈S
h
G,∏
w|v
Uw
 = ∏
v∈S
h(Gv, Lv×)
∏
v/∈S
h(Gv, Uv) ,
and, by Lemma 3.2.5, we know that h(Gv, Lv×) = nv for all v and h(Gv, Uv) = 1 for all finite
v.
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Chapter 5
Idelic-theoretic global class field
theory
5.1 Introduction
References: [Mil13]
Let K be a number field and let L be a finite Abelian extension of K. Then, for any prime
v of K and for any prime w|v of L, the extension Lw/Kv is a finite Abelian extension of local
fields. For Kv, we have the local Artin map
φv : K
×
v → Gal(Kabv /Kv) ,
which provides a homomorphism
φLw/Kv : K
×
v → Gal(Lw/Kv)
a 7→ φv(a)|Lw .
Because of the isomorphism
Gal(Lw/Kv)→ Gw
σ 7→ σ|L ,
we get, then, a homomorphism
φv,L/K : K
×
v → Gw ⊆ Gal(L/K) .
The local Artin map is independent on the maximal Abelian extension Kabv of Kv, in the
sense that, if Kab,1v and K
ab,2
v are two such extensions and
ρ : Kab,1v → Kab,2v ,
is any Kv-isomorphism between these extensions, then the corresponding Artin maps are related
by
φ2v(a) = ρ ◦ φ1v(a) ◦ ρ−1 for all a ∈ K×v (5.1)
(note that this relation does not depend on the choice of the isomorphism ρ, since we are working
with Abelian extensions). In particular, if σw is any other prime of L dividing v, and we take
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Kab,1v and K
ab,2
v to be maximal Abelian extensions of Lw and Lσw, respectively, we can take ρ
to be the extension to the maximal Abelian extensions of the isomorphism
σˆ : Lw → Lσw
obtained extending by continuity the map
σ : (L, | · |w)→ (L, | · |σw) .
Therefore, restricting the maps in (5.1) to L, we find that
φ2v(a)|L = φ1v(a)|L for all a ∈ K×v .
This proves that the map φv,L/K is independent of w, which justifies this notation.
Proposition 5.1.1. Let K be a number field. There exists a unique continuous map
φK : IK → Gal(Kab/K)
such that, for any finite Abelian extension L ⊆ Kab of K, for any prime v of K and for any
prime w|v of L, the diagram
K×v Gal(Lw/Kv)
IK Gal(L/K)
a 7→ φv(a)|Lw
α 7→ φK(α)|L
is commutative.
Proof. Given an ide`le α = (αv) ∈ IK , we know that αv ∈ Uv for all but finitely many primes v.
We also know that, for any finite extension L of K, there are only finitely many primes of K
which ramify in L. Altogether, we know that, for any finite Abelian extension L,
φv,L/K(αv) = 1
for all but finitely many primes, as it occurs whenever v is unramified and αv is a unit (for finite
unramified primes, all units are norms). We can therefore define φL/K in the following way:
φL/K(α) =
∏
v
φv,L/K(αv) .
Let L′ be another Abelian extension of K such that L ⊆ L′. Let w|v be a prime of L and w′|w
a prime of L′. Then, from the fact that
φLw/Kv (a) = φL′w′/Kv
(a)|Lw for all a ∈ K×v ,
it easily follows that
φv,L/K(a) = φv,L′/K(a)|L for all a ∈ K×v ,
and, consequently,
φL/K(α) = φL′/K(α)|L for all α ∈ IK ,
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Therefore, we can define a map
φK : IK → Gal(Kab/K)
such that
φK(α)|L = φL/K(a)
for all finite Abelian extension L ⊆ Kab.
It is obvious that this map is a homomorphism that makes the diagram
K×v Gal(Lw/Kv)
IK Gal(L/K)
a 7→ φv(a)|Lw
α 7→ φK(α)|L
commutative for all prime v of K and for all finite Abelian extension L. It remains to prove that
it is continuous.
We know, from local class field theory, that NmLw/Kv (L
×
w) ⊆ kerφLw/Kv . Therefore,
NmLw/Kv (L
×
w) ⊆ kerφv,L/K ,
and, consequently,
NmL/KIL ⊆ kerφL/K .
Since NmL/KIL is open in IK , this implies that
φL/K : I×K → Gal(L/K)
is continuous. Then, since φ is the map
I×K → Gal(Kab/K) = lim←−Gal(L/K)
obtained from the family of compatible maps φL/K , it is also continuous.
To prove uniqueness, observe that, for all finite Abelian extension L, the condition on the
commutativity of the diagrams uniquely determines φL/K on the ide`les α with αv = 1 for all but
finitely many primes v. The continuity of φK requires that φL/K be continuous for all L. Since
Gal(L/K) is provided with the discrete topology, this implies that the kernel of φL/K is an open
subgroup of IK , so that it contains a subgroup of the form∏
v∈S
Wv ×
∏
v/∈S
Uv ,
where Wv are open subsets of K
×
v and S is a finite set of primes of K including the infinite
primes. This fact, together with the previous observation, implies that φL/K(α) = 1 for those
α ∈ IK whose components are all units and equal to 1 for infinite and ramified primes, and so
determines φL/K for all α ∈ IK . Therefore, since for all finite Abelian extension L the map φL/K
is uniquely determined, so is φK .
Definition 5.1.2. The global Artin map of a number field K is the map
φK : IK → Gal(Kab/K)
from the previous proposition.
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The main theorems which we want to prove in this chapter are the Reciprocity Law and the
Existence Theorem.
Theorem 5.1.3. (Reciprocity Law) Let K be a number field. Then, for all finite Abelian
extension L/K, the map
φL/K : IK → Gal(L/K)
is surjective with
kerφL/K = K
× ·NmL/K(IL) ,
so that it induces an isomorphism
φL/K : IK/(K× ·NmL/K(IL))→ Gal(L/K) .
Note that the previous theorem obviously implies that K× ⊆ kerφK , so that we can define
the Artin map on the ide`le class group:
φK : CK → Gal(Kab/K) .
In this case, kerφL/K = NmL/KCL and we get the isomorphism
φL/K : CK/NmL/KCL → Gal(L/K) .
Theorem 5.1.4. (Existence Theorem) Let K be a number field. Then, for any open subgroup
N of CK of finite index, there exists a unique (up to K-isomorphism) Abelian extension L of K
such that NmL/KCL = N .
Observe that, because of the isomorphism
φL/K : CK/NmL/KCL → Gal(L/K) ,
for all finite Abelian extension NmL/KCL has finite index in CK . We also know that NmL/KCL
is open because of Proposition 4.2.4. Therefore, these two theorems provide a bijection between
the Abelian extensions of K and the open subgroups of finite index of CK .
5.2 The cohomology of the units
References: [Mil13], [Neu99]
We begin this section with some technical lemmas.
Lemma 5.2.1. Let G be a finite group and let k be an infinite field. Let M and N be k[G]-
modules which are of finite dimension as k-vector spaces. Let Ω ⊇ k be a field. Then, if M ⊗k Ω
and N ⊗k Ω are isomorphic as Ω[G]-modules, M and N are isomorphic as k[G]-modules.
Proof. Since both M and N are finite dimesional k-vector spaces, choose a basis for each of
them. For each σ ∈ G, the maps
M →M N → N
m 7→ σm n 7→ σn
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are both k-linear, so that, in the chosen bases, they are given by matrices which we will denote
respectively by B(σ) and C(σ). A k[G]-homomorphism from M to N is a k-linear map φ
satisfying φ(σm) = σφ(m) for all σ ∈ G and all m ∈M , i.e it is a map that in the chosen bases
is given by a matrix A satisfying
AB(σ) = C(σ)A
for all σ ∈ G. We have, then, a finite set of linear conditions on the coefficients of A.
If v1, . . . , vn is a basis of M as a k-vector space, v1 ⊗k 1, . . . , vn ⊗k 1 is a basis of M ⊗k Ω as
a Ω-vector space, and the same for N , so that we can choose as Ω-bases of M ⊗k Ω and N ⊗k Ω
the bases obtained from the previously chosen k-bases of M and N in this way, and, with these
bases, the condition for a k-linear map being a Ω[G]-homomorphism, in terms of the associated
matrix, is the same, i.e. a map M ⊗k Ω→ N ⊗k Ω is a Ω[G]-homomorphism if and only if it is
given by a matrix A satisfying
AB(σ) = C(σ)A
for all σ ∈ G.
Since dimkM = dimΩM ⊗k Ω and dimkN = dimΩN ⊗k Ω, we get:
dimk L(M,N) = dimΩ L(M ⊗k Ω, N ⊗k Ω) ,
and, since the condition for a k-linear map in L(M,N) being a k[G]-homomorphism and the
condition for a Ω-linear map in L(M ⊗k Ω, N ⊗k Ω) being a Ω[G]-homomorphism are given by
the same system of linear equations, we get
dimk Homk[G](M,N) = dimΩ HomΩ[G](M ⊗k Ω, N ⊗k Ω) ,
and, if φ1, . . . , φr form a basis of Homk[G](M,N), then they also form a basis of the vector
subspace HomΩ[G](M ⊗k Ω, N ⊗k Ω) when extended naturally.
Define
p(X1, . . . , Xr) = det(X1φ1 + · · ·+Xrφr) .
Since φ1, . . . , φr are given by matrices with coefficients in k, p(X1, . . . , Xr) ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xr].
The fact that M ⊗k Ω and N ⊗k Ω are isomorphic as Ω[G]-modules means that there is an
Ω[G]-isomorphism
φ : M ⊗k Ω→ N ⊗k Ω .
Since φ ∈ HomΩ[G](M ⊗k Ω, N ⊗k Ω), there exist α1, . . . , αr ∈ Ω such that
φ = α1φ1 + · · ·+ αrφr ,
and the fact that φ is an isomorphism implies
p(α1, . . . , αr) 6= 0 ,
so that p(X1, . . . , Xr) is not the null polynomial. But, since k is infinite, this implies that there
exist a1, . . . , ar ∈ k such that
p(a1, . . . , ar) 6= 0 ,
and so there exists a k[G]-isomorphism
a1φ1 + · · ·+ arφr : M → N .
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Lemma 5.2.2. Let G be a finite cyclic group and let M and N be G-modules which are finitely
generated as Abelian groups (i.e. as Z-modules). Suppose thatM⊗ZQ andN⊗ZQ are isomorphic
as G-modules. Then, if either h(M) or h(N) is defined, so is the other and they are equal.
Proof. By Proposition 1.9.11, we may assume that both M and N are torsion free, so that, as
Abelian groups, M ' Zr and N ' Zs for some integers r, s > 1. Since M ⊗Z Q and N ⊗Z Q are
isomorphic as G-modules, so they are as Abelian groups, so that
Qr 'M ⊗Z Q ' N ⊗Z Q ' Qs ,
whereby we deduce r = s.
Let m1, . . . ,mr be a basis of M as a free Z-module. Then, m1 ⊗Z 1, . . .mr ⊗Z 1 is a basis of
M ⊗Z Q as a Q-vector space. Let
φ : M ⊗Z Q→ N ⊗Z Q
be a homomorphism of G-modules. Then, it is also an isomorphism of Q-vector spaces, so that
the elements φ(m1⊗Z 1), . . . , φ(mr ⊗Z 1) form a basis of N ⊗ZQ. Let n1, . . . , nr be a basis of N
as a Z-module. Multiplying φ by a suitable d ∈ Z, we may assume that all φ(mi⊗Z 1) belong to
the Z-submodule of N ⊗ZQ generated by n1⊗Z 1, . . . , nr ⊗Z 1, which can be naturally identified
with N . The Z-submodule of M ⊗Z Q generated by m1 ⊗Z 1, . . .mr ⊗Z 1 can also be naturally
identified with M . With these identifications, we get that φ(M) ⊆ N is a full latice in N ⊗Z Q,
so that φ(M) has finite index in N and φ is clearly injective. Then, by Corollary 1.9.12, we
deduce that, whenever h(M) or h(N) is defined, both are and h(M) = h(N).
Lemma 5.2.3. Let G be a finite cyclic group and let V be a finite-dimensional real vector space
on which G acts linealy. Let M and N be full latices of V which are stable under the action of
G. Then, if either h(M) or h(N) is defined, so is the other and they are equal.
Proof. Since both M and N are full latices in V and the action of G on V is R-lineal, the
canonical maps
M ⊗Z R→ V N ⊗Z R→ V∑
i
mi ⊗Z xi 7→
∑
i
ximi
∑
i
ni ⊗Z xi 7→
∑
i
xini
are G-isomorphisms, so that, by Lemma 5.2.1, M⊗ZQ and N⊗ZQ are isomorphic as G-modules.
Then, by the previous lemma, we get the desired result.
Proposition 5.2.4. Let S be a finite set of primes of K containing all infinite primes, and let
s = |S|. Define
U(S) = {α ∈ K : ordv(α) = 0 for all v /∈ S} .
Then, the homomorphism
λ : U(S)→
∏
v∈S
R
a 7→ (log |a|v)v∈S
has kernel µ(K) (i.e. the roots of unity inK) and its image is a full latice in the (s−1)-dimensional
real vector space
H =
{
(xv)v∈S :
∑
v∈S
xv = 0
}
.
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Proof. Let S∞ be the set of all infinite primes of K, and let Sf = S \ S∞. When S = S∞, the
proposition is simply Dirichlet’s unit theorem. For the general case, let J be the subgroup of IK
generated by the primes in Sf , let t = |J |, and consider the diagram
0 O×K U(S) J
0
∏
v∈S∞ R
∏
v∈S R
∏
v∈Sf R
a 7→ (a)
λ′ λ λ′′
,
where λ′ is the map corresponding to Dirichlet’s unit theorem and λ′′ is the map defined by∏
v∈Sf
pmvv 7→ (−mv log (Nm(pv)))v∈Sf
(recall that |a|v = Nm(pv)−ordv(a)). It is obvious that the diagram commutes and that the rows
are exact. Moreover, it is clear that λ′′ maps J isomorphically to the lattice spanned by the
vectors (0, . . . , 0,Nm(p), 0 . . . , 0) with p ∈ Sf . In particular, since λ′′ is injective, we deduce that
kerλ = kerλ′ = µ(K).
On the other hand, again taking into account hat λ′′ is injective, we easily deduce that the
sequence
0 Imλ′ Imλ Imλ′′
,
is exact. Since both Imλ′ and Imλ′′ are lattices, so is Imλ. Let i(U(S)) be the image of U(S) in
J under the map a 7→ (a). If h is the class number of K, then clearly Jh ⊆ i(U(S)) ⊆ J , which
shows that i(U(S)) has rank t. Then, the image of Imλ under the last arrow in the previous
exact sequence has rank t; the kernel of this arrow, which is Imλ′, has rank |S∞| − 1 = s− t− 1,
and, consequently, the lattice Imλ′ has rank t + s − t − 1 = s − 1 and lies in H because of the
product formula (Proposition 2.6.2).
Proposition 5.2.5. Let L/K be a finite cyclic extension of number fields with Galois group
G = Gal(L/K). Let S be a finite set of primes of K containing all infinite primes. Let T be the
set of primes of L lying above any prime of S. Define
U(T ) = {α ∈ L : ordw(α) = 0 for all w /∈ T} .
Then
n · h(G,U(T )) =
∏
v∈S
nv ,
where n = [L : K] and nv = [L
v : Kv].
Proof. Let V = Hom(T,R). Define an action of G on V by
(σf)(w) = f(σ−1w) for all σ ∈ G,w ∈ T .
Let N = Hom(T,Z). Then, N is a full latice of the finite-dimensional real vector space V which
is stable under the action of G. Since, for all v ∈ S, G acts transitively on the set of primes w|v,
there is a bijection
G/Gv → {w ∈ Spec(OL) : w|v}
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and we get:
Hom(T,Z) '
⊕
v
Hom(G/Gv,Z)
(as G-modules). It is straightforward that the map
Hom(G/Gv,Z)→ IndGGv (Z)
φ 7→ φ˜
defined by φ˜(σ) = φ([σ−1]) for all σ ∈ G is a G-isomorphism. Then, we get
h(G,N) =
∏
v∈S
h(G, IndGGv (Z)) =
∏
v∈S
h(Gv,Z) =
∏
v∈S
|Gv| =
∏
v∈S
nv ,
where, in the second equality, we have used Shapiro’s lemma.
By the previous proposition, the homomorphism
λ : U(T )→
∏
w∈T
R ' V
a 7→ (log |a|w)w∈T
has kernel µ(L) and its image, which we will denote my M0, is a full latice in
H =
{
(xw)w∈T :
∑
w∈T
xw = 0
}
.
The map λ : U(T ) → V commutes with the action of G, so that it is a G-homomorphism
and M0 is stable under the action of G. Since µ(L) is finite, we know, by Corollary 1.9.12,
that h(U(T )) = h(M0), provided that one of these two Herbrand quotients exists. The vector
e = (1, . . . 1) ∈ V is clearly stable under the action of G. Let M = M0 ⊕ Ze. Then, M is clearly
a full latice in V which is stable under the action of G, so that, by Lemma 5.2.3, h(M) = h(N).
Moreover,
h(G,M) = h(G,M0)h(G,Ze) = h(G,U(T ))|G| = n · h(G,U(T ))
and we get the desired result.
5.3 The first inequality
References: [Mil13]
Proposition 5.3.1. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group
G = Gal(L/K). Then, the canonical map CK → CL induces an isomorphism
CK → CGL = H0(G,CL) .
Proof. The short exact sequence of G-modules
0→ L× → IL → CL → 0
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gives rise to the long cohomology sequence
0→ H0(G,L×)→ H0(G, IL)→ H0(G,CL)→ H1(G,L×)→ · · · .
By Hilbert’s theorem 90 we have H1(G,L×) = 0, so that we get the short exact sequence
0→ L×G → IGL → CGL → 0 .
Then, we get the commutative diagram
0 K× IK CK 0
0 L×G IGL CGL 0
where the rows are exact and the vertical arrows are the natural inclusions (the fact that the
image of CK in CL under the canonical inclusions lies in C
G
L can be checked directly or deduced
from the same diagram). Since the first two vertical arrows are isomorphisms (the first one is clear
and for the second one see Proposition 4.3.6) so is the third, which proves the proposition.
Theorem 5.3.2. Let L/K be a finite cyclic extension of number fields. Then,
h(G,CL) = [L : K] .
Proof. Let S be a set of primes of K containing all infinite primes, all finite primes that ramify
in L, and the finite primes lying under a finite set of primes of L generating ClL.
By Lemma 4.1.4,
IL = ISLL× ,
so that we get
CL = IL/L× = ISLL×/L× ' ISL/ISL ∩ L× .
Note that ISL∩L× = U(T ), where T is the set of primes of L lying above some prime in S. Then,
we get a short exact sequence
0→ U(T )→ ISL → CL → 0 ,
from which we deduce
h(G, ISL) = h(G,U(T )) · h(G,CL)
and the theorem is then a consequence of Proposition 4.3.8 and Proposition 5.2.5.
Corollary 5.3.3. (First inequality) Let L/K be a finite cyclic extension of number fields. Then,
[IK : K× ·NmL/KIL] > [L : K] .
Proof. By Proposition 4.2.3,
[IK : K× ·NmL/KIL] = [CK : NmL/KCL] .
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On the other hand,
h(G,CL) =
|H0T (G,CL)|
|H1(G,CL)| =
[CGL : NmL/KCL]
|H1(G,CL)| =
[CK : NmL/KCL]
|H1(G,CL)|
and, from the previous theorem, we deduce
[CK : NmL/KCL] > [L : K] ,
whereby the desired inequality follows.
Lemma 5.3.4. Let L/K be a finite solvable extension of number fields. If there exists a subgroup
D ⊆ IK such that D ⊆ NmL/KIL and K×D is dense in IK , then L = K.
Proof. If L 6= K, there exists a field K ′ 6= K such that K ′/K is a non-trivial cyclic extension.
We have
D ⊆ NmL/KIL = NmK′/K(NmL/K′IL) ⊆ NmK′/KIK′ .
Since K×D is dense in IK , so also is K×NmK′/KIK′ . Then, since K×NmK′/KIK′ is an open
subgroup of IK by Proposition 4.2.4, we get
K×NmK′/KIK′ = IK ,
as, otherwise, for α ∈ IK \K×NmK′/KIK′ , αK×NmK′/KIK′ would be an open neighborhood of
α disjoint with K×NmK′/KIK′ , contradicting the fact that this set is dense.
Finally, the first inequality gives us
1 = [IK : K× ·NmK′/KIK′ ] > [K ′ : K] ,
which contradicts the assumption K ′ 6= K.
Proposition 5.3.5. Let L/K be a finite solvable extension of number fields. If L 6= K, there
are infinitely many primes of K that do not split completely in L.
Proof. Assume that there are only finitely many primes of K that do not split completely in L.
Let S be a finite set of primes of K containing all infinite primes and the finite primes that do
not split completely. Define
USK = {α ∈ IK : αv = 1 for all v ∈ S} .
Observe that USK is clearly a subgroup of IK . Since S contains all primes which do not split
completely, we have Lw = Kv for all v /∈ S and all w|v. For α = (αv)v ∈ USK , choose some
prime wv|v of L for each prime v /∈ S of K, define βwv = αv for each v /∈ S and βw = 1 for
all other primes w of L, and let β = (βw)w ∈ IL. Then, α = NmL/Kβ. Therefore, we see that
USK ⊆ NmL/KIL.
Now, let α = (αv)v ∈ IK . By the weak approximation theorem, we can choose a ∈ K× which
is arbitrarily close to each of the αv with v ∈ S in the corresponding valued field Kv. Take
α′ = (α′v)v with α
′
v = 1 for all v ∈ S and α′v = a−1αv for all v /∈ S. Then, α′ ∈ USK . In this way,
we can find an element aα′ ∈ K×USK which is arbitrarily close to α. Hence, we see that K×USK
is dense in IK .
Since USK satisfies the hypothesis of the previous lemma, we deduce that L = K.
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Proposition 5.3.6. Let L/K be a finite solvable extension with Galois group G = Gal(L/K).
Then, for every finite set T of primes of L containing all infinite primes and all finite primes
above some prime of K which ramifies in L, the Fro¨benius automorphisms (P, L/K) with P /∈ T
generate G.
Proof. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the Fro¨benius automorphisms (P, L/K) with
P /∈ T . Let E = LH . Since E is the subfield of L fixed by H, all the Fro¨benius automorphisms
(P, L/K) with P /∈ T act as the identity map on E. Consequently, taking into account the
identity
(P ∩ E,E/K) = (P, L/K)|E = idE ,
we deduce that all finite primes of E which are of the form P ∩ E for some P /∈ T have trivial
decomposition group over K. This means that all finite primes of K which are under a prime
P /∈ T split completely in E. Since this accounts for all but finitely many primes of K, from the
last proposition we deduce that K = E, and consequently H = G.
Corollary 5.3.7. Let L/K be a finite Abelian extension of number fields with Galois group
G = Gal(L/K). Then, for every finite set S of primes of K including all infinite primes and the
primes which ramify in L, the Fro¨benius automorphisms (p, L/K) with p /∈ S generate G.
5.4 The second inequality
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Our aim in this section is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4.1. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group
G = Gal(L/K). Then:
1. [IK : K× ·NmL/KIL] is finite and divides [L : K].
2. H1(G,CL) = 0.
3. H2(G,CL) is finite of order a divisor of [L : K].
We will prove this theorem in a series of steps.
Lemma 5.4.2. It is enough to prove Theorem 5.4.1 in the case in which G is a p-group for some
prime p.
Proof. Assume that the theorem holds in this case, and let L/K be as in the statement of the
theorem, with Galois group G. Let p be any prime, and let H be a p-Sylow subgroup of G.
Then, by Corollary 1.4.5, the restriction map
Res : HrT (G,CL)→ HrT (H,CL)
is injective when restricted to the p-primary component of HrT (G,CL).
Also note that
H0T (G,CL) ' CL/NmL/KCL ' IL/
(
K× ·NmL/KIL
)
.
Since H is the Galois group of L/LH , then, by assumption, the theorem holds for this
extension. Hence, the orders of H0T (H,CL) and H
2(H,CL) are finite and divisors of [L : L
H ]
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(i.e they are powers of p dividing [L : K]) and H1(G,CL) = 0. Consequently, by the injectivity
of the previous restriction map on the corresponding p-primary components, we know that the
p-primary components of H0T (G,CL) and H
2(G,CL) are powers of p dividing [L : K], whereas
the p-primary component of H1(G,CL) is trivial. Since this holds for all prime p, we see that
the theorem also holds for L/K.
Lemma 5.4.3. It is enough to prove Theorem 5.4.1 in the case in which G is a cyclic group of
prime order p.
Proof. Assume that the theorem holds in this case. We will show that then it also holds when G
is a p-group, which, by the previous lemma, implies the general case. We will argue by induction
on the order of the Galois group of the extension. If the extension is trivial, the theorem follows
easily. Now, let L/K be a non-trivial extension having as Galois group a p-group G, and assume
that we already know that the theorem holds for the case of p-groups of order less than G. Since
G is a p-group, it has a normal subgroup H of index p. Consider the inflation-restriction exact
sequence
0→ H1(G/H,CHL )→ H1(G,CL)→ H1(H,CL) .
By induction, H1(H,CL) = 0. On the other hand, it is easy to see that the isomorphism CLH '
CHL from Proposition 5.3.1 is in this case a G/H-isomorphism, so that we get an isomorphism
H1(G/H,CHL ) ' H1(G/H,CLH ), where the second group is trivial by assumption, as G/H is
the Galois group of LH/K, which is cyclic of order p. Then, from the exact sequence we deduce
H1(G,CL) = 0. Since H
1(H,CL) = 0, we also have the inflation-restriction exact sequence
0→ H2(G/H,CLH )→ H2(G,CL)→ H2(H,CL) .
By induction, H2(H,CL) is finite and has order a divisor of [L : L
H ], and, by assumption,
H2(G/H,CLH ) is also finite and a divisor of [L
H : K] = p. Then, by the previous exact sequence,
we know that |H2(G,CL)| is a divisor of |H2(G/H,CLH )|·|H2(H,CL)| and so a divisor of [L : K].
For the first statement of the theorem, observe that
[CK : NmL/KCL] = [CK : NmLH/KCLH ] · [NmLH/KCLH : NmL/KCL] .
Here, [CK : NmLH/KCLH ] divides [L
H : K] = p by assumption. Also, we have the surjective
homomorphism
NmLH/K : CLH/NmL/LHCL → NmLH/KCLH/NmL/KCL ,
from which we deduce that [NmLH/KCLH : NmL/LHCL] divides [CLH : NmLH/KCLH ], which, in
turn, divides [L : LH ] by induction. Then, we deduce that [CK : NmL/KCL] divides [L : K].
Lemma 5.4.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.4.1, if G is cyclic, the three statements of
the theorem are equivalent.
Proof. The equivalence of statements 1 and 3 is immediate taking into account that, for a finite
cyclic group G and any G-module M , the corresponding Tate cohomology groups are 2-periodic,
i.e.
HrT (G,M) ' Hr+2T (G,M)
for all r ∈ Z (see Proposition 1.9.8).
By Theorem 5.3.2, h(G,CL) = [L : K]. Then, since
h(G,CL) =
|H0T (G,CL)|
|H1(G,CL)| =
|H2(G,CL)|
|H1(G,CL)|
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the equivalence between statement 2 and the other two statements follows easily (in fact, we see
that necessarily [CK : NmL/KCL] = |H2(G,CL)| = [L : K]).
Then, summarizing the previous results, it suffices to prove Theorem 5.4.1 for the case in which
G is cyclic of prime order p and, moreover, it is enough to prove one of the three statements in
the theorem for this particular case. We will then focus on proving the first statement of the
theorem, which is often referred to as the second inequality.
Lemma 5.4.5. It is enough to prove the second inequality in the case in which G is a cyclic
group of prime order p and K contains a primitive p-th root of unity.
Proof. By the previous results, we need only see that if the second inequality holds in this case
then it also holds whenever G is a cyclic group of prime order p.
Then, let L/K be a finite Galois extension of number fields with cyclic Galois group of prime
order p. Let Ω be an algebraic closure of L (and K), and let ζ ∈ Ω be a primitive p-root of unity.
Let K ′ = K(ζ) and L′ = L(ζ). All these extensions are clearly Galois over K. Observe that
[K ′ : K] = [K(ζ) : K] 6 [Q(ζ) : Q] = p − 1, so that [K ′ : K] is relatively prime to [L : K] = p
and, consequently, K ′ ∩ L = K. Then, the map
Gal(L′/K ′)→ Gal(L/K)
σ 7→ σ|L
is an isomorphism.
Consider the following diagram:
CL CK CK/NmL/KCL 0
CL′ CK′ CK′/NmL′/K′CL′ 0
CL CK CK/NmL/KCL 0
NmL/K
iL iK
NmL′/K′
NmL′/L NmK′/K
NmL/K
.
Its rows are obviuosly exact. We claim that the two squares in the left form a commutative
diagram (this allows us to define the vertical arrows in the right, and the whole diagram is then
commutative). To prove it, consider, first, the upper left square. Take any element in CL; let
it be the class of (αv)v, where v runs through the primes of L. If we go down in the diagram,
we obtain the class of (βw)w, where w runs through the primes of L
′ and βw = αv if w|v. Now,
going right, we obtain the class of (γu)u, with
γu =
∏
σ∈Gal(L′/K′)
σβσ−1w =
∏
σ∈Gal(L′/K′)
σα(σ−1|L)(v) =
∏
σ∈Gal(L/K)
σασ−1v ,
where w is any prime of L′ dividing u and v the prime of L under w. Since w divides both u
and v, u and v lie over the same prime of K, and so we can say that
γu =
∏
σ∈Gal(L/K)
σασ−1v
for any prime v of L lying over the same prime of K as u. This is easily the same that we obtain
if we go first right and then down in the diagram.
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The square down left is easily commutative because
NmL/K ◦NmL′/L = NmL/K = NmK′/K ◦NmL′/K′ .
Now, we claim that the maps NmL′/L ◦ iL and NmK′/K ◦ iK are both multiplication by
m = [L′ : L] = [K ′ : K]. We prove it for NmL′/L ◦ iL; the other case is obviously analogous.
Take any element in CL; let it be the class of the ide`le (αv)v, where v runs through the primes
of L. Then, iL maps it to the class of the ide`le (βw)w, with w running through the primes of L
′
and βw = αv if w|v. Applying the norm map, we get the class of the ide`le (γv)v, where, if w is
any prime of L′ dividing v,
γv =
∏
σ∈Gal(L′/L)
σβσ−1w =
∏
σ∈Gal(L′/L)
σαv = α
m
v .
The composite of the vertical arrows at the right of the diagram is hence multiplication by m,
too. But, since all the elements in CK/NmL/KCL have order a divisor of [L : K] = p (because
the composite of the inclusion CK → CL and the norm map NmL/K is multiplication by p),
multiplication by m is an isomorphism. In particular, we deduce that the homomorphism
CK′/NmL′/K′CL′ → CK/NmL/KCL
is surjective, so that [CK : NmL/KCL] divides [CK′ : NmL′/K′CL′ ], which, by assumption, divides
[L′ : K ′] = [L : K].
We have reduced the proof of Theorem 5.4.1 to proving the second inequality for the case in
which G is cyclic of prime order p and K contains a p-th root of unity. We will now give a proof
of the second inequality which is valid in a slightly more general case: allowing G to be any finite
Abelian group of exponent p.
Let L/K be a finite Abelian extension of number fields with Galois group G = Gal(L/K).
Assume that G has prime exponent p, and K contains a primitive p-th root of unity ζ. Then, if
[L : K] = pr,
G ' (Z/pZ)r .
By Proposition A.0.4, we know that such an extension can be obtained adjoining p-th roots of
elements of K. Taking this into account, as well as the fact that, by Proposition A.0.1, when we
adjoin a p-th root the degree of the extension is either 1 or p, we get that
L = K(a
1/p
1 , . . . , a
1/p
r )
for some ai ∈ K×, i = 1, . . . , r. We may assume that ai ∈ OK for all i.
Let S be a finite set of primes of K containing all infinite primes, all primes dividing p or any
of the ai, and a finite set of generators of ClK . As previously, define
U(S) = {a ∈ K : |a|v = 1 for all v /∈ S}
By Proposition 5.2.4, it follows that
U(S) ' µ(K)× Zs−1
where s = |S|. Observe that µ(K) is cyclic since it is a finite subgroup of K×, and it has
order divisible by p since K contains a primitive p-th root of unit. Then, from the previous
isomorphism, we get
U(S)/U(S)p ' (Z/pZ)s
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Define M = K(U(S)1/p) = K(U(S) ·K×p/K×p). Observe that
U(S) ·K×p/K×p ' U(S)/U(S) ∩K×p = U(S)/U(S)p ' (Z/pZ)s
Then, M is the Abelian extension of exponent p corresponding to the finite subgroup of K×/K×p
given by U(S) ·K×p/K×p (see Proposition A.0.4). Therefore,
K× ∩M×p = U(S) ·K×p
and, by Lemma A.0.3, we have [M : K] = |Gal(M/K)| = ps.
Since S contains all finite primes dividing any of the ai, we have ai ∈ U(S) for all i and so
L ⊆M . Let t = s− r, so that [M : L] = pt.
Lemma 5.4.6. With the previous definitions and assumptions, there exists a finite set T of
primes of K, disjoint from S, such that the Fro¨benius elements (pv,M/K) with v ∈ T form a
basis of Gal(M/L) as a Fp-vector space.
Proof. First, note that the only primes dividing either p or any element in U(S) are those
contained in S, so that, by Proposition A.0.5, the set S contains all the primes of K that ramify
in M . Therefore, for any prime of K u /∈ S and any prime w|u of M , the extension Mw/Ku
is unramified, so that Gal(Mw/Ku) is cyclic. Moreover, Gal(Mw/Ku) is isomorphic to some
subgroup of Gal(M/K), which has exponent p, so that Gal(Mw/Ku) has exponent divisor of p
and is therefore either trivial or cyclic of order p.
Let S′ be the set of primes of L dividing some prime of S. Then, S′ is a finite set of primes
of L containing those that ramify in M , so that, since Gal(M/L) is Abelian, by Corollary 5.3.7,
the Fro¨benius elements (pv,M/L) with v /∈ S′ generate Gal(M/L). Since
Gal(M/L) ' (Z/pZ)t ,
the Galois group Gal(M/L) can be regarded as a t-dimensional vector space over Fp, and we can
choose primes v1, . . . , vt of L out of S
′ such that the Fro¨benius elements (pvi ,M/L) form a basis
of Gal(M/L). For each i, let wi be a prime of M lying over vi. We have the isomorphisms
Gal(Mwi/Lvi)→ Gwi(M/L)
σ 7→ σ|M ,
where the decomposition groups Gwi(M/L) are generated by the Fro¨benius elements (pvi ,M/L).
Since these elements have order p, as they form a basis of Gal(M/L), we deduce that Mwi/Lvi
is cyclic of order p. Therefore, taking into account the discussion at the beginning of the proof,
if, for each i, we define ui as the prime of K lying under vi, then Lvi = Kui , so that
Gwi(M/L) = Gwi(M/K)
and
(pui ,M/K) = (pvi ,M/L) .
Hence, the set T = {u1, . . . , ut} satisfies the property of the lemma.
Lemma 5.4.7. With the previous definitions and assumptions, an element a ∈ U(S) becomes a
p-th power in L if and only if it becomes a p-th power in Ku for all u ∈ T (T is any set of primes
of K satisfying the property of the previous lemma).
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Proof. Since T is disjoint from S, the primes in T are unramified in M . Then, since the corre-
sponding Fro¨benius elements form a basis of Gal(M/L), we know that, for any u ∈ T , Lv = Ku
for any prime v|u of L and Mw/Ku is cyclic of order p for any prime w|u of M .
Hence, it is clear that, if a ∈ U(S) becomes a p-th power in L, so also does in Ku for every
u ∈ T .
Conversely, assume that a ∈ U(S) becomes a p-th power in Ku for each u ∈ T . Then,
(pu,M/K) fixes a
1/p ∈ M for all u ∈ T (because (pu,M/K) is the restriction to M of the
Fro¨benius element of the extension Mw/Ku, where w is any prime of M dividing u). Since these
Fro¨benius elements generate Gal(M/L), we deduce that a1/p belongs to L and so a is a p-th
power in L.
Lemma 5.4.8. With the previous definitions and assumptions, the subgroup
E =
∏
u∈S
K×pu ×
∏
u∈T
K×u ×
∏
u/∈S∪T
Uu
of IK is contained in NmL/KIL.
Proof. Take any α = (αu)u ∈ E. We will find some β = (βv)v ∈ IL such that NmL/Kβ = α. For
any prime u of K and any prime v|u of L, the local Artin map gives an isomorphism
K×u /NmLv/KuL
×
v → Gal(Lv/Ku) .
Since Gal(Lv/Ku) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal(L/K), it has exponent a divisor of p, so
that K×pu ⊆ NmLv/KuL×v . Then, for each prime u ∈ S, we choose some prime vu|u of L and
we define βvu such that NmLvu/Kuβvu = αu and βv = 1 for all other v|u. Now, for the primes
u ∈ T , we have Lv = Ku for all v|u, so we need only take βv = αu for one of the primes v|u and
βv = 1 for the other primes dividing u. Finally, since all primes out of S are unramified in L, for
any u /∈ S and any prime v|u of L, the norm map
NmLv/Ku : Uv → Uu
is exhaustive, so, for each u /∈ S ∪ T , we need only take βv to be a preimage of αu under this
map for one of the primes v|u and βv = 1 for the other primes dividing u.
We want to prove the second inequality for the extension L/K, i.e. we want to prove that
[IK : K× · NmL/KIL] divides [L : K] = pr. By the previous lemma, K×E is a subgroup of
K× ·NmL/KIL, so that
[IK : K×E] = [IK : K× ·NmL/KIL][K× ·NmL/KIL : K×E] ,
and, consequently, it suffices to prove that [IK : K×E] divides pr. This will be now our aim.
Lemma 5.4.9. With the previous definitions and assumptions, the map
U(S)→
∏
u∈T
Uu/U
p
u ,
(defined in the natural way) is surjective.
Proof. By Lemma 5.4.7, the kernel of this map is H = U(S) ∩ L×p. Observe that,
U(S)/H = U(S)/U(S) ∩ L×p ' U(S) · L×p/L×p .
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Since M = L(U(S)1/p) is the Abelian extension of L with exponent a divisor of p corresponding
to the subgroup U(S) · L×p/L×p of L×/L×p (see Proposition A.0.4),
[M : L] = [U(S) · L×p : L×p] ,
so that we get
|U(S)/H| = [M : L] = pt .
On the other hand, by the proof of Lemma 2.3.9,
|Uu/Upu | =
p
|p|u .
Since T is disjoint with S, which contains all infinite primes and all primes dividing p, |p|u = 1
for all u ∈ T , so that we get ∣∣∣∣∣∏
u∈T
Uu/U
p
u
∣∣∣∣∣ = ∏
u∈T
|Uu/Upu | = pt .
Hence,
|U(S)/H| =
∣∣∣∣∣∏
u∈T
Uu/U
p
u
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
which implies that the given map is surjective.
Lemma 5.4.10. With the previous definitions and assumptions,
K× ∩ E = U(S ∪ T )p .
Proof. The inclusion U(S ∩ T )p ⊆ K× ∩ E is clear, so we will focus on proving the inclusion
K× ∩ E ⊆ U(S ∩ T )p.
Let a ∈ K× ∩ E. In order to prove that a ∈ U(S ∪ T )p, it suffices to show that it is a p-th
power in K× (since a ∈ E, it is a unit for any prime out of S ∪ T and so will be any p-th root
of a, provided that it exists). To do that, we will consider the extension L = K(a1/p) and use
Lemma 5.3.4 to prove that L = K. More concretely, we will show that the subgroup
D =
∏
u∈S
K×u ×
∏
u∈T
Upu ×
∏
u/∈S∩T
Uu
of IK satisfies that D ⊆ NmL/KIL and K×D = IK (so that, a fortiori, K×D is dense in IK).
We begin by proving D ⊆ NmL/KIL. Take α = (αu)u ∈ D.
For u ∈ S, since a ∈ E, a is a p-th power in Ku, so that Lv = Ku(a1/p) = Ku for all prime
v|u of L.
For every prime u of K, and any prime v|u of L, the local Artin map gives an isomorphism
K×u /NmLv/KuL
×
v → Gal(Lv/Ku) .
Since Gal(Lv/Ku) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal(L/K) (the decomposition group of v), it
must divide p, so that, by the previous isomorphism, [K×u : NmLv/KuL
×
v ] is also a divisor of p.
This implies that any p-th power in K×u is the norm of some element of L
×
v . Therefore, since
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α ∈ D, for u ∈ T , the component αu ∈ Ku is the norm an element of Lv, where v is any prime
of L dividing u.
For u /∈ S ∪ T , a is a unit in Ku, because a ∈ E, and so also is p, because S contains all
primes dividing p. Therefore, pa is a unit in Ku, so that, by Proposition A.0.5, we know that
Lv = Ku(a
1/p) is unramified over Ku, where v is any prime of L dividing u. Therefore, the norm
map
NmLv/Ku : Uv → Uu
is surjective, so that αu is the norm of some element of L
×
v .
From these considerations it easily follows that α ∈ NmL/KIL, so that we can conclude
D ⊆ NmL/KIL.
Now, observe that
ISK/D =
∏
u∈T
Uu/U
p
u .
Therefore,
ISK =
⊔
χ∈Λ
χD
for a set Λ of representatives of
∏
u∈T Uu/U
p
u , which by the previous lemma can be taken from
U(S) and so
ISK = U(S) ·D .
Then, since S contains a set of generators ClK ,
IK = K× · ISK = K× · U(S) ·D = K×D ,
where for the last equality we have used the previous proposition.
Lemma 5.4.11. Let A, B and C be subgroups of the same Abelian group, and assume that
B ⊆ A. Then
[AC : BC][A ∩ C : B ∩ C] = [A : B] .
Proof. Consider the diagram
B ∩ C B BC/C 0
0 A ∩ C A AC/C
with the obvious maps. It is clearly commutative and the rows are clearly exact, so we may
apply the snake lemma. Since the vertical arrows are injective and the last arrow in the second
row is surjective, we obtain the exact sequence
0 A ∩ C/B ∩ C A/B AC/BC 0
.
Thus,
|A/B| = |A ∩ C/B ∩ C| · |AC/BC| ,
which implies the statement.
The following proposition completes the proof of the second inequality.
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Proposition 5.4.12. With the previous definitions and assumptions,[
IK : K×E
]
= pr .
Proof. Since S contains a set of generators of ClK , we have IK = K× · IS∪TK . Therefore, applying
the previous lemma, we get[
IK : K×E
]
=
[
K×IS∪TK : K×E
]
=
[
IS∪TK : E
][
K× ∩ IS∪TK : K× ∩ E
] .
By definition,
IS∪TK =
∏
u∈S
K×u ×
∏
u∈T
K×u ×
∏
u/∈S∪T
U×u
and
E =
∏
u∈S
K×pu ×
∏
u∈T
K×u ×
∏
u/∈S∪T
U×u .
Therefore,
IS∪TK /E '
∏
u∈S
K×u /K
×p
u .
Hence, we get [
IS∪TK : E
]
=
∏
u∈S
[
K×u : K
×p
u
]
,
which, if we recall that K contains a primitive p-th root of unity and apply Lemma 2.3.9, becomes
[IS∪TK : E] =
∏
u∈S
p2
|p|u =
p2s∏
u∈S |p|u
.
Since S contains all infinite primes and all primes dividing p, we have |p|u = 1 for all u /∈ S, so
that ∏
u∈S
|p|u =
∏
u
|p|u = 1 ,
where the second sum runs through all primes of K and so the last equality is simply the product
formula. In this way, we obtain [
IS∪TK : E
]
= p2s .
Now, clearly K×∩IS∪TK = U(S∪T ), and, from Lemma 5.4.10, we know K×∩E = U(S∪T )p,
so that [
K× ∩ IS∪TK : K× ∩ E
]
= [U(S ∪ T ) : U(S ∪ T )p] .
In the same way as we did for U(S) in the discussion previous to Lemma 5.4.6, we obtain
U(S ∪ T )/U(S ∪ T )p ' (Z/pZ)s+t ,
so that [
K× ∩ IS∪TK : K× ∩ E
]
= ps+t .
Finally, putting all together, we get[
IK : K×E
]
=
[
K×IS∪TK : K×E
]
=
[
IS∪TK : E
][
K×IS∪TK ∩ : K×E
] = p2s
ps+t
= pr .
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5.5 The Reciprocity Law
References: [Mil13]
We have already proved the Second Inequality, which states that for any number field K and
for any finite Galois extension L of K of degree n,[
IK : K×IL
]
6 n .
Therefore, if we prove that, for any finite Abelian extension L/K, the map
φL/K : IK → Gal(L/K)
is surjective and K× ·NmL/KIL ⊆ kerφL/K , it follows that the induced surjective map
φL/K : IK/(K× ·NmL/KIL)→ Gal(L/K)
is actually an isomorphism and hence
kerφL/K = K
× ·NmL/KIL .
In fact, we already know that φL/K is surjective because of Corollary 5.3.7 (for finite unramified
primes v, the local Artin map sends any local uniformizing parameter in Kv to the corresponding
Fro¨benius element). Note also that we have already proved that NmL/KIL ⊆ kerφL/K through-
out the proof of Proposition 5.1.1. Therefore, to complete the proof of the Reciprocity Law, we
need only prove that, for any finite Abelian extension L/K,
φL/K(K
×) = 1 .
We begin by proving this result for cyclotomic extensions of Q. To this end, we need a
explicit description of the local Artin maps corresponding to cyclotomic extensions of Qp, where
p denotes any prime. Let ζn denote a primitive n-th root of unity, and consider the extension
Qp(ζn). We know that the Galois group Gal(Qp(ζn)/Qp) (and in general that of any cyclotomic
extension) can be regarded as a subgroup of (Z/nZ)× by considering the injective homomorphism
Gal(Qp(ζn)/Qp)→ (Z/nZ)×
σ 7→ [i(σ)] ,
where σ(ζ) = ζi(σ). Since, if n = lr11 . . . l
rt
t is the factorization of n in prime factors,
Qp(ζn) = Qp(ζlr11 ) . . .Qp(ζlrtt )
and
φQp(ζn)/Qp(a)|Qp(ζlri
i
) = φQp(ζlri
i
)/Qp(a)
for any a ∈ Q×p and for any i = 1, . . . , t, we may restrict to the case n = lr for some prime l, and
we can obviously assume n > 3.
If p =∞, then Qp = R, Qp(ζlr ) = C and the isomorphism
φC/R : R×/NmC/RC× → Gal(C/R)
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shows that positive numbers are mapped to the identity whereas negative numbers are mapped
to complex conjugation, i.e.
φC/R : R× → Gal(C/R) ⊆ (Z/lrZ)×
a 7→ [sign(a)] .
If p is a finite prime different from l, then the extension Qp(ζlr )/Qp is unramified, so that
φQp(ζlr )/Qp : Q
×
p → Gal(Qp(ζlr )/Qp)
is the map sending units to the identity and the local uniformizing parametre p to the Fro¨benius
element (p,Qp(ζlr )/Qp), i.e.
φQp(ζlr )/Qp : Q
×
p → Gal(Qp(ζlr )/Qp)
a = ups 7→ [ps]
where u denotes a unit in Qp. Finally, if p = l, the extension Gal(Qp(ζpr )/Qp) is totally ramified
and we have
φQp(ζpr )/Qp : Q
×
p → Gal(Qp(ζpr )/Qp)
a = ups 7→ [u−1]
where in the right we are taking the residue modulo p of the p-adic number u (this description
of the local Artin map for this particular case can be found in [Mil13, p. 43]).
Now, let us use this description of the local Artin maps to show that φQ(ζlr )/Q(Q×) = 1
(which implies the desired result for all cyclotomic extensions of Q). Since Q× is generated by
−1 and the prime numbers, we need only check that φQ(ζlr )/Q(a) = 1 when a is either -1 or a
prime number. We know that for cyclotomic extensions of Q, the map
Gal(Q(ζn)/Q)→ (Z/nZ)×
σ 7→ [i(σ)]
is in fact an isomorphism, and it is obvious that an element in Gal(Qp(ζn)/Qp) associated to
[m] ∈ (Z/nZ)× restricts to the element in σ ∈ Gal(Q(ζn)/Q) associated to the same element
[m] ∈ (Z/nZ)×. Therefore:
1. If a = −1, the above description shows that φ∞,Q(ζlr )/Q(−1) = [−1], φl,Q(ζlr )/Q(−1) = [−1]
and φp,Q(ζlr )/Q(−1) = [1] for any finite prime p 6= l, so that
φQ(ζlr )/Q(−1) =
∏
p
φp,Q(ζlr )/Q(−1) = [1] .
2. If a = l, then φp,Q(ζlr )/Q(l) = [1] for all prime p, so that
φQ(ζlr )/Q(l) =
∏
p
φp,Q(ζlr )/Q(l) = [1] .
3. If a = q, where q is a prime number different from l, then we have φ∞,Q(ζlr )/Q(q) = [1],
φl,Q(ζlr )/Q(q) = [q
−1], φq,Q(ζlr )/Q(q) = [q] and φp,Q(ζlr )/Q(q) = [1] for any finite prime
p 6= q, l, so that, again,
φQ(ζlr )/Q(q) =
∏
p
φp,Q(ζlr )/Q(q) = [1] .
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Lemma 5.5.1. Let K be a number field, let M be a finite extension of K and let L be a finite
extension of M . Then, if φL/K(K
×) = 1, it also holds φM/K(K×) = 1.
Proof. The result follows from the property
φM/K(α) = φL/K(α)|M for all α ∈ IK .
Lemma 5.5.2. Let K be a number field and let L and M be finite Abelian extensions of K.
Then, if φL/K(K
×) = 1, it also holds that φLM/M (M×) = 1.
Proof. Let N = LM . Let v be a prime of M , let w|v be a prime of N and let t and u be the
primes of K and L, respectively, lying under w. Consider the diagram
M×v Gal(Nw/Mv) Gal(N/M)
K×t Gal(Lu/Kt) Gal(L/K)
φNw/Mv σ 7→ σ|N
NmMv/Kt σ 7→ σ|Lu σ 7→ σ|L
φLu/Kt σ 7→ σ|L
.
The left square can be obtained from the commutative diagram
M×v Gal(Nw/Mv)
K×t Gal(Nw/Kt)
φNw/Mv
NmMv/Kt
φNw/Kt
by composing the right vertical arrow and the bottom horizontal arrow with the restriction map
Gal(Nw/Kt)→ Gal(Lu/Kt)
σ 7→ σ|Lu ,
so that it is itself commutative. The right square is also clearly commutative, so that the whole
diagram is commutative and we obtain the commutative diagram
M×v Gal(N/M)
K×t Gal(L/K)
φv,N/M
NmMv/Kt σ 7→ σ|L
φt,L/K
.
From these commutative diagrams we obtain the commutative diagram
IM Gal(N/M)
IK Gal(L/K)
φN/M
NmM/K σ 7→ σ|L
φL/K
.
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Since NmM/KM
× ⊆ K×, under the assumption φL/K(K×) = 1 we have
φN/M (M
×)|L = φL/K(NmM/K(M×)) = 1
and, since the restriction map
Gal(LM/M)→ Gal(L/K)
σ 7→ σL
is injective, we get
φN/M (M
×) = 1 .
Note that, as a consequence of the previous lemmas, and taking into account the previous dis-
cussion about the cyclotomic extensions of Q, we have that φL/K(K×) = 1 for every subextension
L of a cyclotomic extension of a number field K.
Lemma 5.5.3. Let K be a number field, and let S be a finite set of finite primes of K. Then,
for every integer m > 0, there exists a cyclic subextension L of a cyclotomic extension of K such
that m divides [Lv : Kv] for all prime v ∈ S.
Proof. We begin by proving the lemma in the case K = Q. In this case, for any prime l,
Gal(Q(ζlr )/Q) ' (Z/lrZ)× '
{
Cl−1 × Clr−1 if l 6= 2
C2 × C2r−2 if l = 2
.
In both cases, let H = 〈([1], [0])〉, and let L(lr) = Q(ζlr )H . Then,
Gal(L(lr)/Q) '
{
Clr−1 if l 6= 2
C2r−2 if l = 2
.
The prime l totally ramifies in Q(ζlr ) (i.e. the corresponding ramification index and inertia
degree are el = φ (l
r) and fl = 1). Therefore, we have [Ql(ζlr ) : Ql] = elfl = φ(lr). Any prime
p 6= l is totally unramified in Q(ζlr ), so that the ramification index is ep = 1 and the inertia
degree is the order of the Fro¨benius element defined by ζlr 7→ ζplr , which is the minimum positive
integer t such that lr|pt − 1. Therefore, we have [Qp(ζlr ) : Qp] = epfp = t. In both cases, the
degree of the extension Qp(ζlr )/Qp becomes arbitrarily large as r grows. Consider the completion
L(lr)p = L(lr)Qp. Since [Qp(ζlr ) : L(lr)p] 6 [Q(ζlr ) : L(lr)] = |H|, we deduce that the degree
of the extension L(lr)p/Qp also becomes arbitrarily large as r grows. Moreover, we know that
the Galois group Gal(L(lr)p/Qp) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal(L(lr)/Q), so that it must
be cyclic of order a power of l.
Now, given an integer m > 0, and a finite set S of finite primes of Q, take, for each prime
l dividing m, the extension L(lrl), with rl sufficiently large so that, for each prime p ∈ S, the
largest l-power dividing m also divides [L(lrl)p : Qp]. Consider the extension M =
∏
l|m L(l
rl).
Since the extensions L(lrl) for l|m have cyclic Galois group of order a power of a different prime,
Gal(M/Q) '
∏
l|m
Gal(L(lrl)/Q)
is also cyclic and, for each prime p,
Gal(Mp/Qp) '
∏
l|m
Gal(L(lrl)p/Qp) ,
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so that clearly m|[Mp : Qp] for each p ∈ S.
Now, let K be any number field, let S be a finite set of finite primes of K and let m be an
integer. Let m′ = m[K : Q], and let S′ be the set of primes of Q lying under some prime of S.
Then, there exists a cyclic subextension L′ of a cyclotomic extension of Q such that m′ divides
[L′p : Qp] for all prime p ∈ S′. Take L = KL′. It is a subextension of a cyclotomic extension of
K, and it is cyclic because its Galois group is isomorphic to a subgroup of Gal(L′/Q). Let v be
a prime in S, and let p be coresponding prime of Q. Since m′ divides [L′v : Qp], we have
m[K : Q] | [Lv : Qp] = [Lv : Kv][Kv : Qp] ,
which, since [Kv : Qp] | [K : Q], shows that m divides [Lv : Kv].
Let us introduce some notations. For a Galois extension L/K, we will write Hr(L/K) for
Hr(Gal(L/K), L×), and, for any field K, we will write Hr(/K) for Hr(Gal(Ks/K),Ks×).
Lemma 5.5.4. Let K be a number field and L a Galois extension of K. Then, there is an
injective homomorphism
H2(L/K) ↪−→
⊕
v
H2(Lv/Kv) .
Proof. First assume that L/K is finite, and letG = Gal(L/K). Consider the short exact sequence
1 L× IL CL 1
.
By Theorem 5.4.1, H1(G,CL) = 0, so that from the induced long exact cohomology sequence we
get that the sequence
0 H2(L/K) H2(G, IL)
is exact, so that the homomorphism
H2(L/K)→ H2(G, IL)
is injective. Composing this homomorphism with the isomorphism
H2(L/K) '
⊕
v
H2(Lv/Kv)
given by Proposition 4.3.6, we obtain the injective homomorphism
H2(L/K)→
⊕
v
H2(Lv/Kv)
ϕ 7→ (ϕv)v
where ϕ 7→ ϕv is the homomorphism induced by the pair of compatible homomorphisms
Gal(Lv/Kv)→ Gal(L/K)
σ 7→ σ|L
and
L× ↪−→ Lv×
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(this description can be proved by following the proof of Proposition 4.3.6).
Now, suppose that L is an infinite Galois extension. In this case, we have
H2(L/K) ' lim−→H
2(G/H,LH×) ,
where the direct limit is taken over the open subgroups H of G of finite index. This is equivalent
to taking the direct limit over the finite Galois subextensions F of L. Using this fact, and
applying the result for the finite case,
H2(L/K) ' lim−→H
2(Gal(F/K), F×) ↪−→ lim−→
⊕
v
H2(F v/Kv) '
'
⊕
v
lim−→H
2(F v/Kv) '
⊕
v
H2(Lv/Kv)
(remember that when L/K is finite, then Lw is not the completion of L with respect to the
valuation w, but the direct union of the completions of the finite subextensions), and it is
straightforward, following the previous chain of isomorphisms, that, as in the finite case, the
injective homomorphism
H2(L/K)→
⊕
v
H2(Lv/Kv)
ϕ 7→ (ϕv)v
arises at each component through the pair of compatible homomorphisms
Gal(Lv/Kv)→ Gal(L/K)
σ 7→ σ|L
and
L× ↪−→ Lv .
Lemma 5.5.5. Let K be a number field. Then, for any ϕ ∈ H2(/K), there exists a cyclic
subextension L of a cyclotomic extension of K such that ϕ maps to zero in H2(/L) under the
restriction map.
Proof. For any finite Galois extension L/K, using the description of the maps involved, it is easy
to see that the diagram
H2(/K) H2(/L)
⊕
vH
2(Kal,v/Kv)
⊕
vH
2(Kal,v/Lv)
Res
⊕
v Resv
commutes. Let (ϕv)v be the image of ϕ in
⊕
vH
2(Kal,v/Kv). Since the diagram commutes and
the vertical arrows are injective, in order that ϕ map to zero in H2(/L) it is sufficient that (ϕv)v
map to zero in
⊕
vH
2(Kal,v/Lv), i.e. it is sufficient that Resvϕv = 0 for all primes v of K.
Observe that ϕv 6= 0 only for a finite number of primes v. Let S be the set of finite primes such
that ϕv 6= 0, let invKv (ϕv) ∈ 1nvZ/Z and let m be the lcm of the nv for v ∈ S. By Lemma 5.5.3,
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there exists a cyclic subextension L of a cyclotomic extension of K such that n divides [Lv : Kv]
for all v ∈ S. Therefore,
invLv (Resvϕv) = [L
v : Kv] invKv (ϕv) = 0 ,
which, because of the injectivity of the invariant map, implies that Resvϕv = 0. The extension
L is obtained by adjoining extensions of the form L(lr) for some prime l (we are following the
notations used in the proof of Lemma 5.5.3). For l = 2, and for r > 3, we can always take
H = 〈[2r−1 + 1]〉 ⊆ (Z/2rZ)×, so that L(2r) is a complex number field, and, therefore, we have
that ϕv becomes zero in H
2(Kal,v/Lv) also for infinite primes v.
Given a number field K, and a prime v of K, we will use the notation invv for the composite
of the homomorphism
H2(/K)→ H2(Kal,v/Kv)
obtained from the pair of compatible homomorphisms
Gal(Kal,v/Kv) ' Gv(Kal/K) ↪−→ Gal(Kal/K)
and
Kal ↪−→ Kal,v ,
and the homomorphism invKalKv/Kv . Forcing a little bit the notation, for a finite extension
L/K, we will also denote by invv the composite
H2(L/K) H2(/K) Q/ZInf
invv
.
Lemma 5.5.6. Let L/K be a finite Abelian extension of number fields.
1. If
∑
v invv(α) = 0 for all α ∈ H2(L/K), then φL/K(K×) = 1.
2. If L/K is cyclic and φL/K(K
×) = 1, then
∑
v invv(α) = 0 for all α ∈ H2(L/K).
Proof. Let G = Gal(L/K). Any character χ ∈ Hom(G,Q/Z) can be regarded as an element in
H1(G,Q/Z). Let δ : H1(G,Q/Z)→ H2(G,Z) be the connecting map from the exact sequence
0 Z Q Q/Z 0
.
Consider the diagram
K× IK G
H2(G,L×) H2(G, IL) Q/Z
φL/K
∪δχ ∪δχ χ
,
where the second arrow in the second row is given by the composite
H2(G, IL)
⊕
vH
2(Gv, Lv×) Q/Z'
∑
v invLv/Kv
.
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The first vertical arrow, which is cup product with δχ, is given by
K× → H2(G,L×)
x 7→
[
(σ, τ) 7→ x⊗Z δχ(σ, τ) = xδχ(σ,τ)
]
,
and, in the same way, the second vertical arrow is given by
IK → H2(G, IL)
x 7→
[
(σ, τ) 7→ x⊗Z δχ(σ, τ) = xδχ(σ,τ)
]
.
Using this description, it is obvious that the first square in the diagram commutes. For the
second square, take any (αv)v ∈ IK . Going down in the diagram, we obtain ϕ ∈ H2(G, IL) given
by ϕ(σ, τ) = (α
δ(σ,τ)
w )w, where αw = αv if w|v. Under the isomorphism
H2(G, IL)→
⊕
v
H2(Gv, Lv×) ,
the element ϕ is mapped to (ϕv)v, with ϕv(σ, τ) = α
δχv(σ,τ)
v for all σ, τ ∈ Gal(Lv/Kv), i.e.
ϕv = αv ∪ δχv, where χv is the restriction of χ to Gal(Lv/Kv) ' Gv(L/K). Hence, going first
down and then right, we obtain ∑
v
invLv/Kv (αv ∪ δχ) .
Going first right and then down we obtain∑
v
χv(φLv/Kv (αv)) ,
and both expressions are equal because of Proposition 3.3.5.
Observe that the composite of the bottom arrows is given by α 7→ ∑v invv(α). Since the
whole diagram is commutative, then if
∑
v invv(α) = 0 for all α ∈ H2(L/K), we deduce that
χ(φL/K(K
×)) = 0 for all χ ∈ Hom(G,Q/Z), so that φL/K(K×) = 1. Conversely, assuming
that L/K is cyclic, we can obviously choose an injective character χ ∈ Hom(G,Q/Z). Then,
cup product with δχ is an isomorphism (see the remark following Proposition 1.9.8), so that, if
φL/K(K
×) = 1, we deduce that
∑
v invv(α) = 0 for all α ∈ H2(L/K).
Because of the first part of the previous lemma, if we prove that, for all finite Abelian
extensions of number fields L/K, it holds that
∑
v invv(α) = 0 for all α ∈ H2(L/K), we will
have proved the Reciprocity Law. Note also that the second part of the lemma, together with
the previous results, implies that this condition holds for all cyclic subextensions of cyclotomic
extensions of number fields. We will use this fact to prove that it holds for all finite Galois
extensions of number fields. Since the local invariant maps invv are defined as the composite of
the corresponding inflation map and the map invv defined for the algebraic closure of K, this is
achieved through the following lemma.
Lemma 5.5.7. Let K be a number field. Then,∑
v
invv(α) = 0 for all α ∈ H2(/K) .
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Proof. Because of the previous discussion, if α ∈ H2(/K) comes by inflation from an element
of H2(L/K) for some cyclic subextension of a cyclotomic extension of K, then
∑
v invv(α) = 0.
Therefore, we need only prove that every α ∈ H2(/K) comes by inflation from such an element.
Take any α ∈ H2(/K). By Lemma 5.5.5, there exists a cyclic subextension L of a cyclotomic
extension of K such that α maps to zero in H2(/L) under the restriction map. Since, by Hilbert’s
theorem 90, H1(/L) = 0, we get the inflation-restriction exact sequence
0 H2(L/K) H2(/K) H2(/L)
Inf Res
,
which shows that α comes by inflation of some element in H2(L/K).
We conclude this section by using the Reciprocity Law to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 5.5.8. Let K be a number field, let L1 and L2 be finite Abelian extensions of
K within the same maximal Abelian extension Kab, and let N1 = NmL1/KCL1 and N2 =
NmL2/KCL2 . Then:
1. L1 ⊆ L2 ⇔ N1 ⊇ N2.
2. NmL1∩L2/KCL1∩L2 = N1N2.
3. NmL1L2/KCL1L2 = N1 ∩N2.
Proof. The Reciprocity Law implies that, for any finite Abelian extension L/K, we have that
NmL/KCL = kerφK(·)|L. From this observation, it follows
L1 ⊆ L2 ⇒ N1 = kerφK(·)|L1 ⊇ kerφK(·)|L2 = N2
and
NmL1L2/KCL1L2 = kerφK(·)|L1L2 = kerφK(·)L1 ∩ kerφK(·)|L2 = N1 ∩N2
(which is statement 3). The isomorphism
φL1L2/K : CK/NmL1L2/KCL1L2 → Gal(L1L2/K)
restricts to isomorphisms
φL1L2/K : NmL1/KCL1/NmL1L2/KCL1L2/K → Gal(L1L2/L1)
and
φL1L2/K : NmL2/KCL2/NmL1L2/KCL1L2/K → Gal(L1L2/L2) ,
so that,
N1 ⊇ N2 ⇔ Gal(L1L2/L1) ⊇ Gal(L1L2/L2) ,
which, by Galois theory, implies statement 1.
We also know, from Galois theory, that
Gal(L1L2/L1) ·Gal(L1L2/L2) = Gal(L1L2/L1 ∩ L2) ,
so that we get the isomorphism
φL1L2/K : NmL1/KCL1 ·NmL2/KCL2/NmL1L2/KCL1L2/K → Gal(L1L2/L1 ∩ L2) ,
which, by the Reciprocity Law, implies statement 2.
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5.6 The Existence Theorem
References: [Mil13], [Tat67]
Throughout this section K will be a number field. We have seen that, given a finite Abelian
extension L/K, the global Artin map induces an isomorphism
φL/K : CK/NmL/KCL → Gal(L/K) .
Since the map
φL/K : CK → Gal(L/K)
is surjective, this is equivalent to saying that NmL/KCL = φ
−1(Gal(Kab/L)). Therefore, the
subgroups of CK of the form N = NmL/KCL for some finite Abelian extension L/K are precisely
the preimages by φ of the open subgroups of Gal(Kab/K). We will refer to this kind of subgroups
as normic subgroups. We will say that N = NmL/KCL is the normic subgroup for L and that
L is the class field of N = NmL/KCL. It is clear that normic subgroups are of finite index, and
they are also open because of Proposition 4.2.4. What we want to prove in this section is that, in
fact, every open subgroup of CK of finite index is a normic subgroup, so that we get a bijection
between finite Abelian extensions of K and open subgroups of CK of finite index.
Lemma 5.6.1. Let L be a finite Galois extension of K and let M and M ′ be finite Abelian
extensions of L such that there exists a K-isomorphism σ : M → M ′. Then, for every x ∈ CL,
we have
φM ′/L(σx) = σ ◦ φM/L(x) ◦ σ−1 .
Proof. Let L′ be the image of L in M ′ under σ. Let Lab and Lab
′
be maximal Abelian extensions
containing M and M ′, respectively. Let σ˜ be an extension of σ to an isomorphism σ˜ : Lab → Lab′ .
Then, we must have
φ′L′(σx) = σ˜ ◦ φL ◦ σ˜−1
for all x ∈ CL, so that
φ′M ′/L′(σx) = σ ◦ φM/L ◦ σ−1
for all x ∈ CL. Since L/K is Galois, we have L′ = L in M ′, so that we get the desired result.
Lemma 5.6.2. Let L be a Galois extension of K with Galois group G = Gal(L/K) and let M
be an Abelian extension of L. If NmM/LCM is invariant under the action of G, then M is a
Galois extension of K.
Proof. Let Kal be an algebraic closure of K containing M . We shall prove that, given any
K-embedding
σ : M → Kal ,
we have σM = M , which implies that M/K is Galois.
So let σ : M → Kal be a K-embedding and let M ′ = σM . First note that M ′ is an Abelian
extension of L. In fact, σL = L because L is a Galois extension of K, and therefore
Aut(M ′/L) = Aut(M ′/σL) = σAut(M/L)σ−1 = σGal(M/L)σ−1 .
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Thus, by the previous lemma, we get a commutative diagram
CL CL
Gal(M/L) Gal(M ′/L)
σ|L
φ(·)|M φ(·)|M′
τ 7→ στσ−1
.
From this diagram, it is clear that, if NmM/LCM = kerφ(·)|M is invariant under G, then
kerφ(·)|M = kerφ(·)|M ′ = kerφ(·)|MM ′ .
But then the Reciprocity Law implies M = MM ′ = M ′.
Lemma 5.6.3. Let N and P be subgroups of CK , with N ⊆ P . Then, if N is normic, so is P .
Proof. Let N = NmL/KCL. By the Reciprocity Law, we have an isomorphism
φL/K = φ(·)|L : CK/N → Gal(L/K) .
Let M be the fixed field of φL/K(P/N). Then, by Galois theory, we have φL/K(P/N) =
Gal(L/M), so that from the previous isomorphism we get a new isomorphism
φM/K = φ(·)|M : CK/P ' CK/N
P/N
→ Gal(L/K)/Gal(L/M) ' Gal(M/K) ,
which, by the Reciprocity Law, implies P = NmM/KCM .
Lemma 5.6.4. Assume that K contains a primitive p-th root of unity for some prime number
p. Then, any open subgroup N of CK such that the quotient group is finite with exponent p is
a norm group.
Proof. Let N be an open subgroup of CK such that CK/N is finite of exponent p. Let N
′ be
the preimage of N in IK . It is also open, and, since IK/N ′ ' CK/N , we see that IK/N ′ also
has exponent p. Because N ′ is open, there is a finite set S of primes of K containing the infinite
primes such that ∏
v∈S
{1} ×
∏
v/∈S
Uv ⊆ N ′ ,
and, because IK/N ′ has exponent p, we also have IpK ⊆ N ′. Therefore, the subgroup
E =
∏
v∈S
K×pv ×
∏
v/∈S
Uv
is contained in N ′, so that
K×E/K× ⊆ N .
We can obviously assume that the set S contains all primes dividing p. By Lemma 5.6.3, to
prove that N is normic it suffices to prove that K×E/K× is normic.
Let L = K(U(S)1/p). As we did in the discussion previous to Lemma 5.4.6, we can prove that
[L : K] = ps, where s = |S|. Also, as we did in Lemma 5.4.8, we can prove that E ⊆ NmL/KIL,
and, as in Proposition 5.4.12, we can prove that [IK : K×E] = ps. Since, by the Reciprocity
Law, we have
[
IK : K×NmL/KIL
]
= [L : K] = ps, we deduce that K×E = K×NmL/KIL, and,
consequently, that K×E/K× = NmL/KCL.
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Lemma 5.6.5. Let L/K be a cyclic extension and let N be a subgroup of CK . Then, if
Nm−1L/K(N) is normic in CL, so is N in CK .
Proof. Let N ′ = Nm−1L/K(N), and let M be the class field of N
′, i.e. N ′ = NmM/LCM . Let
C = Gal(L/K), and let H = Gal(M/L), which are both Abelian groups. Since, for all σ ∈ C,
and for all x ∈ CL, we have NmL/K(σx) = NmL/K(x), we see that N ′ is invariant under C and,
consequently, by Lemma 5.6.2, we deduce that M is Galois over K. Let G = Gal(M/K). We
claim that G is Abelian. Since H is Abelian and G/H ' C is cyclic, it suffices to see that H is
contained in the centre of G. Using the isomorphism
φM/L : CL/NmM/LCM → H ,
we need to show that, for all x ∈ CL and for all σ ∈ G,
φM/L(x) = σφM/L(x)σ
−1 .
Now, applying Lemma 5.6.1, we need to see that
φM/L(x) = φM/L(σx)
for all σ ∈ C and for all x ∈ CL. But this follows easily because NmL/K(σx/x) = 1, so that
σx/x ∈ N ′ and, consequently, φM/L(σx/x) = 1.
Therefore, we see that M/K is an Abelian extension, so that NmM/KCM is normic. This
subgroup is contained in N by transitivity of the norms, and hence N is normic by Lemma 5.6.3.
Theorem 5.6.6. Then, every open subgroup of CK of finite index is normic.
Proof. Consider any open subgroup N of CK of finite index. We will argue by induction on the
index n = [CK : N ]. If n = 1, then the statement is trivial (we have N = CK = NmK/KCK).
For n > 1, let p be any prime dividing n. Let K ′ be an extension of K resulting from adjoining
a p-th root of unity. Such an extension is cyclic, so that, by the previous lemma, we need only
prove that N ′ = Nm−1K′/KN is normic in CK′ . This subgroup is open because the norm map is
continuous. The map
NmK′/K : CK′ → CK/N
has clearly kernel N ′, so that [CK′ : N ′] divides n. If [CK′ : N ′] 6= n, then we are already
done by the induction hypothesis, so let us assume that [CK′ : N
′] = n. Let N ′1 ⊇ N ′ be a
subgroup of CK′ of index [CK′ : N
′
1] = p. Since N
′ is open and N ′ ⊆ N ′1, we see that N ′1 is
also open. By Lemma 5.6.4, the subgroup N ′1 is normic in CK′ . Let L be its class field, and let
P = Nm−1L/K′(N
′). Since L/K ′ is cyclic of order p, again by the previous lemma, to prove that
N ′ is normic in CK′ it suffices to prove that P is normic in CL. This subgroup is open because
the norm map is continuous. The map
NmL/K′ : CL → C ′K/N ′
has clearly kernel P and image N ′1/N
′, so that [CL : P ] = n/p and P is normic by the induction
hypothesis.
Remark 28. The uniqueness part of the Existence Theorem is an obvious consequence of Propo-
sition 5.5.8.
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Chapter 6
Ideal-theoretic global class field
theory
6.1 Moduli
References: [Mil13], [Neu99]
Definition 6.1.1. A modulus in K is a formal product m =
∏
p p
m(p) over all primes p of K,
with exponents m(p) > 0 which are all zero except for finitely many primes p, and, for infinite
primes p, they are zero if p is complex and they may be zero or one if p is real.
We will usually write m = m0m∞, where m0 stands for the finite primes and m∞ for the
infinite primes.
Given a modulus m, for every p|m we define Wm(p) as R+, if p is an infinite real prime, and
1 + pˆm(p) if p is a finite prime. Note that, in both cases, the set Wm(p) is an open neighborhood
of 1 in Kp. When p - m, then we define Wm(p) = Up.
We will denote by IK(m) the subgroup of IK comprised of the ide`les α such that, for every
prime p|m, αp ∈ Wm(p). The set of the ide`les which satisfy that, in addition, αp ∈ O×p for all
finite primes will be denoted by Wm. Define also PK,1(m) = K
× ∩ IK(m). The set of principal
ideals in IK generated by elements of PK,1(m) will be also denoted by PK,1(m). It is not difficult
to see that this is in fact the same as the subgroup of IK generated by the principal ideals of
the form αOK for some α ∈ OK such that α ≡ 1 (mod m0) and σ(α) > 0 for all real prime σ
dividing m∞ (here σ refers both to the real prime and the associated real K-embedding). Let
IK(m) be the set of ideals in IK generated by the set of finite primes not dividing m. Clearly,
PK,1(m) ⊆ IK(m). Define ClK(m) = IK(m)/PK,1(m).
Lemma 6.1.2. The inclusion map
IK(m)→ IK
induces an isomorphism
IK(m)/PK,1(m)→ IK/K× .
Proof. Clearly, the kernel of the map
IK(m)→ IK/K×
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is K× ∩ IK(m) = PK,1(m), so we need only prove surjectivity to obtain the desired isomorphism.
To this end, we need only apply the weak approximation theorem. Take any element in IK/K×,
and assume that it corresponds to the class of some ide`le α ∈ IK . By the weak approximation
theorem, we can choose a ∈ K× which is arbitrarily close to αp for all prime p|m. Therefore, we
can choose a ∈ K× such that αp/a is arbitrarily close to 1 for all p|m, and, in particular, we can
achieve that αp/a lies in Wm(p) for all p|m. Hence, a−1α ∈ IK(m). Since this element lies in the
same class of IK/K× as α, we see that the map is surjective.
We can easily see that the canonical surjective homomorphism
id : IK → IK
restricts to a surjective homomorphism
id : IK(m)→ IK(m) .
Lemma 6.1.3. The surjective homomorphism
id : IK(m)→ IK(m)
induces an isomorphism
id : IK(m)/(PK,1(m) ·Wm))→ ClK(m) .
Proof. Consider the maps
PK,1(m) IK(m) IK(m)
i id
where i denotes the inclusion map. It is clear that the kernel of id in the previous diagram is
the set of α ∈ IK(m) such that αp is a unit in Kp for all finite prime p not dividing m, i.e.
ker id = Wm. Also note that id is clearly surjective, so that cokerid = {1}. Therefore, the last
part of the exact sequence provided by the kernel-cokernel lemma is
Wm IK(m)/PK,1(m) ClK(m) 1
,
whereby the desired result follows.
Definition 6.1.4. Given a modulus m, the congruence subgroup for m is the group
CK(m) = Wm ·K×/K× .
The ray class group for m is the quotient group
CK/CK(m) .
Proposition 6.1.5. There exists an isomorphism
CK/CK(m)→ ClK(m) .
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Proof. First of all, observe that
CK/CK(m) =
IK/K×
Wm ·K×/K× ' IK/(Wm ·K
×) .
Now, using Lemma 6.1.2 and Lemma 6.1.3,
IK/(Wm ·K×) ' IK(m)/(Wm · PK,1(m)) ' ClK(m) .
Remark 29. The groups CK/CK(m) and ClK(m) are both often referred to as the ray class group
for m.
Proposition 6.1.6. The open subgroups of CK are precisely those containing some CK(m) as
a subgroup, and they all have finite index.
Proof. The subgroup CK(m) is open since its preimage in IK contains the open subgroup Wm
and so is itself open. It also has finite index in CK . In fact, we have
[CK : CK(m)] =
[
CK : IS∞K ·K×/K×
] [
IS∞K ·K×/K× : Wm ·K×/K×
]
,
so that, if h denotes the class number,
[CK : CK(m)] 6 h
[
IS∞K : Wm
]
= h
∏
p|m
[Up : Wm(p)] ,
which is clearly finite. Obviously, since every congruence group CK(m) is open and of finite index
in CK , so is any subgroup containing some CK(m).
Conversely, let N be an open subgroup of CK , and let N
′ be its preimage in IK . Then, the
group N ′ must contain some open neighborhood of 1, i.e. it must contain some subset of the
form ∏
p∈S
Wp ×
∏
p/∈S
Up ,
where S is a finite set of primes of K and the sets Wp are open neighborhoods of 1 in K
×
p . For
complex infinite primes, the elements in Wp generate K
×
p ; for real infinite primes, the elements
in Wp generate at least R+, and, for finite primes in S, there is some np such that 1 +pnp ⊆Wp.
Therefore, we see that N ′ contains some Wm (with S(m) ⊆ S), and, consequently, the subgroup
N contains some congruence subgroup CK(m).
For a set of primes S of K, we will denote by IK(S) the subgroup of IK generated by the
finite prime ideals not in S and by IK(S) the subgroup of IK comprised of those ide`les α ∈ IK
such that αv = 1 for all v ∈ S.
Definition 6.1.7. Let S be a finite set of primes of K, and let G be a finite Abelian group.
Then, we say that a homomorphism
ψ : IK(S)→ G
admits a modulus if there exists a modulus m such that the finite primes dividing m are precisely
the finite primes in S and ψ(PK,1(m)) = 1.
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Proposition 6.1.8. Let S be a finite set of primes of K, and let G be a finite Abelian group
(which we provide with the discrete topology). If a homomorphism
ψ : IK(S)→ G
admits a modulus, then there exists a unique continuous homomorphism
φ : IK → G
such that
1. φ(K×) = 1.
2. φ(α) = ψ(id(α)) for all α ∈ IK(S).
Conversely, for any continuous homomorphism
φ : IK → G
such that φ(K×) = 1, there exists a finite set of primes S and a homomorphism
ψ : IK(S)→ G
such that φ arises from ψ in this way.
Proof. Consider a homomorphism
ψ : IK(S)→ G
and assume that it admits a modulus, so that there exists some modulus m whose finite primes
are precisely those in S such that ψ(PK,1(m)) = 1. Therefore, ψ induces a homomorphism
ψ : ClK(m)→ G .
Define φ as the composite
IK IK/K× IK(m)/PK,1(m) IK(m)/(PK,1(m) ·Wm) ClK(m) G
ψ
where the second arrow is the inverse of the isomorphism from Lemma 6.1.2 and the fourth
arrow is the isomorphism from Lemma 6.1.3. Clearly Wm ⊆ kerφ, so that, since Wm is an open
subgroup of IK , the map φ is continuous. It is also obvious from the definition that φ(K×) = 1,
and it is easy to see that any α ∈ IK(m) is mapped to id(α) in ClK(m) under the previous chain
of maps, so that φ(α) = ψ(id(α)) for all α ∈ IK(m) and, a fortiori, for any α ∈ IK(S).
To prove that this is the only continuous map satisfying the requirements in the statement,
observe that these requirements determine φ on IK(S) ·K×, so that it suffices to see that this
set is dense in IK(S). But this is a consequence of the weak approximation theorem, as, for any
α ∈ IK , we can choose a ∈ K× to be arbitrarily close to αv for v ∈ S, so that, defining an ide`le
α′ with α′v = 1 for v ∈ S and α′v = a−1αv for all v /∈ S, we can find an element aα′ ∈ IK(S) ·K×
arbitrarily close to αv.
Now, suppose that we are given a continuous homomorphism
φ : IK → G
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such that φ(K×) = 1. Since it is continuous and we are considering the discrete topology in G,
the kernel must be an open subgroup of IK . In particular, it must contain an open neighborhood
of 1 ∏
v∈S
Vv ×
∏
v/∈S
U×v
where S is a finite set of primes and the sets Vv are open neighborhoods of 1 in K
×
v . Observe
that, for finite primes v ∈ S, the set Vv must contain 1+ pˆnvv for some nv > 0, whereas for infinite
primes v, the group K×v is isomorphic to either R× or C× and the connected component of 1, i.e.
R+ or C×, must be mapped to 1. Taking, for example, a modulus m such that m(pv) = nv for
all finite primes v ∈ S and m(v) = 1 for those real infinite primes for which only the connected
component of 1 in K×v is mapped to 1, we see that φ(Wm) = 1. Hence, since we already know
that φ(K×) = 1, we see that φ induces a homomorphism
φ : IK(m)/(PK,1(m) ·Wm)→ G .
Now, take S = S(m) (i.e. the set of primes dividing m) and define ψ : IK(S) → G as the
composite
IK(S) ClK(m) IK(m)/(PK,1(m) ·Wm) G
φ
where the second arrow is the inverse of the isomorphism from Lemma 6.1.3. It is obvious that
ψ admits the modulus m and that it gives rise to φ.
6.2 Ideal-theoretic formulation
References: [Cox13], [Mil13], [Neu86]
In this section, we will give a version of the main theorems of class field theory in terms of
ideals.
Throughout this section K will always be a number field.
Proposition 6.2.1. Let m be a modulus in K. Then, the group ClK(m) is finite.
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 6.1.5 and Proposition 6.1.6.
Definition 6.2.2. Let m be a modulus in K. A congruence subgroup for m is a subgroup
H ⊆ IK(m) such that PK,1(m) ⊆ H ⊆ IK(m). In this case, the quotient IK(m)/H is called a
generalized ideal class group for m.
Now, we define the Artin map in terms of ideals.
Definition 6.2.3. Let L be an Abelian extension of K and let S be the set of finite primes of
K ramifying in L. Then, the (ideal-theoretic) Artin map for K ⊆ L is the group homomorphism
ψL/K : IK(S)→ Gal(L/K)
defined over the prime ideals p in IK(S) as the Artin symbol (p, L/K) and extended by multi-
plicativity.
Remark 30. For a finite extension of number fields L/K, we say that a finite prime p of K
ramifies in L if there is some prime P of L lying above p with ramification index eP|p > 1. We
will say that an infinite prime of K ramifies in L if it is real and has some extension to L which
is complex. Obviously, when dealing with Galois extensions, if some extension to L of an infinite
prime of K is complex, so are all the extensions of the same prime.
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Theorem 6.2.4. (Reciprocity Law) Let L be a finite Abelian extension of K and let S be the
set of finite primes of K ramifying in L. Then, the Artin map ψL/K is surjective and admits a
modulus (i.e. there exists a modulus m such that the finite primes dividing m are precisely those
in S and ψL/K(PK,1(m)) = 1).
Proof. The surjectivity of the Artin map follows from Corollary 5.3.7. Let us see that it admits
a modulus.
We know that the map
φL/K : IK → Gal(L/K)
given by the global Artin map is continuous. Therefore, its kernel must contain Wm for some
modulus m. Recall that the map φL/K is defined by
φL/K(α) =
∏
v
φv,L/K(αv) ,
where v runs through the primes of K. For the finite primes v that do not ramify in L, we know
that φv,L/K(Uv) = 1. Also note that, for infinite primes, the maps φv,L/K are trivial unless v
is real and extends to complex primes in L. Therefore, the modulus m can be taken so that
the primes dividing m are the primes of K which ramify in L (both finite and infinite primes).
Note that m must in fact be divisible by all such primes, as the local Artin maps for infinite
ramified primes are not trivial (negative numbers are mapped to complex conjugation), and the
local Artin maps for finite ramified primes do not act trivially on the units. For this modulus, it
is straightforward to see that the diagram
IK(m)
IK(S) Gal(L/K)
id
φL/K
ψL/K
.
is commutative. Therefore, since φL/K(PK,1(m)) = 1, we also have ψL/K(PK,1(m)) = 1.
Remark 31. We have defined the Artin map for L/K on the group IK(S), where S denotes the
set of finite primes of K which ramify in L. We can obviously restrict the Artin map to subgroups
of the form IK(S
′), where S′ is a finite set of primes of K containing those in S. We will denote
these restricted maps by ψL/K,S′ . These maps are also surjective (again, by Corollary 5.3.7) and
admit a modulus (if ψL/K admits the modulus m, we need only multiply this modulus by the
finite primes in S′ which are not in S).
Definition 6.2.5. Let L be a finite Abelian extension of K and let S be the set of finite primes
of K ramifying in L. A modulus m of K divisible by all primes in S is a modulus of definition
for L/K if ψL/K(PK,1(m)) = 1.
Remark 32. If m is a modulus of definition for L/K, then PK,1(m) ⊆ kerψL/K,S(m), which
means that H = kerψL/K,S(m) is a congruence subgroup for m and Gal(L/K) ' IK(m)/H is a
generalized ideal class group for m.
Lemma 6.2.6. Let L be a finite Abelian extension of K. A modulus m of K is a modulus of
definition for L/K if and only if CK(m) ⊆ NmL/KCL.
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Proof. By the idelic Reciprocity Law, we know that CK(m) ⊆ NmL/KCL if and only if Wm is
contained in the kernel of φL/K : IK → Gal(L/K). If this is the case, the proof of Theorem 6.2.4
shows that all ramified primes divide m and ψL/K(PK,1(m)) = 1.
Conversely, if m is a modulus of definition for L/K, then the map ψL/K,S(m) admits the
modulus m. Therefore, by Proposition 6.1.8, there exists a unique continuous homomorphism
φ : IK → Gal(L/K) such that φ(K×) = 1 and φ(α) = ψ(id(α)) for all α ∈ IK(S(m)). Since the
Artin map φL/K satisfies these properties, the map given by the proposition is precisely φL/K ,
and the construction in the proof of the proposition implies that Wm is contained in the kernel
of φL/K .
Theorem 6.2.7. Let L be a finite Abelian extension of K. Then, there exists a modulus f of
K such that:
1. Any prime of K ramifies in L if and only if it divides f.
2. A modulus m in K is a modulus of definition for L/K if and only if f | m.
Proof. Observe that ∏
λ∈Λ
Wmλ = Wgcd{mλ}λ∈Λ ,
where Λ is a set of indices. Therefore, by the previous lemma, the gcd of the defining moduli for
L/K is also a defining modulus for L/K. Also by the previous lemma (or by simply observing
that, if m1 | m2, then PK,1(m1) ⊇ PK,1(m2)) this modulus satisfies the second statement. It also
satisfies the first one, since in the proof of Theorem 6.2.4 we showed that there exists a modulus
of definition which is only divided by the ramified primes.
Definition 6.2.8. Let L be an Abelian extension of K. Then, the conductor of the extension
L/K is the modulus f from the previous theorem (it is clearly unique by the second condition in
the theorem).
Proposition 6.2.9. Let L1 and L2 be finite Abelian extensions of K within the same maximal
Abelian extension Kab. Let S be a finite set of primes of K containing the finite primes that
ramify in either L1 or L2. Then:
1. L1 ⊆ L2 ⇔ kerψL1/K,S ⊇ kerψL2/K,S .
2. kerψL1∩L2/K,S = kerψL1/K,S · kerψL2/K,S .
3. kerψL1L2/K,S = kerψL1/K,S ∩ kerψL2/K,S .
Proof. Observe that ψL1/K,S(·) = ψL1L2/K,S(·)|L1 and ψL2/K,S(·) = ψL1L2/K,S(·)|L2 , whereby
we deduce statement 3.
The isomorphism
ψL1L2/K,S : IK(S)/ kerψL1L2/K,S → Gal(L1L2/K)
restricts to isomorphisms
ψL1L2/K,S : kerψL1/K,S/ kerψL1L2/K,S → Gal(L1L2/L1)
and
ψL1L2/K,S : kerψL2/K,S/ kerψL1L2/K,S → Gal(L1L2/L2) ,
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so that
kerψL1/K,S ⊇ kerψL2/K,S ⇔ Gal(L1L2/L1) ⊇ Gal(L1L2/L2) ,
which, by Galois theory, implies statement 1.
We also know, from Galois theory, that
Gal(L1L2/L1) ·Gal(L1L2/L2) = Gal(L1L2/L1 ∩ L2) ,
so that we get the isomorphism
φL1L2/K,S : kerφL1/K,S · kerφL2/K,S/ kerψL1L2/K → Gal(L1L2/L1 ∩ L2) ,
which implies statement 2.
Proposition 6.2.10. Let L be a finite Abelian extension of K with Galois group G = Gal(L/K).
If m is a modulus of definition for L/K, then the Artin map ψL/K,S(m) induces an isomorphism
ψL/K,S(m) : IK(m)/(PK,1(m) ·NmL/KIL(m) '−→ G .
Proof. Observe that, since m is a modulus of definition for L/K, then CK(m) ⊆ NmL/KCL. We
claim that the isomorphism
CK/CK(m)
∼−→ ClK(m)
from Proposition 6.1.5 restricts to an isomorphism
NmL/KCL/CK(m)
∼−→ PK,1(m) ·NmL/KIL(m)/PK,1(m) .
Consider the modulus M =
∏
PP
M(P) of L, with M(P) = eP|pm(p) if P|p. An easy
application of the weak approximation theorem shows that IL = L× · IL(S(M)) ·WM. Observe
that NmL/KWM ⊆Wm.
The isomorphism
CK/CK(m)
∼−→ ClK(m)
is given by the chain of isomorphisms
CK/CK(m)
∼−→ IK/(K× ·Wm) ∼−→ IK(m)/(PK,1(m) ·Wm) ∼−→ ClK(m) .
Applying this chain of isomorphisms to NmL/KCL, we get
NmL/KCL/CK(m)
∼−→ K× ·NmL/KIL/(K× ·Wm) = NmL/KIL(S(M)) ·K× ·Wm/(K× ·Wm) ∼−→
∼−→ NmL/KIL(S(M)) · PK,1(m) ·Wm/(PK,1(m) ·Wm) ∼−→ NmL/KIL(m)/PK,1(m) ,
where for the last isomorphism we have used Lemma 4.2.2.
Now, since m is a modulus of definition, from Proposition 6.1.8 we know that the diagram
IK(m)/(PK,1(m) ·Wm)
ClK(m) G
id
φL/K
ψL/K
is commutative. It is obvious that the map φL/K commutes with the isomorphisms
CK/CK(m)
∼−→ IK/(K× ·Wm) ∼−→ IK(m)/(PK,1(m) ·Wm) ,
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so that we get the commutative diagram
1 NmL/KCL/CK(m) CK/CK(m) G 1
1 PK,1(m) ·NmL/KIL(m)/PK,1(m) ClK(m) G 1
φL/K
' ' =
ψL/K
in which the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Hence, since the first row is exact by the idelic
Reciprocity Law (Theorem 5.1.3), so is the second, and the desired result follows.
Definition 6.2.11. Let m be a modulus of K. Then, the ray class field for m is the finite
Abelian extension Km of K corresponding, by the idelic Existence Theorem, to the subgroup
CK(m) of CK .
Remark 33. Observe that, by Lemma 6.2.6, the modulus m is a modulus of definition for Km/K.
By the idelic Reciprocity Law, the Galois group Gal(Km/K) is isomorphic to the ray class group
ClK(m) ' CK/CK(m). Therefore, we see that kerψL/K,S(m) = PK,1(m).
Remark 34. Let L be a finite Abelian extension of K. Then,
L ⊆ Km ⇔ NmL/KCL ⊇ CK(m)⇔ m is a defining modulus for L/K.
Thus, we can define the conductor of L/K as the smallest m such that L ⊆ Km.
Theorem 6.2.12. (Existence Theorem) Let m be a modulus of K and let H be a congruence
subgroup for m. Then, there exists a unique Abelian extension L of K such that all prime ideals
of K which ramify in L divide m and kerψL/K,S(m) = H.
Proof. Let Km be the ray class field for m. Then, we have an isomorphism
ψKm/K,S(m) : IK(m)/PK,1(m) −→ Gal(Km/K) .
Let L ⊆ Km be the fixed field of ψKm/K,S(m)(H/PK,1(m)). This is clearly a finite Abelian
extension of K all of whose ramified primes divide m, and, since ψL/K,S(m)(·) = ψKm/K,S(m)(·)|L,
we see that kerψL/K,S(m) = H. The uniqueness part follows from Proposition 6.2.9.
Definition 6.2.13. The Hilbert class field of K is the ray class field for the modulus m = 1.
It is clear that the Hilbert class field of a number field K is unramified over K. Moreover,
we have the following result.
Theorem 6.2.14. The Hilbert class field of K is the maximal unramified Abelian extension of
K (any other unramified Abelian extension of K is contained in the Hilbert class field).
Proof. Let L be the Hilbert class field of K and let M be any other unramified Abelian extension.
Let M ′ be any finite subextension of M/K. Since it is unramified, the modulus m = 1 is a
modulus of definition for M ′/K. Therefore
kerψL/K = PK ⊆ kerψM ′/K ,
which, by Proposition 6.2.9, implies that M ′ ⊆ L. Hence, we have M ⊆ L.
Remark 35. For the Hilbert class field L of K, the Artin map ψL/K gives an isomorphism
ClK = IK/PK
∼−→ Gal(L/K) ,
i.e. the Galois group of L/K is isomorphic to the ideal class group. As a consequence of this
isomorphism, a prime ideal p of K splits completely L if and only if it is principal.
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Chapter 7
Applications
7.1 Kronecker-Weber theorem
References: [Cox13]
Lemma 7.1.1. Consider the number field Q. Let m be a positive integer. The ray class field
for m∞ is Q(ζm), where ζm denotes a primitive m-th root of unity.
Proof. The ray class field for m∞ is the unique finite Abelian extension L of Q all of whose
ramified primes divide m∞ such that kerψL/Q,S(m∞) = PQ,1(m∞). We know that the primes of
Q which ramify in Q(ζm) must be among those dividing m∞. Observe that any fractional ideal
in IK(m∞) can be written as (a/b)Z, where a and b are positive integers relatively prime to m.
For any prime p - m, the Fro¨benius element (p,Q(ζm)/Q) is the Q-automorphism mapping ζm
to ζpm. Therefore, the Artin map can be described as
ψQ(ζm)/Q,S(m∞) : IK(m∞)→ Gal(Q(ζm)/Q) ' (Z/mZ)×
a
b
Z 7→ [a][b]−1 .
The kernel of this map is clearly the set of fractional ideals (a/b)Z with a and b positive integers
relatively prime with m and such that a ≡ b (mod m). But multiplying both a and b by
an integer in [a]−1, we can write this ideals with a ≡ b ≡ 1 (mod m). Hence, we see that
kerψQ(ζm)/Q,S(m∞) = PQ,1(m∞).
Theorem 7.1.2. (Kronecker-Weber) Let L be a finite Abelian extension of Q. Then L is
contained in some cyclotomic extension Q(ζ).
Proof. Let m be a modulus of definition for L. We can assume that ∞|m, so that m = m∞ for
some integer m. Therefore, the extension L is contained in the ray class field Qm∞ = Q(ζm),
where ζm denotes a primitive m-th root of unity.
7.2 Principal ideal theorem
References: [Neu99]
In this section, given a group G, we will use the notation G′ rather than Gc to denote its
commutator subgroup. The notation G′′ will then refer to the commutator subgroup of G′.
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Lemma 7.2.1. Let G be a group and let H be a subgroup of G of finite index. Then we have
a commutative diagram
G/G′ H/H ′
IG/I
2
G (IH + IHIG)/IHIG
Ver
S
''
where the vertical arrows are induced by σ 7→ iσ = σ − 1 and the map S is given by
S(xmod I2G) =
∑
s∈S
sxmod IHIG
for a system of representatives S of the right cosets of H in G such that 1 ∈ S.
Proof. The fact that the first vertical arrow is an isomorphism was seen throughout the proof
of Proposition 1.9.2. Let us check that the second vertical arrow is also an isomorphism. The
elements iσs with σ ∈ H, σ 6= 1 and s ∈ S, form a Z-basis of IH+IHIG: they generate IH+IHIG
since they clearly generate IH and for any (τ − 1)(σs− 1) with τ, σ ∈ H and s ∈ S we have the
identity
(τ − 1)(σs− 1) = (τσ − 1)s− (σ − 1)s− (τ − 1) , (7.1)
and if
∑
σ,s nσ,siσs = 0 then
0 =
∑
σ,s
nσ,s(σ − 1)s =
∑
σ,s
nσ,sσs−
∑
σ,s
nσ,ss ,
whereby we deduce that all the coefficients nσ,s are zero because all the elements σs with σ ∈ H,
σ 6= 1 and s ∈ S together with the elements s ∈ S are pairwise distinct. We can therefore define
a map IH + IHIG → H/H ′ by iσs 7→ σ mod H ′. Any (τ − 1)(σs − 1) ∈ IHIG is mapped to
1 modH ′ because of the identity (7.1). Hence we get a homomorphism (IH + IHIG)/IHIG which
is clearly an inverse of the map in the diagram.
Now, take some x mod G′ ∈ G/G′. For each s ∈ S, let sx = xss′ with xs ∈ H and s′ ∈ S.
Then, the image of xmodG′ by the transfer map is given by
Ver(xmodG′) =
∏
s∈S
xs modH
′ .
Going now downwards in the diagram we get∑
s∈S
(xs − 1) mod IHIG .
Going by the other way, we get ∑
s∈S
s(x− 1) mod IHIG ,
and both expressions coincide because of the identities
(s− 1) + s(x− 1) = (xs − 1) + (s′ − 1) + (xs − 1)(s′ − 1)
together with the fact that the s′ are all distict.
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Theorem 7.2.2. Let G be a finitely generated group. If G′ has finite index in G, then the
transfer map
Ver : G/G′ → G′/G′′
is the trivial homomorphism.
Proof. Replacing G by G/G′′, we can assume that G′′ = {1} and hence that G′ is Abelian. Let
S 3 1 be a set of representatives of the right cosets of G′ in G, and let g1, . . . , gn be a set of gen-
erators of G. Consider the homomorphism Zn → G/G′ mapping each ej = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0)
to gj . This homomorphism is clearly surjective and, since G/G
′ is finite, its kernel has finite
index in Zn, which means that the kernel has rank n and is therefore isomorphic to Zn. This
provides an exact sequence
0 Zn Zn G/G′ 1
f
where f is given by a matrix (mjk)16j,k6n with integer coefficients and with |det(mjk)| = [G : G′]
(because the modulus of the determinant is the index of the image of f in Zn, which is the kernel
of the surjective map Zn → G/G′). In fact, we can obviously assume that det(mjk) = [G : G′]
The image of each of the vectors ek by f lies in the kernel of the map Zn → G/G′, so that,
for all k with 1 6 k 6 n, there is some τk ∈ G′ such that
τk
n∏
j=1
g
mjk
j = 1 .
Therefore, using the identity ixy = ix+ iy+ ixiy and taking into account that τk ∈ G′, we deduce
that there exist µjk ≡ mjk mod IG such that
n∑
j=1
µjkigj = 0
for all k with 1 6 k 6 n. We can regard (µjk) as a matrix with coefficients in the commutative
ring Z[G′ \G] ' Z[G]/IG′Z[G]. Define µ = det(µjk), and let (λjk) be the adjoint matrix of (µjk).
Then, we have
µigl ≡
∑
j,k
λklµjkigj = 0 (mod IG′Z[G]IG) ,
so that µig ≡ 0 mod IG′Z[G]IG = IG′IG for all g ∈ G. Let µ =
∑
s∈S nss. Then, for all
g ∈ G′ \G,
µg =
∑
s∈S
nss g =
∑
s∈S
nss ,
so we deduce that all the coefficients ns are equal. Write µ = m
∑
s∈S s. We have
m[G : G′] ≡ µ ≡ det(mjk) ≡ [G : G′] (mod IG) ,
so that m = 1. Finally, applying the previous lemma, the transfer map is trivial because
S(ig mod I
2
G) =
∑
s∈S
sig ≡ µig ≡ 0 (mod IG′IG) .
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Let K be a number field. For a finite Galois extension M of K, not necessarily Abelian, we
will write φM/K for the map φK(·)|L, where L is the maximal Abelian subextension of M/K.
For any prime v of K, we will write φv,M/K for φv,L/K .
Lemma 7.2.3. Let E/K be a finite extension. Then, the diagram
IK Gal(Kal/K)ab
IE Gal(Kal/E)ab
φK
i
φE
Ver
commutes.
Proof. Let M be a Galois extension of K containing E. We claim that the diagram
IK Gal(M/K)ab
IE Gal(M/E)ab
φL/K
i
φL/E
Ver
commutes. Take any (αu)u ∈ IK . Moving downwards and then to the right in the previous
diagram we obtain ∏
u
∏
v|u
φv,M/E(αu) .
Fix a prime u of K and a prime v of E dividing u. Let Gv be the decomposition group of v
in E/K and let S be a system of representatives for the left cosets of Gv in Gal(E/K). For
each prime τv of E, with τ ∈ S, choose a prime wτv of M dividing τv (observe that the primes
τv of E, with τ ∈ S, are precisely the primes of E dividing u). For each σ ∈ Gv, choose an
extension σ˜ ∈ Gal(Mwv/Ku), and, for each τ ∈ S, choose an extension τ : Mwv → Mwτv .
For each τ ∈ S, the set G˜τv comprised of the elements τ˜ σ˜τ˜−1 with σ ∈ Gv is a system of
coset representatives of Gal(Mwτv/Eτv) in Gal(Mwτv/Ku). Therefore, the transfer map from
Gal(Mwτv/Ku) to Gal(Mwτv/Eτv) is given by
Ver(ρmod Gal(Mwτv/Ku)
′) =
∏
σ∈Gv
τ˜ σ˜τ˜−1ρϕτv(τ˜ σ˜τ˜−1ρ)−1 ,
where for any g ∈ Gal(Mwτv/Ku) the notation ϕτv(g) stands for the element in G˜τv lying in
the same coset as g. Let L be the maximal Abelian subextension of M/E. Using the second
commutative diagram in Lemma 3.3.7, we get∏
τ∈S
φτv,M/E(αu) =
∏
τ∈S
φMwτv/Eτv (αu)|L =
∏
τ∈S
Ver(φMwτv/Ku(αu))|L =
=
∏
τ∈S
∏
σ∈Gv
(
τ˜ σ˜τ˜−1φMwτv/Ku(αu)ϕτv
(
τ˜ σ˜τ˜−1φMwτv/Ku(αu)
)−1) |L .
Let φMwτv/Ku(αu) also denote any extension of this map to Gal(Mwτv/Ku). Taking into account
that we can assume
φMwτv/Ku(αu) = τ˜φMwv/Ku(αu)τ˜
−1
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and the fact that the elements τ˜ |M σ˜|M with τ ∈ S and σ ∈ Gv form a system of representatives
of the cosets of Gal(M/E) in Gal(M/K), we obtain∏
τ∈S
φτv,M/E(αu) =
∏
τ∈S
∏
σ∈Gv
(
τ˜ σ˜φMwv/Ku(αu)τ˜
−1 ϕτv
(
τ˜ σ˜φMwv/Ku(αu)τ˜
−1)−1) |L =
=
∏
τ∈S
∏
σ∈Gv
(
τ˜ σ˜φMwv/Ku(αu)ϕv
(
σ˜φMwv/Ku(αu)
)−1
τ˜−1
)
|L =
=
∏
τ∈S
∏
σ∈Gv
(
τ˜ |M σ˜|M φu,M/K(αu) ϕ
(
σ˜|M φu,M/K(αu)
)−1
τ˜ |−1M
)
|L = Ver(φu,M/K) ,
where the transfer map is from Gal(M/K) to Gal(M/E) and for g ∈ Gal(M/K), ϕ(g) denotes
the corresponding representative among the elements τ˜ |M σ˜|M with τ ∈ S and σ ∈ Gv. For the
last equality we have used that Gal(M/E) is a normal subgroup of Gal(M/K) because E/K is
a Galois extension.
The diagram in the statement is obtained by taking projective limits.
Theorem 7.2.4. (Principal ideal theorem) Let L be the Hilbert class field of K and let OL be
its ring of integers. Then, every ideal a of K becomes principal in the Hilbert class field (i.e. the
ideal aOL is principal).
Proof. Let L′ be the Hilbert class field of L. For every K-embedding σ : L′ ↪−→ C, we have
σL = L because L/K is a Galois extension. Therefore τL′ is the Hilbert class field of τL = L,
so that τL′ = L′. This shows that L′/K is a Galois extension.
Consider the diagram
IK/PK CK/NmL′/KCL′ Gal(L
′/K)ab
IL/PL CL/NmL′/LCL′ Gal(L
′/L)ab
'
'
ia 7→ aOL
φL′/K
φL′/L
Ver
,
where all the horizontal arrows are isomorphisms. The first square trivially commutes and the
second square commutes because of the previous lemma. On the other hand, observe that L′
is unramified over L, which in turn is unramified over L. This implies that L′ is unramified
over K. Then, since L is the maximal unramified Abelian extension of K, it is the maximal
Abelian subextension of L′/K. This means that Gal(L′/L) is the commutator subgroup of
Gal(L′/K). Hence, by Theorem 7.2.2, the last vertical arrow in the previous diagram is the
trivial homomorphism, so that we deduce that so is the first vertical arrow, and the desired
result follows.
7.3 Primes of the form x2 + ny2
References: [Cox13]
Let O be an order in a quadratic field K. Let f be the conductor of O. Then, we have the
inclusions
PK,1(f) ⊆ PK,Z(f) ⊆ IK(f) ,
which show that PK,Z(f) is a congruence subgroup for the modulus f and through the isomor-
phism Cl(O) ' IK(f)/PK,Z(f), the group Cl(O) can be viewed as a generalized ideal class group
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for f . In particular, we deduce that Cl(O) is a finite group. Its order is often referred to as the
class number of O and will be denoted by h(O). Since an order in a quadratic field is uniquely
determined by its discriminant D, we will also write h(D) to denote the class number.
According to the Existence Theorem (Theorem 6.2.12), there exists a unique Abelian exten-
sion L of K such that all primes of K ramifying in L divide f and kerψL/K,S(f) = PK,Z(f). This
extension is the ring class field of O. If O = OK , it is clear that this is in fact the Hilbert class
field of K.
Remark 36. For the ring class field L of O, the Artin map ψL/K,S(f) induces an isomorphism
Cl(O) ' IK(f)/PK,Z(f) '−→ Gal(L/K)
which shows that [L : K] = h(O).
Lemma 7.3.1. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and let L/K be a finite Galois extension.
Let τ stand for complex conjugation. Then, L is Galois over Q if and only it τ(L) = L.
Proof. First, assume that L is Galois over Q. Then, any Q-embedding of L into C has image
L, and, in particular, τ(L) = L. For the converse implication, assume that τ(L) = L. Then,
since τ 6∈ Gal(L/K) (because K is an imaginary quadratic field) we see that the group of Q-
automorphisms of L has at least order 2[L : K], and the result follows.
Lemma 7.3.2. Let O be an order in an imaginary quadratic field K and let L be its ring class
field. Then L is a Galois extension of Q and
Gal(L/Q) ' Gal(L/K)o (Z/2Z)
with the action of the non-trivial element of (Z/2Z) on Gal(L/K) defined by σ 7→ σ−1.
Proof. Let f be the conductor of O. Let τ denote complex conjugation. Observe that τ(wK) =
dK − wK ∈ OK , so that τ(OK) = OK and clearly τ(PK,Z(f)) = PK,Z(f). On the other hand,
from the fact that for any prime ideal p of K we have τ(p, L/K)τ−1 = (τp, τ(L)/K) we deduce
that kerψτ(L)/K,S(f) = τ(kerψL/K,S(f)). Altogether, we get
kerψτ(L)/K,S(f) = τ(kerψL/K,S(f)) = τ(PK,Z(f)) = PK,Z(f) = kerψL/K,S(f)
and the uniqueness part of the Existence Theorem implies τ(L) = L. Then, by the previous
lemma, L is a Galois extension of Q.
Since τ ∈ Gal(L/Q), the exact sequence
1 Gal(L/K) Gal(L/Q) Gal(K/Q) 0
is split, so that we get an isomorphism
Gal(L/KQ) ' Gal(L/K)oGal(K/Q) ' Gal(L/K)o (Z/2Z)
with the action of the non-trivial element of (Z/2Z) on Gal(L/K) given by σ 7→ τστ−1. Since for
all prime ideal p ofK it holds τ(p, L/K)τ−1 = (τp, τ(L)/K) = (τp, L/K), this action corresponds
through the isomorphism IK(f)/PK,Z(f) ' Gal(L/K) to an action on IK(f)/PK,Z(f) induced by
a 7→ τa. But for any (integral) ideal a we have a · τa = N(a)OK (see Lemma B.0.9), which shows
that the map a 7→ τa sends any element in IK(f)/PK,Z(f) to its inverse, and then returning to
Gal(L/K) we get the desired result.
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For any ideal a of OK , we will use the notation a for complex conjugation.
Proposition 7.3.3. Let n > 0 be a positive integer. Let K be the quadratic number field
Q(
√−n), and let L be the ring class field of the order Z[√−n] in K. Then, in order that an odd
prime p not dividing n be of the form x2 + ny2, with x, y ∈ Z, it is necessary and sufficient that
it split completely in L.
Proof. Let O = Z[√−n] and let f be the conductor of O. Let D = −4n be the discriminant of
the order O. Then −4n = f2dK , so that an odd prime not dividing n does not divide dK and
is therefore unramified in K. It is also unramified in L, since p does not divide f and therefore
neither do the ideals of K above p.
We will now prove the statement by proving, for any odd prime p not dividing n, the following
chain of equivalences:
p is of the form x2 + ny2 ⇐⇒ pOK = pp, with p 6= p and p = αOK with α ∈ O
⇐⇒ pOK = pp, with p 6= p and p ∈ PK,Z(f)
⇐⇒ pOK = pp, with p 6= p and (p, L/K) = 1
⇐⇒ p splits completely in L.
For the first equivalence, assume that p = x2 + ny2. Then taking α = x+ y
√−n and p = αOK ,
we clearly have that α ∈ O and pOK = pp, with p 6= p because p does not ramify in OK .
Conversely, assume that p = pp with p = αOK for some α = x+y
√−n ∈ O. Then, clearly pOK =
(x+y
√−n)(x−y√−n)OK = (x2+ny2)OK and p = x2+ny2. The second equivalence follows from
the equivalence (B.1). The third equivalence follows from the isomorphism IK(f)/PK,Z(f) '
Gal(L/K) provided by the Artin map ψL/K,S(f). For the final equivalence, observe that the
condition (p, L/K) = 1 is equivalent to the fact that p split completely in L.
Lemma 7.3.4. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and let L be a finite extension of K which
is also Galois over Q. Then, for any α ∈ L ∩ R,
L ∩ R = Q(α)⇐⇒ L = K(α) .
Proof. Let τ denote complex conjugation. Since L is Galois over Q, then, by Lemma 7.3.1, we
know that τ(L) = L. The subfield of L fixed by τ is clearly L ∩ R; therefore, we deduce that
[L : L ∩ R] = 2. Thus, since we also have [K : Q] = 2, we see that [L ∩ R : Q] = [L : K].
Now, for any α ∈ L ∩ R, observe that Q(α) 6= K(α), because clearly Q(α) ⊆ R. Then,
since [K(α) : Q(α)] 6 [K : Q] = 2, necessarily [K(α) : Q(α)] = 2, whereby we deduce that
[Q(α) : Q] = [K(α) : K]. This fact, combined with the equality [L ∩ R : Q] = [L : K], clearly
implies the lemma.
Remark 37. In the conditions of the previous lemma, there always exists a real algebraic integer
α such that L = K(α) (we need simply take some algebraic integer α ∈ OL ∩ R such that
Q(α) = L ∩ R, which exists because of the primitive element theorem).
Proposition 7.3.5. Let K be an imaginary quadratic field and let L be a finite extension of K
which is Galois over Q. Let α ∈ OL ∩ R be such that L = K(α), and let f(X) ∈ Z[X] be its
minimal polynomial over Q. Then, for any prime p not dividing the discriminant of f(X),
p splits completely in L⇐⇒
{
(dK/p) = 1 and there is an integer solution
to the congruence f(X) ≡ 0 (mod p)
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Proof. Observe that, since [L ∩ R : Q] = [L : K], we have that f(X) is also the minimal
polynomial of α over K. If a prime p splits completely in L, then it clearly splits completely in
K and hence (dK/p) = 1. Therefore, we may prove the equivalence assuming that (dK/p) = 1
(i.e. that p splits completely in K). So let p be a prime not dividing the discriminant of f(X)
and with (dK/p) = 1, and let pOK = pp be its factorization in prime ideals in OK . Then we
have OK/p ' Z/pZ. Since p does not divide the discriminant of f(X), we have that f(X) is
separable modulo p, so that we get
p splits completely in L⇐⇒ f(X) ≡ 0 (mod p) has a solution in OK
⇐⇒ f(X) ≡ 0 (mod p) has a solution in Z.
We know that the Artin map for the ring class field L of an order O in an imaginary quadratic
field K induces an isomorphism between the ideal class group Cl(O) and the Galois group
Gal(L/K). Let D be the discriminant of O. Then, if in the previous proposition we take L to
be the ring class field of O, the degree of the polynomial f(X) is [L : K] = h(D).
Combining Proposition 7.3.3 and Proposition 7.3.5, we get the following theorem:
Theorem 7.3.6. Let n be a positive integer. Then, there exists a monic irreducible polynomial
fn(X) of degree h(−4n) such that, for any prime p not dividing neither n nor the discriminant
of fn(X),
p is of the form x2 + ny2 ⇐⇒
{
(−n/p) = 1 and there is an integer solution
to the congruence fn(X) ≡ 0 (mod p).
Moreover, if L is the ring class field of the order Z[
√−n], then the polynomial fn(X) can be
taken to be the minimal polynomial of any α ∈ OL ∩R such that L∩R = Q(α) (or equivalently
such that L = K(α), with K = Q(
√−n)).
Appendix A
Kummer theory
References: [Mil17b], [Mil13]
Let K be a field containing a primitive n-th root of unity ζ, with n > 2. Assume, moreover,
that the characteristic of K does not divide n.
Proposition A.0.1. Under the previous conditions:
1. Every cyclic extension L/K of degree n is of the form L = K(α) for some α satisfying
αn ∈ K.
2. If α is a root of Xn − a ∈ K[X], then K(α)/K is cyclic of degree the minimum positive
integer m such that αm ∈ K, and such m is always a divisor of n.
Proposition A.0.2. Let K
(
a1/n
)
and K
(
b1/n
)
be two cyclic extensions of degree n within the
same algebraic closure of K. Then,
K
(
a1/n
)
= K
(
b1/n
)
⇐⇒ 〈a〉K×n/K×n = 〈b〉K×n/K×n .
Proof. The condition on the right (i.e. that a and b generate the same subgroup in K×/K×n)
is equivalent to the fact that b = arcn for some c ∈ K× and some r such that (r, n) = 1. Then,
the implication from right to left is easy.
For the converse, assume that K(α) = K(β), where αn = a, βn = b and no lower positive
power of neither α nor β belongs to K. Let L = K(α) = K(β), and let G = Gal(L/K) = 〈σ〉.
The elements τ ∈ G map α to another root of Xn − a, i.e to ζiα for some i, and we have such
an element τ ∈ G for each i (mod n), so that, since σ is a generator of G, it maps α to ζiα for
some primitive n-th root ζi. We may assume i = 1. The same argument shows that σβ = ζrβ
for some primitive n-th root ζr, i.e. for some r such that (r, n) = 1.
Since the elements 1, α, . . . , αn−1 for a K-basis of L, we can write
β =
n−1∑
i=0
xiα
i
for some xi ∈ K. Applying σ on each side, and using the way in which σ acts on α and on β,
we get:
ζrβ =
n−1∑
i=0
xiζ
iαi
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so that, replacing β by its expression in terms of the powers of α and equating the coresponding
coefficients, we get
ζrxi = ζ
ixi for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1}.
Thus, xi = 0 for all i 6= r, so that β = xrαr and b = arxnr .
Lemma A.0.3. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G = Gal(L/K). Then,
there is an isomorphism (
K× ∩ L×n) /K×n ' Hom(G,µn) .
Consequently, in the particular case in which G is Abelian of exponent a divisor of n, we get:
[K× ∩ L×n : K×n] = |G| .
Proof. We have the exact sequence of G-modules
1 µn L
× L×n 1
x 7→ xn
,
from which we obtain a long exact sequence in cohomology. Taking into account that, because
of Hilbert’s theorem 90, we have H1(G,L×) = 1, the first part of the long exact sequence reads
1 µn K
× K× ∩ L×n H1(G,µn) 1x 7→ x
n
.
Since G acts trivially on µn, we have H
1(G,µn) ' Hom(G,µn), so that we get the desired
isomorphism from the previous exact sequence:(
K× ∩ L×n) /K×n → Hom(G,µn)
aK× 7→
[
σ 7→ σa
1/n
a1/n
]
.
If G is Abelian with exponent a divisor of n, Hom(G,µn) is the dual of G, i.e. the group
comprised of all characters χ : G → C×, so that |Hom(G,µn)| = |G| and then the previous
isomorphism implies
[K× ∩ L×n : K×n] = |G| .
Proposition A.0.4. There is a bijection between the finite Abelian extensions of K with expo-
nent a divisor of n contained in a certain algebraic closure of K and the subgroups of K× which
contain K×n as a subgroup of finite index, which is given by the map
L→ K× ∩ L×n
with inverse
B 7→ K(B1/n) .
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Proof. Let L be a finite Abelian extension of K with exponent a divisor of n. Let us define
B(L) = K× ∩ L×n. Then, the inclusion K(B(L)1/n) ⊆ L is clear, and also is, for any subgroup
B of K×, the inclusion B ⊆ B(K(B1/n)). Taking into account these inclusions, we get
[L : K] > [K(B(L)1/n) : K] = [B(K(B(L)1/n)) : K×n] > [B(L) : K×n] ,
where the equality in the middle follows from the previous lemma. Also from the previous lemma
we have [L : K] = [B(L) : K×n], so all the previous inequalities are actually equalities and, from
the first one, L = K(B(L)1/n).
Now let B a subgroup of K× which contains K×n as a subgroup of finite index, and define
L = K(B1/n). Since [B : K×n] is finite, there is a finite set S of generators of B/K×n, and we
can write
L =
∏
a∈S
K(a1/n) .
Then L is clearly a finite Galois extension. Let G = Gal(L/K). We claim that L/K is an
Abelian extension. To see it, take into account that any σ ∈ G is fully determined by its action
on S1/n, and, for each a ∈ S, it must satisfy σa1/n = ζiσ,aa1/n for some integer iσ,a. Then, given
σ1, σ2 ∈ G, it is immediate to check that σ1σ2a1/n = σ2σ1a1/n for all a ∈ S, and so σ1σ2 = σ2σ1.
Moreover, it is clear that G has exponent a divisor of n.
Taking into account the previous lemma, we have the isomorphism
B(L)/K×n → Hom(G,µn)
aK× 7→
[
σ 7→ σa
1/n
a1/n
]
.
Since G has exponent a divisor of n, Hom(G,µn) is the dual of the finite Abelian group G, so
that Hom(G,µn) ' G. For each subgroup H ⊆ G, we may naturally indentify Hom(G/H,µn)
with the subgroup of Hom(G,µn) comprised of those characters χ such that χ(h) = 1 for all
h ∈ H. All these are clearly different subgroups of Hom(G,µn), and they are in fact all the
subgroups of Hom(G,µn) because of the isomorphism Hom(G,µn) ' G.
Hence, under the isomorphism
B(L)/K×n → Hom(G,µn) ,
we see that B/K×n is mapped to Hom (G/H,µn), where H is the subgroup of G comprised of
those σ such that σa1/n = a1/n for all a ∈ B. But, since L = K(B1/n), such a σ can only
be the identity, so that the image of B/K×n is Hom(G,µn) and, consequently, B = B(L) =
B(K(B1/n)).
Proposition A.0.5. Let K be a number field containing a primitive n-th root of unity ζ, and
let L = K(a
1/n
1 , . . . , a
1/n
m ) with ai ∈ OK for all i. Then, for any finite prime v of K, if nai is a
unit in Kv, then v is unramified in L.
Proof. Since L =
∏m
i=1K(a
1/n
i ), a finite prime v of K is unramified in L if and only if it is
unramified in K(a
1/n
i ) for all i, so we need only prove the proposition for the case L = K(a
1/n),
a ∈ OK .
Take α such that αn = a, and let d|n be the degree of the extension K(α)/K, which is
the minimum positive integer k satisfying that αk ∈ K. Then, the minimal polynomial of α is
f(X) = Xd − a, and we have
disc(f) = (−1) d(d−1)2 NmL/Kf ′(α) = (−1)
d(d−1)
2 NmL/K(dα
d−1) =
= (−1) d(d−1)2 (−1)(d+1)(d−1)ddad−1 .
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Then, if v does not divide na, it does not divide disc(f) and, consequently, neither it divides
disc(OL/OK), which implies that v is unramified in L.
Appendix B
Orders in quadratic number fields
References: [Cox13], [Neu99], [Sam70]
Throughout this chapter, K will denote a number field of degree n over Q. We will denote
its ring of integers by OK and its discriminant by dK .
Definition B.0.1. Let K be a number field. An order in K is a subring O ⊆ OK which contains
a Q-basis of K.
It is clear that Z ⊆ O for any order O in K, so O may be regarded as a Z-module. Therefore,
since OK is a free Z-module of rank n, and O is a submodule of OK which contains a Q-basis of
K, we deduce that O is also a free Z-module of rank n. Because of this, we also see that O has
finite index in OK .
Another point is that K is the field of fractions of O. This follows because, setting m to be
the index of O in OK , we have that mOK ⊆ O, so that, since K is the field of fractions of OK ,
it is also the field of fractions of O.
Proposition B.0.2. An order O in K is a Noetherian ring and every prime ideal of O is
maximal.
Proof. Since O is a finitely generated Z-module, every Z-submodule is also finitely generated.
In particular, any ideal of O is finitely generated as a Z-module and, a fortiori, as an O-module.
This shows that O is a Noetherian ring.
Now, let p be a prime ideal of O. Take some x ∈ p. Since x ∈ O ⊆ OK , it is integral over Z,
so that
xr + ar−1xr−1 + · · · a1x+ a0 = 0 ,
for some r > 0 and some a0, a1, . . . , ar−1 ∈ Z. We may obviously assume that a0 6= 0. We
have a0 ∈ p ∩ Z, so that a0O ⊆ p ⊆ O and, consequently, the quotient O/p is finite. Then,
this quotient is a finite integral domain, which implies that it is a field and therefore that p is a
maximal ideal.
Note that, unless O = OK , an order O is not integrally closed, and consequently it is not a
Dedekind domain.
Definition B.0.3. The conductor of an order O in K is the biggest ideal f of OK contained in
O, that is:
f = {a ∈ OK : aOK ⊆ O} .
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Remark 38. Since OK is finitely generated as a Z-module and O contains a Q-basis of K, it
follows easily that f 6= 0.
From now on, we set n = 2. The results which we present are specific for orders in quadratic
number fields. In this case, defining
wK =
dK +
√
dK
2
,
we know that OK = Z〈1, wK〉.
Lemma B.0.4. Let O be an order in K and let f = [OK : O]. Then,
O = Z〈1, fwK〉 .
Proof. We have fOK ⊆ O, so that Z+ fOK ⊆ O. But Z+ fOK = Z+ fZ[1, wK ] = Z〈1, fwK〉,
so that in fact we get Z〈1, fwK〉 ⊆ O, and, since both Z〈1, fwK〉 and O have index f in OK ,
they must be equal.
Lemma B.0.5. Let O be an order in K and let f = [OK : O]. Then fOK is the conductor of
O.
Proof. Since OK = Z〈1, wK〉, in order that α = a+bwK ∈ OK , with a, b ∈ Z, be in the conductor
f of O it is necesary and sufficient that both α · 1 and α · wK be in OK . Observe that
α · 1 = a+ bwK
αwK = (a+ bwK)wK = b
dk(1− dk)
4
+ (a+ bdK)wK ,
so that, by the previous lemma, these conditions are equivalent to the condition f | a and f | b,
i.e. to the condition α ∈ fOK .
Remark 39. Because of this last result, we will also refer to f = [OK : O] as the conductor of
the order O.
Remark 40. If O is an order in K and f = [OK : O], then the discriminant of O as a Z-module,
to which we will simply refer as the discriminant of O, is D = f2dK . Consequently, we see that
K = Q(
√
D). This fact, together with Lemma B.0.4, show that the discriminant of an order in
a quadratic field determines it uniquely. It is also straightforward that every D ≡ 0, 1 (mod 4)
is the discriminant of some order in some quadratic field.
From now on O will always be an order in K with conductor f and discriminant D.
Let us recall the definition of fractional ideal. If A is a ring and F is its field of fractions,
then a fractional ideal of A is an A-submodule I of F such that dI ⊆ A for some d ∈ A. If A is
Noetherian (as is the case of an order in a number field) it is equivalent to say that I is a finitely
generated A-submodule of F . We say that a fractional A-ideal a is invertible if there exists some
fractional ideal b of A such that ab = A (and, in this case, we write b = a−1).
Definition B.0.6. A fractional ideal a of O is proper if it satisfies the following condition:
{β ∈ K : βa ⊆ a} = O .
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Remark 41. The inclusion O ⊆ {β ∈ K : βa ⊆ a} always holds, so that we must only check the
opposite inclusion.
Clearly, all principal fractional O-ideals are proper. Also observe that, since any fractional
ideal a of O is a finitely generated O-module, for any β ∈ K the condition βa ⊆ a implies that
β is integral over O and therefore β ∈ OK . In particular, if O = OK we see that all fractional
ideals are proper.
Lemma B.0.7. Assume that K = Q(τ), where τ is a root of the polynomial aX2 + bX + c
with integer relatively prime coefficients. Then Z〈1, τ〉 is a proper fractional ideal of the order
Z〈1, aτ〉.
Proof. Observe that aτ is a root of X2 +bX+ac, so that aτ is an algebraic integer and Z〈1, aτ〉 is
an order in K. For β ∈ K, the condition βZ〈1, τ〉 ⊆ Z〈1, τ〉 is equivalent to the pair of conditions
β · 1 ∈ Z〈1, τ〉
β · τ ∈ Z〈1, τ〉 .
The first of these conditions simply says that β = m + nτ for some m,n ∈ Z. For the second
one, observe that
βτ = mτ + nτ2 = −cn
a
+
(
−bn
a
+m
)
τ ,
so that, since a, b and c are relatively prime integers, we have that β · τ ∈ Z〈1, τ〉 if and only
if a divides n. Hence, we have seen that the condition βZ〈1, τ〉 ⊆ Z〈1, τ〉 is equivalent to the
condition that β be of the form m+ daτ for some m, d ∈ Z, i.e. β ∈ Z〈1, aτ〉.
For any β ∈ K and for any fractional ideal a of K, we denote by β′ and a′ their images under
the non-trivial Q-automorphism of K.
Proposition B.0.8. A fractional O-ideal a is invertible if and only if it is proper.
Proof. Assume first that a is invertible. Then, for any β ∈ K such that βa ⊆ a, we have
βO = β (aa−1) = (βa)a−1 ⊆ aa−1 = O ,
which shows that β ∈ O.
Now, assume that a is proper. Since a is a fractional ideal, we have da ⊆ O for some d ∈ O.
It is clear that a contains a Q-basis of K. Then, since O is a free Z-module of rank 2, so is a, so
that a = Z〈α, β〉 for some α, β ∈ K. Defining τ = β/α, we have a = αZ〈1, τ〉. Let aX2 + bX + c
be an integer multiple of the minimum polynomial of τ with integer relatively prime coefficients.
Then, by the previous lemma, we have O = Z〈1, aτ〉. Since τ ′ is also a root of aX2 + bX + c, we
have a′ = α′Z〈1, τ ′〉, which shows that a′ is a proper fractional ideal of Z〈1, aτ ′〉 = Z〈1, aτ〉 = O
(we have used that aτ + aτ ′ = −b). Observe that
aaa′ = NmK/Q(α)Z〈a, aτ, aτ ′, aττ ′〉 = NmK/Q(α)Z〈a, aτ,−b, c〉 =
= NmK/QZ〈1, aτ〉 = NmK/Q(α)O
(in the second equality we have used that τ + τ ′ = −b/a and ττ ′ = c/a, and in the third equality
we have used that gcd(a, b, c) = 1). This clearly shows that a is invertible.
As a consequence of the previous proposition, the set of proper ideals of O, which we will
denote by I(O), forms a commutative group under multiplication. The set of principal ideals,
which we will denote by P (O), forms a subgroup of I(O). We define the ideal class group of O
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as the quotient group Cl(O) = I(O)/P (O). Note that, when O = OK , the ideal class group
Cl(O) coincides with the usual ideal class group ClK .
As in the proof of Proposition B.0.2, we can see that any ideal a of O has finite index in O.
Then, we define the norm of an ideal a of O as N(a) = |O/a|. To simplify the notation, we will
also write N for NmK/Q.
Lemma B.0.9. The norm satisfies the following properties:
1. N(αO) = |N(α)| for all non-zero α ∈ O.
2. N(ab) = N(a)N(b) for any proper ideals a and b of O.
3. aa′ = N(a)O for any proper ideal a of O.
Proof. Take any non-zero α ∈ O. Since O is a free Z-module of rank 2, so is αO. Then, since
αO is a Z-submodule of O, there exist some γ1, γ2 ∈ O and some positive c1, c2 ∈ Z such
that O = Z〈γ1, γ2〉 and αO = Z〈c1γ1, c2γ2〉. Clearly |O/αO| = c1c2. On the other hand, let
u : O → αO be the Z-linear map defined by u(γ1) = c1γ1 and u(γ2) = c2γ2, and let v : αO → αO
be the Z-linear map defined by v(c1γ1) = αγ1 and v(c2γ2) = αγ2. Since clearly Z〈αγ1, αγ2〉 = O,
the map v is invertible, so that det(v) = ±1. Then det(v ◦u) = ±c1c2. But v ◦u is multiplication
by α, which shows that |N(α)| = c1c2 = N(αO).
Given any non-zero α ∈ O and any proper ideal a of O, it is straightforward that the sequence
0 αO/αa O/αa O/αO 0
is exact, so that we get |O/αa| = |αO/αa||O/αO|. Since multiplication by α clearly induces an
isomorphism O/a ' αO/αa, using the first statement in the lemma we get
N(αa) = |N(α)|N(a) .
Now, let a be a proper ideal of O and let us write it as in the proof of the previous proposition
as a = αZ〈1, τ〉, where τ is a root of the polynomial with integer relatively prime coefficients
aX2 + bX + c. Then, we have O = Z〈1, aτ〉, so that it is clear that N(Z〈a, aτ〉) = |a|. From the
equality aa = αZ〈a, aτ〉 we get a2N(a) = N(α)|a|, which combined with the result aaa′ = N(α)O
obtained throughout the proof of the previous proposition, yields aa′ = N(a)O.
Finally, to prove the second statement, observe that for proper ideals a and b of O,
N(ab)O = aba′b′ = aa′bb′ = N(a)O ·N(b)O = N(a)N(b)O .
We now present some basic notions of quadratic forms with coefficients in Z. A quadratic
form with coefficcients in Z, and, from now on, simply a form, is a polynomial of the form
f(X,Y ) = aX2 + bXY + cY 2, with a, b, c ∈ Z. It is primitive if gcd(a, b, c) = 1. We say that
a form f(X,Y ) represents an integer m if there exist some integers x, y such that f(x, y) = m,
and that f(X,Y ) properly represents m if x and y can be chosen to be relatively prime. The
discrimimant of a form f(X,Y ) = aX2 + bXY + cY 2 is b2 − 4ac.
Proposition B.0.10. Fix a square root
√
D of D. If f(X,Y ) = aX2 +bXY +cY 2 is a primitive
form of discriminant D, then Z〈a, (−b+√D)/2〉 is a proper ideal of O. Moreover, this assignment
defines a surjective map from the set of primitive forms of discriminant D to Cl(O), and it holds
that if a primitive form of discriminant D represents some non-zero integer m, then |m| is the
norm of some ideal in the corresponding class in Cl(O).
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Proof. Let τ be a root of f(X, 1) = aX2 + bX + c. Since f(X,Y ) has discriminant D, we can
take τ = (−b+√D)/(2a), so that
Z〈a, (−b+
√
D)/2〉 = Z〈a, aτ〉 = aZ〈1, τ〉 .
Then, by Lemma B.0.7, we see that Z〈a, (−b +√D)/2〉 is a proper ideal of the order Z〈1, aτ〉,
so we need only prove that O = Z〈1, aτ〉. But observe that
aτ =
−b+√D
2
=
−b+ f√dK
2
= −b+ fdK
2
+ fwK ,
where (b+ fdK)/2 is an integer since f
2dK = D = b
2 − 4ac and therefore b and fdK have both
the same parity. Then, clearly
Z〈1, aτ〉 = Z〈1, fwK〉 = O .
To prove surjectivity, let a = αZ〈1, τ〉 be a proper ideal of O. Let aX2 +bX+c be a non-zero
integer multiple of the minimal polynomial of τ with integer relatively prime coefficients. Then
a is proper in Z〈1, aτ〉, which implies that O = Z〈1, aτ〉 and hence that D = b2 − 4ac. We can
assume that τ = (−b+√D)/2 by simply changing τ by −τ and b by −b if τ = (−b−√D)/(2a).
Then, the primitive form f(X,Y ) = aX2 + bXY + cY 2 maps to aZ〈1, τ〉, which clearly lies in
the same class in C(O) as a.
Now, let f(X,Y ) = aX2 + bXY + cY 2 be a primitive form of discriminant D, let m be a non-
zero integer and assume that f(x, y) = m for some x, y ∈ Z. Define d = gcd(x, y). Then m = d2t,
where t = f(x/d, y/d) is properly represented by f(X,Y ). Define p = x/d and q = y/d. Using
Be´zout’s lemma, there exist some r, s ∈ Z such that ps − qr = 1. Define τ = (−b +√D)/(2a).
Then f(X,Y ) maps to the class of a = aZ〈1, τ〉 and we have O = Z〈1, aτ〉. Observe that
N(qτ − p) =
(
−p− qb
2a
+
q
2a
√
D
)(
−p− qb
2a
− q
2a
√
D
)
=
(
p+
qb
2a
)2
−
( q
2a
)2 (
b2 − 4ac) = t
a
,
so that
t
sτ − r
qτ − p = t
(sτ − r)(qτ ′ − p)
N(qτ − p) = a
(
sq
c
a
− spτ − rq
(
− b
a
− τ
)
+ rp
)
= sqc− aτ + rqb+ sp
and, therefore,
O = Z
〈
1, t
sτ − r
qτ − p
〉
.
The ideal
b = tZ
〈
1,
sτ − r
qτ − p
〉
has clearly index |t| in O, so that N(b) = |t| and it lies in the same class as a because we have
tZ
〈
1,
sτ − r
qτ − p
〉
=
t
qτ − pZ〈qτ − p, sτ − r〉 =
t
qτ − pZ〈1, τ〉 .
Finally N(db) = d2N(b) = |m|.
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Corollary B.0.11. Let M be a non-zero integer. Then, every class in Cl(O) contains some
ideal of norm relatively prime to M .
Proof. In view of the previous proposition, it suffices to prove that every primitive form represents
integers relatively prime to M . So let f(X,Y ) = aX2 + bXY + cY 2 be a primitive form. Since
gcd(a, b, c) = 1, for every prime p | M at least one of the numbers f(1, 0) = a, f(0, 1) = c and
f(1, 1) = a + b + c is relatively prime to p. Then, the result follows by a simple application of
the Chinese remainder theorem.
Now, we will study the ideals of O prime to the conductor, i.e. the ideals a such that
a + fO = O.
Lemma B.0.12. An ideal a of O is prime to an integer m (i.e. it is prime to mO) if and only
if its norm is relatively prime to m.
Proof. The map O/a → O/a defined as multiplication by m is surjective (and hence an iso-
morphism, because O/a is finite) if and only if a + mO = O. But since O/a is a finite group,
multiplication by m defines an isomorphism if and only if m is relatively prime to the order of
the group, i.e. if and only if m is relatively prime to N(a).
Lemma B.0.13. Every ideal of O prime to f is proper.
Proof. Let a be an ideal prime to f . Any β ∈ K such that βa ⊆ a is an algebraic integer, because
a is a finitely generated Z-module. Then, for such a β we have
βO = β(a + fO) ⊆ a + fOK ,
and the result follows since fOK ⊆ O (because O has index f in OK).
Because of the multiplicativity of the norm of ideals (Lemma B.0.9), the two previous lemmas
imply that the set of ideals of O prime to f generate a subgroup of I(O), which will be denoted by
I(O, f). If O = OK , then I(O, f) = IK(f) The subgroup of I(O, f) generated by the principal
ideals αO with N(α) relatively prime to f will be denoted by P (O, f).
Proposition B.0.14. The inclusion I(O, f) ↪−→ I(O) induces an isomorphism
I(O, f)/P (O, f) ' Cl(O) .
Proof. The map I(O, f)→ Cl(O) is surjective because of Corollary B.0.11, so that we need only
prove that I(O, f)∩P (O) = P (O, f). The inclusion P (O, f) ⊆ I(O, f)∩P (O) is obvious, so let
us focus on the opposite one. Any element of I(O, f)∩P (O) can be written as ab−1 with a and
b ideals of O prime to f , and can also be written as αO for some α ∈ K. Lemma B.0.9 shows
that N(b)b−1 = b′. Then, we get
N(b)αO = N(b)ab−1 = ab′ ,
whereby N(b)αO ∈ P (O, f) and therefore N(b)αO · (N(b)O)−1 ∈ P (O, f).
Given an integer m, we will use the notation IK(m) to denote the subgroup of IK generated by
the ideals prime to m (this is the same notation used previously, if we think of m as a modulus).
Proposition B.0.15. The map a 7→ a∩O induces an isomorphism IK(f) '−→ I(O, f). Its inverse
is induced by a 7→ aOK . Moreover, this isomorphism matches (integral) ideals of the same norm.
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Proof. Let a be an ideal of OK prime to f . The map O/a→ OK/a is clearly injective, and it is
also surjective because OK = a+fOK and fOK ⊆ O. Hence N(a∩O) = N(a) and consequently
a ∩ O is prime to f .
Now let a be an ideal of O prime to f . Then
aOK + fOK = (a + fO)OK = OK ,
which shows that aOK is also prime to f .
For an ideal a of O prime to f , we clearly have a ⊆ aOK ∩ O, and, to prove the opposite
inclusion, observe that
aOK ∩ O = (aOK ∩ O)O = (aOK ∩ O)(a + fO) ⊆ a + a · fOK ⊆ a .
For an ideal a of OK prime to f , we clearly have (a∩O)OK ⊆ a, and for the opposite inclusion,
a = aO = a(a ∩ O + fO) ⊆ (a ∩ O)OK + fa ⊆ (a ∩ O)OK
(for the last inclusion we have used fa ⊆ fOK ⊆ O).
We have seen that the maps a 7→ a∩O and a 7→ aOK provide a bijection between the monoid
of ideals of OK prime to f and the monoid of ideals of O prime to f . This bijection matches
ideals of the same norm, as we have seen that for an ideal a of OK prime to f , its image a ∩ O
has the same norm. Moreover, this bijection is multiplicative, since the map a 7→ aOK clearly
is, and therefore it induces an isomorphism IK(f) ' I(O, f).
Remark 42. In the previous proposition we proved that for any ideal a of OK prime to f we have
an isomorphism O/a ∩ O ' OK/a. Then, because of the proposition, for all ideal a of O prime
to f we have an isomorphism O/a ' OK/aOK , so that a is a prime ideal of O if and only if
aOK is a prime ideal of OK . This allows to prove that every ideal of O prime to f has a unique
factorization as a product of prime ideals prime to f .
We define PK,Z(f) as the subgroup of IK(f) generated by the principal ideals αOK with
α ∈ OK and α ≡ a (mod fOK) for some a ∈ Z relatively prime to f .
Proposition B.0.16. There are natural isomorphisms
Cl(O) ' I(O, f)/P (O, f) ' IK(f)/PK,Z(f) .
Proof. The first isomorphism is the one in Proposition B.0.14. For the second one, we have seen
in the previous proposition that the map a 7→ aOK induces an isomorphism I(O, f) '−→ IK(f),
so we need only prove that P (O, f) maps to PK,Z(f).
To that end, we claim that for any α ∈ OK ,
α ≡ a (mod fOK) for some a ∈ Z with gcd(a, f) = 1⇔ α ∈ O and gcd(N(α), f) = 1. (B.1)
Assume that α ≡ a (mod fOK) for some a ∈ Z with gcd(a, f) = 1. Since fOK ⊆ O, this clearly
implies α ∈ O. We also deduce that α′ ≡ a (mod fOK), so that N(α) = αα′ ≡ a2 (mod fOK).
Since fOK ∩ Z = fZ, we get N(α) ≡ a2 (mod f), whereby we deduce gcd(N(α), f) = 1.
Conversely, assume that α ∈ O and gcd(N(α), f) = 1. Since O = Z〈1, fwK〉, we see that α ≡ a
(mod fOK) for some a ∈ Z. As previously N(α) ≡ a2 (mod f), which shows that gcd(a, f) = 1.
Since P (O, f) is generated by the principal ideals αO with gcd(N(α), f) = 1 and PK,Z(f) is
generated by the principal ideals αOK with α ≡ a (mod fOK) for some a ∈ Z with gcd(a, f) = 1,
we obtain the desired result.
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